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PREFACE

This report gives an overview of some of the ongoing programmes in Physical Metallurgy
and related areas in different divisions of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. In recent years,
physical metallurgy has grown from its conventional regime pertaining to the study of basic
metallurgical phenomena in metals and alloys, to encompass almost all aspects of materials
science. This fact is amply reflected in this report. I sincerely thank all my colleague for the
cooperation extended to me in compiling this report. I must add here that the list of programmes
included in this compilation is a representative rather than a complete list. It has not been
possible to cover all the recent activities in physical metallurgy and related areas due to paucity
of time.

M. Sundararaman

ACOUSTIC EMISSION DETECTION OF PHASE
TRANSFORMATION

IN URANIUM

B. K. Gaur, B. K. Shah and P. G. Kulkarni
Atomic Fuels Division

Acoustic Emission (AE) monitoring is being increasingly
utilised in materials research related to deformation, fracture and phase transformation. Martensitic phase transformation has been found to be a particularly active source of AE.
Studies have also shown that nucleation and growth of phase
do not produce AE. In uranium, alpha-to-beta phase transformation is diffusion controlled nucleation and growth process.
We have carried out AE monitoring during heating and
cooling of uranium through alpha-to-beta phase transformation.
Intense AE activity was observed during heating as
well as cooling of uranium in the alpha phase. This could be
attributed to stress generated due to anisotropy in thermal
expansion of uranium. During alpha-to-beta phase transformation also, distinct AE activity was observed.
AE activity
during phase transformation could be attributed to difference
in co-efficient of thermal expansion, density and modulus of
alpha and beta phases. Under isothermal condition, there is
no thermal stress generation and hence no AE activity.
Publication : B.K. Gaur, B.K. Shah and P.G. Kulkarni,
'Acoustic Emission in Uranium under Thermal Stimulus', Proc.
13th World Conference on NDT, Sal Paulo (Brazil), October 1823, 1992.

EFFECT OF PRIOR COLD WORK ON LOW
SENSITIZATION

SUSCEPTIBILITY

STAINLESS STEEL AISI

OF

TEMPERATURE
AUSTENITIC

304

B. K. Shah, A. K. Sinha, P. K. Rastogi and P. G. Kulkarni
Atomic Fuels Division

Low temperature sensitization (LTS) refers to sensitization occurring at temperatures below the typical range of
sensitization (77-1073K). Earlier studies indicated that (i)
a pre-requisite for LTS phenomena is the presence of chromium
carbide nuclei at the grain boundaries and (ii) during LTS no
new nuclei form, but existing nuclei grow.
We have investigated the effect of prior cold work (530* by rolling) on LTS using the techniques of oxalic acid
electro-etching and electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation. The conclusions of this study are : (i) cold work can
induce LTS susceptibility in austenitic stainless steel even
if carbide nuclei are absent, (ii) for a given composition
there is a threshold cold work level for inducing LTS susceptibility; for the composition of the material under study,
this seems to be between 8 and 10%, and ( i i i ) a higher level
of cold work (about 30%) can prevent LTS by nucleating carbide within the grains.

Publication :
B.K. Shah , A.K. Sinha, P.K. Rastogi
and P.G. Kulkarni 'Effect of Prior Cold Work on LTS Susceptibility of Austenitic Stainless Steel AISI
304', Material
Science and Technology (UK), Vol.6, February 1990.

ULTRASONIC CHARACTERISATION OF PRKCI PITATION
HARDENABLE

17-4 PH STAINLESS

STKKL

M. Bandhopadhyay, P. P. Nanekar, A. K. Bandho^adhyay
B. K. Shah & P. G. Kulkarni
Atomic Fuels Division

Techniques based on ultrasonics offer the greatest
potential for characterising the microstructure and mechanical properties of components without affecting their serviceability. The ultrasonic parameters on which these techniques
are based include velocity, attenuation, back scatter and
resonance frequency. Out of these, velocity and attenuation
are extensively used.
Attenuation or loss of ultrasonic
energy is due to absorption process such as dislocation
damping, thermoelastic interaction etc., and scattering from
microstructural features such as grain boundaries, inclusions
and second phase particles.
Both these mechanisms are
frequency dependent and are considered to be the principal
mechanisms operating in the megahertz range of frequencies.
Experiments were
conducted
to monitor
ultrasonic
attenuation co-efficient and velocity on 17-4 PH samples heat
treated to various conditions.
Samples (60 x 60 y 25 mm)
were solution annealed at 1900°F for 30 minutes followed by
oil quenching. The solution annealed samples were age hardened at 900°F, 1025'F and 11OO°F.
At each temperature, the
aging time was varied from 1 h to 6 h. After the heat treatment ultrasonic velocity and attenuation were studied by
using 10 MHz and 25 MHz ultrasonic probes.
Hardness and
microstructure of these samples were also evaluated. Results
obtained
during
this
investigation
indicate
that
(i)
attenuation coefficient was minimum in the solution treated
condition and maximum after age hardening at higher temperature (1100'F).
Attenuation coefficient increased with increase in aging temperature, (ii) ultrasonic velocity was
found to be lower in solution annealed condition that in age
hardened condition. There was no change in ultrasonic velocity in samples age hardened to various conditions, (iii) it
seems feasible to identify the heat treatment condition of
17-4 PH stainless steel by monitoring ultrasonic parameters,
viz., attenuation and velocity.

Publication :
M. Bandyopadhyay, P.P. Nanekar, A.K.
Bandyopadhyay, B.K. Shah and P.G. Kulkarni 'Ultrasonic Characterisation of Precipitation Hardenable 17-4 PH Stainless
Steel', Proc. 47th ATM of the Indian Institute of Metals,
Hyderabad, November 17-19, 1993.

LASKR S U R F A C E

ALLOYING

1)1 LIP KUMAR AND G.L. GOSWAM1
AFD, BARC, BOMBAY - 85
Laser Surface Alloying (LSA) was used effectively to
produce hi-3h Cr and high Mo layers with improved corrosion as
well as pi-.ting resistance on mild steel and stainless steel
substrates. Laser alloyed zones (LAZ) were characterised by
optical as well as scanning electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction, EDAX/EPMA, microhardness testing and potentiostatic
studies.
a)

Cr into mi Id steel

This was performed by laser treatment of mild steel
substrates coated with Cr by electroplating. Alloying depths
in the range of 40.5 - 103.0 micron with Cr content varying
from 3.0 - 27.0 wt% were achieved.
Coarse and elongated
ferrite grains were observed in the LAZ. Very fine parallel
needles of austenite were detected within these grains.
In
the HAZ, the original elongated grains of ferrite with carbide/pearl ite interspersed between them were transformed to
fine equiaxed ferritic grains with regions previously having
carbide/pear 1ite transformed to martensite. No cracking was
observed in the LAZ. X-ray diffraction revealed presence of
ferrite, austenite, (CrFe)yCg and Cr^oCg.
Microhardness
increased from 216 VHN for mild steel to 297 VHN for 27.0% wt
Cr. Electrochemical studies showed marked improvement in the
corrosion behaviour due to alloying. Laser alloyed specimens
exhibited active passive behaviour in comparison to mild
steel which dissolved continuously at all potentials.
Increasing Cr caused shifting of open circuit potential towards
more noble side and reduced the critical current density for
passivation as well as the current density in the passive
range.
b)

Mo into Stainless steels 304 & 316L

This was performed by laser treatment of stainless
steel substrates coated with Mo by plasma spraying. Alloying
depths in the range of 440-1110 microns were achieved.
Mo
content was found to vary from 5.5 to 15.0 wt* depending upon
alloying depth and was generally vary uniform in the LAZ. Mo
enrichment caused microhardness to increase (198-798 VHN.) as
compared to 316L substrate (173 VHN).
This increase in
hardness could be attributed to higher lattice strains developed owing to large atomic size difference between Mo and
Fe. This also caused severe cracking in the LAZ which could
be prevented completely for Mo content of 5.2 - 6.0 wtx by
providing in-situ heating at 973K during laser treatment.
Fully austenitic structure of the base material transformed
to austenitic ferritic duplex and fully ferritic depending
upon the Mo content. Higher Mo produced increasing amount of

5-ferrite in the LAZ which varied from 32.4 - 79.0*. Primary
solidification mode also changed from 'A' (for the base
metal) to 'FA', 'FA'+'F' and finally to 'F' as Mo increased in
the LAZ. Samples/regions showing 'FA' mode of solidification
• exhibited both vermicular and lathy morphology of ferrite
with isolated regions of widmanstatten austenite whereas
those having 'F' mode depicted fine dendritic/cellular dendritic structure resulting from single phase ferrite solidification.
c)

Ni-Mo into Stainless Steel 304

High Mo alloys were produced on SS 304 substrates by
laser treatment of substrates coated with Ni-Mo (14-30 wtx)
alloys by electroplating. The microstructure in the LAZ was
found to be fully austenitic in all the specimens. Alloying
depths in the range of 60-650 microns were achieved.
Mo
content varied from 2.1 - 6.5 wtx with very good uniformity
along the depth.
Pitting potential of the LAZ improved
markedly over the substrate.
Publications :
1.

GL Goswami, Dilip Kumar, AL Pappachan and AK Grover,
'Laser Surface Alloying of Chromium into Mild Steel',
Proc. Int. Conf. on Advances in Chemical Metallurgy,
Indian Institute of Metals, Bombay, Jan. 9-11, 1991.

2.

Dilip Kumar, K. Sridhar, VD Pandey and GL Goswami,
'Laser Surface Alloying of Molybdenum into Stainless
Steel', ibid.

3.

Dilip Kumar, K. Sridhar, AR Biswas and GL Goswami,
'Characterization of Laser Produced High Molybdenum
Surface Alloys on Stainless Steel Substrates', Journal
of laser applications, Fall 1993, Vol.5, No.2&3, 23-32.

4.

GL Goswami, Dilip Kumar, AL Pappachan, AK Grover and K.
Sridhar, 'Characterization of Chromium Bearing Surface
Alloys Produced by Laser Alloying on Low Carbon Steel
Substrates', communicated to Journal of laser applications, USA for publication.

5.

K. Sridhar, Dilip Kumar, GL Goswami and MB Deshmukh,
'Microstructural Characterization and Pitting Resistance of Laser Surface Alloyed Stainless Steel', IIM
Annual Technical Meeting, Ranchi, 1991.

6.

Dilip Kumar and GL Goswami, 'Defects in Laser Surface
Alloyed Zones', National Laser Symposium held in Madras
during Feb. 17-19, 1993.

7.

Dilip Kumar, GL Goswami, AK Grover and AL Pappachan,
'Laser Surface Alloying of Cr-Ni and Ni-Mo into Steels
for Improved Corrosion Resistance', ibid.

HYDROGEN IN INTERMETALLICS AND HYDROGEN INDUCED AMOPHIZATION
P.Raj, P.Suryanarayana, A.Sathyamoorthy, K.Shashikala and R.M.Iyer
Materials Science Section, Chemistry Division, B.A.R.C. Bombay - 400 085.
In

the

last

few years Chemistry

Division has been

engaged

in the

systematic studies on the various aspects of hydriding phenomenon.

The

studies on FeTi based systems include: distribution and manifestation of
dissolved H ? in a- phase; activation mechanism; "0" phase skipping & rate
controlling process; the role of substitution at Fe & Ti sites and extra phase
impurities

in

improving

hydriding

kinetics;

bonding

different hydride phases let,$,&,?); estimation of H

characteristics

in

diffusion parameters

etc.
Several new hydride phases were stabilized for the first time, e.g. Zr Fe
{high temp, phase) and Zr Rh (superconducting phase with T =11K).
^
c

Effect of

H_ absorption on the structure, superconductivity, magnetic susceptibility and
low

temperature

heat

capacity

has

been determined

in various systems.

Mossbauer spectra of Zr?Fe & Zr FeH. g in Fig. 1 clearly bring out the large
charge transfer between Fe & H atoms in the hydride phase.
Hydrogen induced amorphization has been studied in Ce(Fe.Al)

and ErFe?

systems.

It has been possible to stabilize both the crystalline as well as

amorphous

hydride

phases

in both

the systems.

Fig.2

shows

the

x-ray

diffraction pattern of ErFe?H« ,. which is characteristic of amorphous phase.
A model for the hydrogen induced amorphization phenomenon has been proposed.
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PUBLICATIONS
1. P.Raj, and A.Sathyamoorthy; J.Less-Common Met. 115 (1986) 235
2. P.Raj, A.Sathyamoorthy, P.Suryanarayana and R.M.Iyer;
J.Less-Common Met. 123 (1986) 145
3.. P.Raj, A.Sathyamoorthy, P.Suryanarayana, A.J.Singh and R.M.Iyer;
J.Less-Common Met. 130 (1987) 139
4. P.Raj, P.Suryanarayana, A.Sathyamoorthy and R.M.Iyer;
Mater. Res. Bull. 24 (1989) 717
5. P.Raj and A.Sathyamoorthy; Hyp. Int. 35 (1987) 345.

<

6. P.Raj, P.Suryanarayana, A.Sathyamoorthy, K.Shashlkala and R.M.Iyer;
J.Non-Cryst.Sollds 146 (199ZT 63
7. P.Raj, P.Suryanarayana, A.Sathyamoorthy, K.Shashlkala, K.V.Gopalakrlshnan
and R.M.Iyer; J.Alloys and Compounds 179 (1992) 99
8. P.Raj, P.Suryanarayana, A.Sathyamoorthy, K.Shashlkala and R.M.Iyer;
J.Alloys and Compounds 178 (1992) 393
9. P.Raj, P.Suryanarayana, A.Sathyamoorthy, K.Shashlkala, R.M.Iyer, S.K.Dhar,
L.C.Gupta, V.C.Sahnl and R.J.Begum; J.Alloys and Compounds (In press)
10. P.Raj; Proc. Solid State Phys. Symp. 36C (1993) 6
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DIAMOND DEPOSITION USING HFCVD
A.K.Dua, V.C.George, D.D.Pruthi and P.Raj
Materials Science Section, Chemistry Division, B.A.R.C., Bombay.
Diamond synthesis from the gas mixture at sub-atmospheric
pressure is interesting both scientifically and technologically,
chemistry division has indigneously set up heated filament
chemical vapour deposition (HFCVD) facility and succeeded in
depositing well characterised diamond crystallites and continuous
polycrystalline thin films on a wide range of substrates ,e.g. Si,
W, Mo, Ta, Nb, Zr, Ni, Fe, various stainless steels, Cu, Pd, Au,
Alumina etc. Scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction,
Laser Raman spectroscopy, E.S.R. etc. have been used for the
unambiguous characterisation. Scanning electron micrographs of
typical diamond deposits given below, show well delineated edges
and faces of diamond crystallites.

Self supporting diamond windows could be fabricated and P-30
tool inserts were coated with diamond. Innovative modifications,
i.e. introduction of convective flow of gases was introduced, for
the first time, in HFCVD technique with the associated advantage
of deposition at larger distance from the filament, over larger

12

substrate area and on three dimensional substrate both inside as
well as outside. Research is presently directed to study the role
of hydrogen in convective flow HFCVD.
Publications
1. Preparation of synthetic diamond films at sub-atmospheric
pressure and their characterisation
A.K.Dua, D.D.Pruthi, V.C.George and P.Raj
B.A.R.C. report No.: B.A.R.C./1992/E030.
2. HFCVD technique for diamond synthesis
A.K.Dua, D.D.Pruthi, V.C.George and P.Raj,
Proc. Solid State Phys. Symp. , 35-C , 88, (1992).
3.

Studies on coating-substrate interface of HFCVD diamond
A.K.Dua, D.D.Pruthi, V.C.George and P.Raj
ibid, 35-C, 399, (1992).

4.

Diamond coated stainless steel: A Mossbauer Study
A. Sathyamoorthy, A.K. Dua, D.D. Pruthi, V.C. George, K.
Shashikala, P. Suryanarayan and P. Raj
ibid, 35-C, 430, (1992).

5.

Large area diamond deposition in HFCVD technique employing
convective flow of gases

A.K.Dua, V.C.George, D.D.Pruthi and P.Raj
Solid State Communications, 86, 39, (1993).
6.. Innovative modifications in HFCVD technique for diamond
deposition on multiple substrates
A.K.Dua, V.C.George, D.D.Pruthi and P.Raj,
Proc. Solid State Phys. Symp.;36-C, 545, (1993).
7.

8.

Enhanced diamond growth with increased hydrogen proportion in
the gas mixture by employing 'JET-FLOW HFCVD technique
A.K.Dua, D.D.Pruthi, V.C.George and P.Raj
ibid, 36-C, 546, (1993).
Studies of diamond growth on .different substrates in HFCVD
A.K.Dua, D.D.Pruthi, V.C.George and P.Raj
Bull. IVS, 24, 7, (1993).
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ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR CORRELATION FACTOR FOR VACANCY MECHANISM
OF DIFFUSION FOR SOME OF THE COMMONLY OCCURING LATTICES
D.D.Pruthi
Materials Science Section, Chem. Div., B.A.R.C., Bombay - 400 085
Knowledge
of
correlation
factor
has
led
to
abetter
understanding of diffusion processes in solids. Most of the
methods used for the calculation of correlation factor e.g. matrix
method, electrical analogy method, Monte Carlo method, diffusion
of vacancy probability method [1] use approximations. However,
combinatorial method [2,3] does not use any approximation.
Therefore this method can be used to examine the validity of the
various approximations used in different methods.
Correlation factor f is written as f=(l-t)/(1+t) and the
expression for t is derived. For square, simple cubic and b.c.c
lattices analytical expression has been already reported [3,4].
The expressions for t for honeycomb, diamond and two dimensional
hexagonal lattices have been derived and are given below together
with that of b.c.c lattice.

t(honeycomb) = Z 3 -( 2 n + 1 ) £ (m+1)"1 ( fi ) 2

(2Jn)

= 1/3+ 2/33 + 7/35+ 33/3 7 + 183/39+1118/31:L+
=0.46691 + ....

t(diamond)

= Z 4 " ( 2 n + 1 ) Z (m+1)"1 ( fi ) 2 (2{R ) (2R=mm)
= 1/4 +3/4 3 + 16/45+115/47+'-J6/49+9744/411+. .
=0.32564 + ....

t(hexagonal)= Z 6 " ( 2 n + 1 ) Z (m^i) (-2)n+1~m Z (T ) 2
=l/6+l/62+5/63+15/64+68/65+280/66+
=0.24391 + ....
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t(b.c.c)- i 8 "< 2 n + 1 >
l/8+9/83+200/85+6125/87+222464/89+8964648/811+.
=0.15430 + ...
For honeycomb and diamond lattices t can also be written as:
2t (honeycomb) = 1- 3~ 2 L T. ( fe )

2

(2ln )

3t(diamond) = 1- 4 ~ 2 L S (ft)2 (2i5) {2k-lm )
The second term on the right hand side tends to 0 as L tends
to infinity, thereby giving 1/2 and 1/3 as the values of t (or 1/3
and 1/2 of f) for honeycomb and diamond lattices for infinite
number of terms. For hexagonal lattice the value of f for L=25 was
found to be 0.57246 which is only 0,0124 higher than the value for
L equal to infinity. For b.c.c lattice The value of f for L=225
was found to be 0.72722034, which is commonally used value given
by Compann and Haven
calculated by the method of electrical
analogy.The value of f for L=2000 was found to be 0.72719514. It
is close to the value 0.72719414 for L equal to infinity, obtained
2
4
3
by using t=l-I-l/Iir
with I=F (1/4)/8TI as given by Schoen and
Lowen and using the value of 21 up to ten decimal places given by
Watson . The reason for somewhat higher value by electrical
analogy is due to the limited resistance network.
PUBLICATIONS:
1. Calculation of correlation factor for metallic diffusion; by
D.D.Pruthi, Proc. Nuclear Phys. and Solid State Phys. Symp.,
22C, (1979), 772.
2. Analytical expression for correlation factor for a square
matrix; by D.D.Pruthi, Proc. Nuclear Phys. and Solid State
Phys. Symp., 24C, (1982), 67.
3. Analytical expression for correlation factor in a square and a
simple cubic lattice; by D.D.Pruthi, Diffusion and Defect
Data, _42_, (1985) 1.
4. Analytica 1 expression for correlation factor in a b.c.c
lattice; by .D.D.Pruthi, Proc. Solid State Phys. Symp., 33C,
(1991), 92.
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Radiation Damage Studies
M.S. Anand and B.M. Pande,
Chemistry Division

Recovery studies of irradiated alloys:
a) Fast neutrons: Recovery studies of fast neutron irradiated A203 steel1, Ni-10Wt%Cr & N i 20Wt2%Cr, and Ni-l%Cu have been caried out using resistivity technique. It is observed that
in alloys, unlikes in metals, the defect recovery peaks occur at higher temperature and sometime
negative recovery is obtained, as was the case with A-203 steel and Ni-Cr system.

The

negative recovery in Ni-Cr and A-203 stel at higher temperatives was explained on the basis
of increase of local order on anealing, which was destroyed by fast neutron irradiation. In case
of dilute alloy like Ni-l%Cu only the recovery peak due to annealing of vacancies is shifted to
higher temperatives and no negative recovery occurs.
b) Helium ions: Recovery studies of 30 MeV helium ions irradiated Ni-0.5%Al and Ni-1%A1 3
were carried out. Recovery peak occuring at 110°C in pure Nc, got shifted to 210°C and it was
assigned to decoration by helium of helium-vacancy complexes formed during irradiation.
Negative recovery at higher temperative is due to the formation of microbubbles.
Recovery studies of deformed alloys:
Defects formed in deformed Ni, Ni-O.5%A14 and Ni-0.5% 4 In showed normal behaviour on
recovery unlike that in case of helium irradiated Ni-Al alloys. Recovery peak was observed at
115°C arises because of vacancy migration. The higher stages occured in these alloys due to
recrystallisation. Recovery of deformed A203 showed normal recovery behaviour.
Surface damage studies:
Surface damage studies on V-2%Zr 6 , was carried out using helium ions with energy
between 2 to 3.5MeV.

Blisters were seen and at higher doses exfoliatios were observed.

Hardness measurement showed an increase due to Helium and SIMS analysis showed that helium
was retained even after annealing at 700K.
Ni-l%Cu, were irradiated at 30MeV alpha ions showed that blisters were formed on both
front and behind surface of 80 micron thick samples, stainless steel samples were irradiated with
alpha ions of energy between 20-80KeV. Blisters and exfoliations were seen and estimation of
helium release showed that helium got released in fixed temperaturs of 500°C & 700°C.

16
b)

Denterium ion bombardment studies were carried out on Carbon7 and Titanium Carbide

Coating on 304 stainless steel. Blisters were seen on coating, besides etching & etch pits.
Bombardment of TiC Coating resulted in decrease in C/Ti atomic ratio and some TiD was
formed.
Publications
1. R.P. Agarwala, M.S. Anand & B.M. Pande, J. Nucl. Materials, 160, (1988) 242
2. B.M. Pande and M.S. Anand, Phys. Stat. Sol. (a) 132, (1992)
3. M.S. Anand and B.M. Pande, Phys. State. Sol. (a) 124, K 93 (1991)
4. M.S. Anand, B.M. Pande and R.P. Agarwala, Phys. Stat. Sol. (a) 114, K 159 (1989)
5. M.S. Anand and B.M. Pande, J. Nuclear Materials 185 (1991) 273
6. A.K. Dua, B.M. Pande and R.P. Agarwala, Surface and Coating Technology 37 (1989) 217

AMORPHOUS METAL SYSTEMS: LOCAL STRUCTURAL UNITS IN
(Fe,Ni)-(B, Si) METAL GLASSES USING MOSSBAUER STUDIES
P. Raj and A. Sathyamoorthy
Materials Science Section, Chemistry Division,

Mossbaner studies have been carried out on a number of metal-metalloid amorphous systems,
with a general formula (Fe,_x Nix)-(B,_y Siy). Fluctuation, hyperfine correlation functions were
derived from

experimental spectra to inform local structural units.

structural variations

It is shown that the

in the above mentioned amorphous ferromagnets manifest themselves

through the changes in the correlation functions. From our studies it is concluded into: (i) In
amorphous Fe-B system, the committee strucuture is retained dawn to 13 at B; (ii) In the Fe ro
(B,_y Siy) system, at least upto y=0.5, the basic structure of Q-(Fe-B) system is retained; (iii)
In (Fe,_x Ni,)^ B25, unlike what is predicted by the elported guidlines, at least upto X=0.25 local
structural unit continuous to be commitite; (iv) In (Fe^ N ^ j ) ^ . , Bx system for x=lb as well
as 20, not with their different crystallisation products, the local structure changes take place for
x 0.3 as reflected by correlation function.
Theoretical formular were derived to estimate the role of anisotrofic component of hyperfine
field as reflected in Mossbaner line width and cymmetries and fluctuation hyperfine correlation
functions. A procedure for checking the validity oflinear Correlation between isomer shift and
quadrepole spliting
was prposed.
Publications
1. P. Raj, Hyperfine Interactions 52 (1989) 373.
2. P.Raj and A. Sathyamoorthy, J. Phys. F18 (1988) 113
3. P.Raj, A. Sathyamoorthy and I.K. Rao, Key. Engg. Mat. 13-15 (1987) 571
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MATERIALS RESEARCH USING SHOCK WAVES
High Pressure Physics Division
Studies on the effects of shock waves on materials are of importance
to us to test the theoretical models of cohesion, to understand the effect
of non-hydrostatic stresses on phase transitions, and for an insight into
the mechanism of dynamic yielding of materials.
For generating shock waves, we have setup a gas gun facility in our
laboratory.J This gun is capable of accelerating projectiles to velocities
of up to 1 km/s, which on impacting a target generate shock pressures up
to 40 GPa.
Instruments for measuring projectile velocity and for
recording time-resolved stress wave histories in the shock loaded sample
have been developed. Recovery capsules have also been made to retrieve
shocked samples, which are then analysed using microscopic techniques
(XRD, Raman, electron microscopy, etc.).
Recently, we have used this gun to study phase transitions in GeO , Ti
and Zr. Polycrystal line samples of the a-quartz phase of GeO (q-GeO ) ,
2

2

recovered after peak shock treatment of 5, 6.8 and 10 GPa have shown that
q-GeO irreversibly amorphizes above 6.8 GPa. The estimates of the shear
band
temperatures
suggest
that
the mechanism
of
shock
induced
amorphization in q-GeO is solid-solid one and not the melt quenched one. 2
In Ti and Zr, our objective has been to understand the causes of the
reported scatter in the pressure of a - u transition (6.0 - 11.9 GPa)
under shock conditions. Our experiments show that the initial oxygen
content of the sample has a large influence on the transition pressure
(e.g. in Zr, a - w transition up to 11 GPa is seen only for oxygen content
less than 1600 ppm) . Unlike that in static experiments, the effect of
shear is found to be small up to 9 GPa in inclined impact experiments in
Ti.
1. "A Single Stage Gas-Gun for Shock Wave Studies"
S.C. Gupta, R.G. Agarwal, J.S. Gyanchandani, S.Roy, N. Suresh, S.K.
Sikka, A. Kakodkar and R. Chidambaram, Shock Compression of
Condensed Matter-1991, Eds. S.C. Schmidt, R.D. Dick J.W. Forges and
D.G. Tasker, (Elsevier, Netherland, 1992) p839.
2. "Shock Induced Amorphization of q-GeO "
N. Suresh, G. Jyoti, Satish C. Gupta, S.K. Sikka, Sangeeta and S-C.
Sabhrawal, communicated to Journal of Applied Physics.
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METALS AND ALLOYS UNDER PRESSURE
High Pressure Physics Division
Experimental investigations of metals, alloys and
intermetallics under pressure to identify structural systematics
and to test empirical structural maps and band structure results
is an active area of research in HPPD.
Facilities for the collection of angle dispersive
(ADXRD)and energy dispersive powder diffraction (EDXRD) patterns
from samples loaded in diamond anvil cells employing a rotating
anode x-ray gererator(S.K. Sikka, Hema Sankaran, Surinder M
Sharma, V.Vijayakumar, B.K. Godwal and R. Chidambaram, Indian
J.Pure & Applied Physics 27,472,(1989)) and ruby fluorescence
technique for pressure measurement have been setup. Various kinds
of diamond anvil cells have been fabricated. An EDXRD station has
also been built on a beam line of the Russian synchrotron, VEPP-3
at Novosibirsk for performing high pressure studies { S.K. Sikka,
S.N. Momin, V. Vijayakumar, B.P. Talachko and R. Chidambaram,
Solid State Physics, 35C, 86 (1993)). The measurement of
electrical resistance under pressure employing Bridgmann anvil
technique is also used for identifying phase transitions.
The following are some of the recent published results.
1. On the nature of the dhcp to fee transition under pressure in
Pr and Pr-Th alloys, V.Vijayakumar, B.K.Godwal, S.K.Sikka and
R.Chidambaram, Pramana-J. Phys. 31, 519, (1988)
2. A tetrahedrally close packed (tcp) structure for the high
pressure phase of potassium, V.Vijayakumar, S.K.Sikka and
H.Olijnyk,Phy. Lett. A152, 353, (1991).
3. Pressure induced elastic anomaly in Zn, S.M.Sharma, S.K.Sikka
and R.Chidambaram, Recent trends in High Pressure Research, Ed
A.K. Singh (Oxford & IBH publishing Co., New Delhi,1992) p 878
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ANALYSIS OF SHOCK DISCONTINUITIES IN GROUP IV TRANSITION ELEMENTS
High Pressure Physics Division

In the shock wave experiments, phase transitions are detected using
macroscopic measurements. This is due to very brief sbocV. duration (a few
microseconds) which makes it extremely difficult to employ microscopic
techniques (e.g. x-rays and Raman). So, the microscopic nature of the
shock induced transition is understood by comparison with measurements
under static pressures or analyzed by band structure calculations. The
chief objective of our study was to analyze the causes of the
discontinuities observed in the plots of the experimental shock velocity particle velocity data on group IV transition elements Ti, Zr and Hf at
shock pressures of 17, 26 and 40 GPa respectively. The static pressure
data at these pressures was not available and there had been many
speculations regarding the origin of the discontinuities.
By
using
first
principles
electronic
structure
method
for
determination of the structural energy differences between the a, /3 and u
structures with reference to the fee structure, we predicted a new u - fi
structural transition in Zr and suggested that this transition is the
cause of shock discontinuity in it. 1 Subsequently, this transition has
been verified by Cornell group using energy dispersive x-ray diffraction
with a diamond anvil cell. This demonstrated the predictive capability of
the current ab-initio methods based on density functional approach.2 A
similar analysis on Ti suggested that no u - fi structural transition
occurred up to 26 GPa. Even this result was confirmed by our diamond cell
experiment (and later by Cornell group) which showed that after the well
known initial a - w transformation at 6 GPa, the w phase continued to
exist up to 23 GPa. 3 Again, in Hf we related the shock discontinuity with
the a - u structural transition and found w - $ transition in agreement
with the experiments.
1. Jyoti S. Gyanchandani, Satish C. Gupta, S.K. Sikka and R. Chidambaram,
High Pressure Research 4, 472 (1990).
2. Satish C. Gupta, Jyoti M. Daswani, S.K.

Sikka and R.

Chidambaram,

Current Science (India) 65, 399 (1993).
3. Jyoti S. Gyanchandani, Satish C. Gupta, S.K. Sikka and R. Chidambaram
in Shock Compression of condensed matter - 1989, Eds. S.C. Schmidt,
J.N. Johnson and L.W. Davidson (North Holland, Amsterdam, 1990) pl31.
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PHASE STABILITY ANALYSIS USING BAND THEORY
High Pressure Physics Division
Quantum mechanical electronic structure calculations can be
performed accurately, now a days , specially for the ground state
properties within the local density approximation (LDA). We use
these first principles LDA calculations for estimating the
structural stability of metals and their compounds, for carrying
out frozen phonon calculations and to find the path of a phase
transition1. Recently, we have investigated the high pressure
phase diagrams of Molybdenum2, Zinc3, Thorium4, Silicon5, Carbon6
and
Indium7.
Excellent
agreement
with
the
experimental
observations have been obtained for the transiton pressures,
structural parameters and equations of state. The theoretical
total energy calculations have also been recently used by us to
predict some phase transitions8 ( e.g u -> 0 transition in Zr )
which have been detected experimentally elsewhere.
We also use BARC parallel processing system to perform
such ab inito calculations on large systems (e.g Mg
Zn
) . It
is now possible to extend these first principle calculations to
investigate the mechanical and defect properties of materials.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

The low-temperature
phase
of
sodium:an
intermediate
orthorhombic distortion?, Hema Sankaran, Surinder
M.Sharma
and S.K. Sikka, J. Phys. Condens. Matter 4, L61, (1992)
On the occurence of bcc - hep strutural phase transition in
Mo under pressure, S.K. Sikka, B.K. Godwal and
R.S. Rao,
High Pressure Research 10, 707, (1992)
Distorted hep structure of zinc under pressure, S. Meenakshi,
V. Vijayakumar, B.K. Godwal and S.K. Sikka, Phys. Rev. B46,
4359 (1992)
Thorium: A 5f -band metal at ultra high pressures, R.S.Rao,
B.K. Godwal and S.K; Sikka, Phys. Rev. B46, 5780 (1992)
Equation of state of primitive-hexagonal silicon and the
effect of pressure on some electronic properties of three
high-pressure phases of silicon, A. Neethiulagarajan and V.
Vijayakumar, Phys. Rev B47, 487 (1993)
On the primitive hexagonal and o phases of carbon, R.S.Rao,
B.K. Godwal and S.K. Sikka, Joint AIRAPT/APS Conf. On High
Pressure Science and Technology, Colorado, USA (1993).
Tetragonal distortion and structural stability of indium at
high pressures, S. Meenakshi, B.K. Godwal,
R.S. Rao
and
V. Vijayakumar, Phys. Rev. B 1994 (communicated)
High pressure structural investigations of Zr using LMTO
method,
J.S. Gyanchandani,
S.C. Gupta,
S.K. Sikka
and
R. Chidambaram, High Pressure Res., 4, 472 (1990)
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Pressure induced amorphization of materials
High Pressure Physics Division
The phenomenon of crystalline materials becoming amorphous under
• compression is a very recent one and presently an area of active
research world over 1 . We have carried out extensive experimental
as well as theoretical investigations to understand this. The
discovery of LiKSO
becoming amorphous under a hydrostatic
pressure of about 13 GPa was amongst the first few in the area 2 .
Subsequently we showed3 that A1PO , which is now known as a memory
glass, shows a reversible crystal to glass transition. Since then
we have found through our diamond anvil cell based x-ray
diffraction studies
that Ni(OH) . GeO , LiCsSO
also become
2

2

4

amorphous under pressure. Further, though AlPO
and GeO
are
isomorphic to quartz SiO , these don't exhibit the precursor
transformation recently observed in a-quartz. Organic compound
resorcinol has been shown to amorphize at » 4 GPa through Raman
scattering studies4. Using the stereo chemical picture of the
solids we have derived that the basic driving mechanism of this
transformation is steric hindrance beyond the limiting compression
for a van der Waals contact5. We have also carried out extensive
molecular dynamical studies to elucidate the nature of bonding
changes on amorphization6. Using the results of these simulations
we have shown that the recently observed new phase, preceding
amorphization, in a-quartz, to be a monoclinic phase and
consistent with our proposal of a mode softening. In addition we
find that the pressure induced glass in a-quartz is anisotropic
and on release of pressure it is densified with
a
Si-0
coordination number of 4.6. This phase can be brought back to the
four coordinated state only on heating beyond 1100 K .
1. S.K. Sikka Metals, Materials and Processes 3, 303, 1992
2. Hema Sankaran, S.K. Sikka, S.M. Sharma and R. Chidambaram,
Phys. Rev. B 38, 170, 1988
3. Hema Sankaran, S.M. Sharma and S.K. Sikka, Pramana - J. Phys.
35, 177, 1990
4. S.K. Deb, M.A. Rekha, A.P. Roy, V. Vijayakumar, S. Meenakshi
and B.K. Godwal, Phys. Rev. B 47, 11491, 1993
5. S.K. Sikka and S.M Sharma, Current Science 63, 317-320, 1992
6. M.S. Somayazulu, S.M. Sharma, Nandini Garg, S.K. Sikka and S.L.
Chaplot, J. Phys: Condens. Matter 5, 6345, 1993; S.L. Chaplot
and S.K. Sikka, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 2674, 1993
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Theraophysical and Theraoaechanical property evaluation of ceraaic and aetallic
materials.
Radiometallurgy Division,
B.A.R.C, Bombay-85.
High temperature property of materials is an important criteria for their
selection and application in high tech industries of cheaical, nuclear space etc.
Some of the important high temperature properties like thermal toughness (Hot
hardness), thermal diffusivity/conductivity, coefficient of thermal expansion,
specific heat, solidus/liquidus temperature etc. have been measured for a wide
variety of nuclear fuels (oxide, carbide and nitride of U, Pu, Th and their mixtures
for PHVK's and LMFBR's and Al-U, Al-U-Pu metallic fuels for Research Reactors) and
engineering ceramics.
Thermal toughness has been measured from ambient to 1400°C using a high
temperature aicrohardness tester (Model QH, make Nikon, Japan), where the softening
behaviour of the material and the activiation energy of thermal creep has been
estimated. Thermal diffusivity/conductivity has been measured and calculated froa
ambient to 1700°C by laser flash technique (Model : TC 3000 UVH, make H/s Ulvac
Sinku Riko, Japan). The coefficient of thermal expansion has been measured from
aabient to 2000°C using a horizontal dilatometer (Model : DIL 402E M/s Netzsch,
Germany). The specific heat has been measured by the Differential Scanning
Calorimeter froa aabiant to 1500°C (DSC 404, make M/s Netzsch, Germany).
Solidus/liquidus temperature has been estimated by the high
temperature
aicrohardness tester which also be used as a high temperature microscope. Some of
the important publicatiion over the last five years is given below :
1.

"Hot hardness and thermal conductivity of TMte-PuO* and ThOz-UOi", U. Basak,
A.X. Sengupta and C. Ganguly, Journal of Material Science Letters, 8, p 449
(1989).

2.

"Preparation Characterization and Out-of-pile property evaluation of (U,Pu)M
fuel pellets". C.Ganguly, P.V. Hegde and A.K.Sengupta, Journal of Nuclear
Materials, 178, p 234 (1991).
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Evaluation of creep parameters of nuclear fuel pin end plug weld joints by indentation method.
Radiometallurgy Division,
B.A.R.C., Bombay - 85.
Indentation technique is ideally suited for the mechanical property evaluatioa
of very small components like end-plug weld joints of nuclear fuel pin which is not
possible by the conventional methods.
The high temperature
welds were evaluated using a
function of dwell time from
base metal. The activation
than the base metal by about

mechanical properties of SS 316 and Zircaloy 2 end plug
hot hardness tester. The hardness was measured as a
873 to 1173 K in weld pool, heat affected zone and the
energy of creep for weld pool was found to be higher
30%.

The end plugs Zircaloy 2 are welded by either Tungsten Inert gas (TIG) welding
or resistance welding process while TIG welding is used for thick walled, free
standing cladding tube for LWR, resistance welding is used for thin walled collapsible cladding tubes for PHWR. The activation energy for creep for TIG welded
sample was found to be about 40% more than the base metal. Both the base metal and
the resistance welded specimen have been the same activation energy for creep and
matches with self diffusion values of Zircaloy.
Publication :
1.

T.R.G. Rutty and C. Ganguly "Indentation technique for evaluation of hot hardness and creep of SS 316 end plug welds of nuclear fuel pin", Jl. of Material
Science 27 (1992) p 908.

2.

T.R.G. Kutty and C. Ganguly "Indentation creep of Zircaloy 2 welds of nuclear
fuel pins", Jl. of Nucl. Materials 207 (1993) p 345.
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Indentation method for the rapid evaluation of mechanical properties of Materials.
Radiometallurgy Division, B.A.R.C., Bombay - 85.
Indentation technique is ideally suited for the rapid evaluation of the
mechanical properties of the materials. This method has been successfully utilized
for the determination of fracture toughness, fatigue, creep and other mechanical
properties.
Fracture toughness of the brittle material can be evaluated either by
Hertzian ring test or Vickers test.
The following formula are utilized for
evaluatiion of Kic :
•J.
x

where E is Young's Modulus, H is hardness, P is load, C is the crack length, Pc is
the Critical load to fora a ring crack, R, radius of ball indentor ,<^is the crack extension function and K are constant. Indentation fatigue properties are determined
by repeated indentation, using Vickers indentor at the same point until sample fails
by chipping.
A typical load
number of cycles to failure resembles the conventional S-N curve. The recovery of the short diagonal of the Knoop indentor is utilized to evaluate the elastic properties of the material.
where b/a • 1/7.11 for Knoop indentor, b is length of short diagonal after recovery.
The hot hardness test is used to evaluate the softening behaviour and creep
phenomenon. The creep properties are evaluated by taking indentation as a function
of dwell time at temperature 0.5 Tm or above. The relation hardness and dwell time
is as follows:
_y*
The activation Q is determined from the relation

V,

y.

where H is the hardness, t is dwell time. Ho is the hardness at time to, the time
required to attain full hardness, n is stress exponent, T is temperature in K.
Publication :
1.
T.R.G. Kutty and C. Ganguly "Hot hardness and indentation creep of Ti
modified Stainless Steel cladding for nuclear fuel pin" Jl. Nucl. Mat., Vol.
182 (1991) p 258.
2.

T.R.G. Kutty, A.K. Sengupta and C. Ganguly "European Applied research report
EUR - 12799 EN p 141 (1189).

3.

T.R.G.Kutty,
C. Ganguly and D.D. Upadhyaya "Evaluation of hot hardness,
creep, fatigue and fracture properties of Zirconia ceramics by indentation
technique, Materials forum (in press) 1993.
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EVALUATION OF THE KINETICS OF SOLID-STATE TRANSFORMATION OF
MARAGING STEEL BT NON-ISOTHERMAL DILATOMETRT

Radiometallurgy Division,
BARC, Bombay - 400 085, India.

The aoolication of Non-Isothermal Dilatometric technique in evaluating the kinetics
of solid-state transformation in an alloy is demonstrated in a 350 Grade Commercial
Maraging Steel. Two solid-state reactions, namely, orecioitation of intermetallic ohases
from suDersaturated martensite and reversion of martensite to austenite were identified.
By monitoring the dilational change, the temperatures at which the rates of these
reactions reached the maximum at different heating rates were estimated. The kinetics
of the individual reactions in terms of the activation energy were analysed by
simplified orocedures based on Kissinger equation.
An estimated activation energy of
145 ± 4 kJ/mol for the orecipitation of intermetallic ohases was in good agreement with
reoorted data based on other isothermal techniques like resistivity and hardness
measurements.
The austenite reversion was associated with an activation energy of 224
± 4 kj/mol, which is in good agreement with the activation energy for diffusion of
substitutional elements in ferrite.
PUBLICATION
• Dilatometric Techniques for Evaluation of the Kinetics of Solid-State Transformation of
Mara?ing Steel"
U.K. Viswanathan, T.R.G. Kuuty and C. Ganguly
Met. Trans. A, Vol. 24A, Dec. 1993, o o . 2653-2656.
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IRRADIATION INDUCED CHANGES IN MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF STEELS.
Radiometallurgy Division
BARC, Bombay - 400 085.
The materials used in the core of nuclear reactors are subjected to neutron
Irradiation, which in case of ferritic steels causes reduction in fracture toughness
and increases in ductile brittle transition temperature, accompanied by reduction in
upper shelf energy, as measured by charpy impact tests.
Specimens fabricated from several A 533B pressure vessel steels with varying
residual elements (Cu, Ni and P), AISI 403 SS end fitting material, A 203 D end
shield material and TISCON 50, 52 structural steels have been irradiated in
irradiation loop of CIRUS reactor.
The specimens evaluated include tension and
fracture toughness specimens besides impact speicmens.
Changes caused by neutron
irradiation in the tensile, impact and fracture toughness properties are utilised to
evaluate the extent of irradiation senstivity of these steels.
Relevant Publications :
1.

S. Chatterjee, S. Anantharaman, U.K. Viswanathan and K.S. Sivaramakrishnan,
"Evaluation of Irradiation Embrittlement by Instrumented Impact Testing", ASTM
STP 1046, pp 436-514, 1990.

2.

S. Chatterjee, "Some National Perspectives on Embrittlement and its Mitigation",
IAEA TRS on Neutron Irradiation Effects in Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels and
Weldments, (in Press).

3.

C. Ganjuly, S. Anantharaman and K.S. Sivaramakrishnan, "Effect of Neutron
Irradiation on the Mechanical Properties of Microalloyed Steels for Reinforced
Cement Concrete", ASTM STP 1125, pp 1304-1310, 1992.

4.

C. Ganguly, U.K. Viswanathan and K.S. Balakrishnan, "Study on the Irradiation
Embrittlement of a Microalloyed Ferritic Steel", ASTM STP 1175, (in Press).

5.

U.K. Viswanathan, C. Ganguly, S. Anantharaman, K.S. Balakrishnan, A.S. Prasad
and A. Chatterjee, "Irradiation Embrittlement of Microalloyed Ferritic Steels",
Trans. Indian Instrument Met. Vol.46, No.4, pp 237-240, Aug.1993.

6.

U.K. Viswanathan, S. Chatterjee, S. Anantharaman and K.S. Sivaramakrishnan,
"Neutron Irradiation Embritttlment Evaluation of RAPS End Shield Material", Proc.
of PIENUP-89, pp 212-219, Nov.29-Dec.l, 1989.
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ASSESSMENT OP TAPS PRESSURE VESSEL SAFETY
Radiometallur?y Division
BARC, Bombay - 400 085.
Since the pressure vessel is the final containment of the reactor, its
structural integrity is of prime concern. The ferritic steels used in the contruction
of pressure vessels tend to become embrittled due to exposure to neutron
irradiation.
A 302 B (nickel modified) steel cladded with stainless steel is used as the
pressure vessel material for the two boiling water reactors of Tarapur Atomic Power
Station (TAPS).
Charpy V-notch impact surveillance specimens representing the
pressure vessel belt-line base, weld and heat affected zone were irradiated at the
wall (experiences same flux as the vessel wall) and shroud (experiences about 9
times higher flux as the vessel wall) locations.
These specimens were evaluated
after 6.5 effective full power years of reactor operation. The specimen evaluation
involved detailed analysis of the impact test results (upper shelf energy, USE and
ductile brittle transition temperature, T r v 4 1 T ) carried out over test temperature
ran^e -80°C to 220°C. The adjusted reference temperature, and the decrease in USE
obtained from the surveillance specimens were evaluated in accordance with USNRC
Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 2.
The analysis has ensured the pressure vessel safety upto the designed life of
40 years and possibly beyond.
Further specimens still in the reactor are to be tested as per test schedule
worked out.
Relevant^ Publications :
1.

S. Anantharaman, S. Chatterjee and K.S. Sivaramakrishnan, "Evaluation of
Tarapur Atomic Power Station Pressure Vessel Surveillance Results", ASTW STP
1125, pp 56-63, 1992.

2.

S. Ananatharaman, S. Chatterjee, U.K. Viswanathan and K.S. Sivaramakrishnan,
"Application of Tarapur Atomic Power Station Pressure Vessel Surveillance
Programme Results", Proc. PIENUP-89, pp 261-273, Nov.29-Dec.l, 1989.

3.

K.S. Sivaramakrishnan, S. Chatterjee, S. Anantharaman, K.S. Balakrishnan, U.K.
Viswanathan and P.R. Roy, "Boilin? Water Reactor (BWR) Pressure Vessel
Surveillance Programme", ASTM STP 909, pp 106-117, 1986.
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STANDARDISATION OF THE PROCEDURES FOR THE EVALUATION OF FRACTURE

TOUGHNESS BY SMALL THREE-POINT-BEND SPECIMENS.
Radiometallurgy Division, BARC,
Bombay - 400 085.
Quantitative evaluation of the structures' integrity of nuclear components
necessitates the collection of irradiated fracture toughness and fatigue crack growth
data of the core components.
As Charpy V-notch specimens could be either
irradiated inside reactor loop with ease or may be readily available from existing
reactor material surveillance programmes, these specimens are standardised for the
purpose.
Test procedures for the determination of static fracture toughness ( J . )
involved the intersection of the linear fit of ( J , A a) data points and a modified
blunting line equation with a slope factor of 3.4 instead of a value of 2 as
recommended by ASTM E 813-81 standard.
Engineering initiation fracture toughness
is estimated as J value corresponding to 0.1 mm off-set to the blunting line.
Test procedure for the determination of dynamic fracture toughness
involve instrumented impact testing.
At test temperatures where specimens depic
post-yield cleavage fracture, equivalent energy approach is used and for specimens
depicting b r i t t l e fracture, the peak load itself is used.
J . and K. , so estimated have been utilised for an IAEA co-ordinated round
robin test methodology for the estimation of irradiated fracture toughness involving
fifteen international laboratories including our division.
These methods have also
been used for the estimation of J . and K., of irradiated AISI 403 SS PHWR end
1C
lcl
fitting material.
In addition, test procedures are being
growth rates of irradiated materials.

standardised for the study of

crack

Relevant Publications r
1.

S. Chatterjee, H.K. Sriharsha and U.K. Viswanathan, "Fracture Toughness and
Impact Tests on Neutron Irradiated Ferritic Steels : Results and Correlation",
ASTM STP 1175 (in P r e s s ) .

2.

S. Chatterjee, S. Anantharaman, H.K.Sriharsha, K.S. Balakrishnan and U.K.
Viswanathan, "Final Report on Indian Contribution to IAEA CRP-3 on Optimization
of Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programmes and t h e i r Analysis", IAEA,
Vienna, Nov. 1993.

4.

S. Chatterjee, "Fracture Toughness Testing Methodology of Irradiated
using Sub-size Specimen", Proc. Symp. PINUP, Nov.29-Dec.l, 1989.

5.

H.K. Sriharsha, S. Chatterjee and K.S. Balakrishnan", "proposed Method for the
Study of Crack Growth Rates of Irradiated Structural Materials using Small
Three-Point-Bend Specimens^ BARC/1992/E/025, 1992.

Material

IRRADIATION INDUCED CHANGES IN MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF REACTOR OPERATED
ZIRCONIUM ALLOY COMPONENTS.

Radiometallurgy Division,
BARC, Bombay - 400 085.
The necessity of generating data on irradiation induced degradation of
mechanical properties from the incore components which have been inside the
reactor core needs no extra emphasis.
Such data, being surveillance data are
particularly useful in failure analysis and in the assessment and life prediction
of components under actual service conditions.
Some of the major zirconium alloy components such as zircaloy-2 fuel
element cladding, zircaloy-2 pressure tube and Zr-Nb-Cu garter springs are being
evaluated.
During reactor operation these components degrade due to synergestic
effects of accumulated fast neutron exposure and progressive equivalent hydrogen
pick up during reactor operation.
Claddings are evaluated by subjecting 5mm wide rings cut from the reactor
operated fuel element cladding, to ring tension testing to yield data on transverse
strength and ductility.
For evaluation of the reactor operated pressure tubes, in addition to axial
and ring tension t e s t s , curved compact tesntion (CCT) specimens are standardised
for the estimation of the degradation of fracture toughness.
For evaluation of reactor operated garter springs, full length garter springs
are subjected to load-elongation test.
For simulation of end of life performance of the component, irradiated
specimens are proposed to be hydrided to the anticipated levels of equivalent
hydrogen pick up and subsequently subjected to above t e s t s .
Relevant Publications :
1.

S. Chatterjee, S. Anantharaman and K.S. Sivaramakrishnan, "Mechanical
Property Evaluation of Rajasthan Atomic Power Station Coolant Channel
Components", ASTVJ STP 1125, pp 311-317, 1992.

2.

K.S. Balakrishnan and S. Chatterjee, "Strain Hardening Parameters Evaluation
of Irradiated Zircaloy", ASTM STP 1175 (in Press).

3.

S. Chatterjee, S. Anantharaman, K.S. Balakrishnan and K.S. Sivaramakrishnan,
"Evaluation of Ring Tensile Test Results : A Semi-empirical Approach", ASTM
STP 1046, pp 515-524, 1990.
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Theoretical study of alloy phase stability
A. Arya, G.P. Das and S. Banerjec
Metallurgy Division, Solid State Physics Division,
Bhahha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 400085.
Ab initio investigation of the stable and metastable phases of binary
alloys has been an active and challenging area. The aim is to have a microscopic understanding of the order-disorder transformation, occurencn of
spinodal clustering and the ordering process, phase diagram and other theormodynamic properties. In order to get a reliable theoretical estimate of
the free enegy <is a function of temperature (T), concentration (c), and order parameter (both long range (rj) and short range (or)), we deploy the
highly efficient and reasonably accurate tight-binding linearized muffin tin
orbital (TB-LMTO) method for the ground state total energy calculations.
The volume dependent effective cluster interactions have been
obtained from the total energies
of the ordered stoichiometric phases,
using Connolly-Williams prescription. The configurational entropy
has been calculated using the most
accurate mean field method viz.
the Cluster Variation Method (CVM).
Our results obtained for LithiumAluminium alloys (see fig. 1 for
the predicted heats of formation)
are in very good agreement with
other state-of-the-art local density
calculations and also with the avail0.2
0.4
0.6
O.»
1.0
able experimental data ! . Further
U cone, (at %)
works on transition-metal alloys
are in progress.
1. A. Arya, G.P. Das, H.G. Salunke and S. Banerjee, J. Phys.: Cond.
Matt. (1994), in press.
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Prediction of material properties from local density electronic
structure calculations
G.P. Das
Solid State Physics Division, B.A.R.C., Bombay 400085
New artificial materials with desired tunable properties are now being
designed and fabricated by forming alloys, composites and interfaces of
metals, semiconductors and ceramics. Local density functional theory is an
ideal first principles tool to understand as well as predict the properties of
many of these exotic materials. We use self-consistent linearized muffin tin
orbital (LMTO) method in the tight-binding (TB) representation, which is
especially useful to study complex materials with low symmetry. LMTO
calculations are fast, physically intutive and yet sufficiently accurate; it
can be used, at various levels of sophistication, on s-» p-, d- and f-electron
systems. We have performed LMTO-supercell investigations on different
kinds of epitaxial interfaces J to study, for example, the chemical bonding in
metal-ceramic interfaces 2 , schottky barrier heights in metal-semiconductor
interfaces and their orientationaJ dependence 3 ' 4 , band ofFsets and interface
states in semiconductor-insulator interfaces 5 etc. As the material becomes
more and more complex, its unit cell contain large number of atoms, or
various kinds of defects and disorders creep in. In such circumstances,
effective medium approaches are being used (for a brief status report, see
ref. 6). We are currently applying density functional calculations to study
cohesive, electronic and superconducting properties of binary intermetallics.
1. G.R Das, Pramana - J. Phys. 38, 545 (1992)
2. P. Blochl, G.P. Das, H.F. Fischmeister and U. Schonberger, in 'Metalceramic interfaces', Eds. M. Rwhle, A.G. Evans, M.F. Ashby and J.P. Hirth
(Pergamon, 1989), p. 9
3. G.P. Das, P. Blochl, O.K. Andersen, N.E. Christensen and O. Gunnarsson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 1168 (1989)
4. G.P. Das, in 'Methods of Electronic Structure Calculations', Ed. O.K.
Andersen, V. Kumar and A. Mookerjee (World Scientific, 1994)
5. R. Salehpour, S. Satpathy and G.P. Das. Phys. Rev. B44, 8880 (1991)
6. G.P. Das, Phys. News 24, i l l (i993)
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DIFFUSION RESEARCH AND EPMA ACTIVITIES
G.B.Kale, R.V.Patil and K.Bhanumurthy
Metallurgy Division

Diffusion in binary metallic systems:
The self, impurity and chemical diffusion parameters have been established in binary
systems involving anomalously behaving metals like titanium and zirconium. The various systems
recently studied include Zr-Ag, Zr-Nb and Ti-Mo. Diffusion coefficients have been evaluated
in the beta phase. The concentration and temperature dependence of diffusion coefficients have
been established. Diffusion in nickel base systems is of current interest as many nickel based
alloys are used as high temperature materials. The diffusion of Nb, Al etc. in nickel is being
studied to understand the mechanism and the kinetics of precipitation in these alloys.
(a)

Zr-Ag: The curved Arrhenius plot for temperature dependence of diffusion in zirconium

has been rationalised on the basis of the omega embryo model
(b)

Zr-Nb: The concentration dependence of chemical diffusion coefficient is exponential in

nature.

The impurity diffusion coefficient have been evaluated from the concentration

dependence. There is a good agreement between computed and reported traer diffusion data.
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Ternary diffusion in Fe-Ni-Cr system:
The diffusion processes in commercial alloys are complex in nature. In these alloys, the
components diffuse not only due to their respective concentration gradients but also get influenced by the presence of other elements. As a simplified way to study diffusion in
commersical Fe-Ni-Cr alloys, ternary diffusion has been studied in this system.The major as
well as cross diffusion coefficients have been established at various concentrations. Diffusion
parameters such as the frequency factor (Do) and the activation energy (Q) have been estimated
for direct as well as cross diffusion coefficients. Activation energy values for ternary diffusion
are comparable to those of tracer diffusion coefficients. The nature of the diffusion paths is
linear or S shaped. A nomogram has been developed to predict the nature of diffusion paths for
unknown diffusion couples. The nature of diffusion paths have also been determined from the
eigen properties [D]. The development of zero flux planes and interaction parameters have been
established. The interaction parameters indicate that diffusion interaction between nickel and iron
atoms is much stronger than that between chromium and nickel or between chromium and iron
atoms.
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Development of zero flux plane in Fe-Cr-Ni system
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Multiphase diffusion:
Studies on the formation of intermetallic phases in the diffusion zone are of great interest
from the point of view of understanding the mechanism of their formation and also for practical
applications such as diffusion bonding, metallisation of electronics circuits etc. The conditions
under which these phases form or disappear are of great importance in predicting the reaction
products. In view of this various systems like Fe-Ti, Zr-Fe, Zr-Ni and Zr-Cu have been
studied. The kinetics and diffusion parameters have also been established.
(a) Ti-Fe: Diffusion couples made between pure Ti and pure Fe show the formation of TiFe2
when annealed in the alpha field. But the same couples, when annealed in the gamma field do
not show the formation of any intermetallic phase. The formation of phases has been explained
in terms of the flux of species and it has been concluded that diffusion is the controlling factor
in their formation.
(b) Zr-Fe: The formation of intermetallic phases in this system is very sluggish and the long
incubation periods involved are due to difficulties in nucleation. Data on diffusion reaction at
various temperatures have been used to modify the zirconium rich portion of the Zr-Fe phase
diagram.
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Diffusion bonding of commercial alloys:
The expertise acquired in the area of solid state diffusion has been made use of in
joining dissimilar materials. The diffusion bonding technology has been used to join materials
of interest to nuclear technology for specific end uses. Transition joints have been made for
zircaloy-2, titanium, copper and aluminium base alloys with stainless steel ( AISI 304 ). The
main results are as follow.
(a)

Zircaloy-2/ Stainless Steel:

The solid state bonding parameters have been established

using multilayers. Metallurgical compatibility of the joints has been assessed by microanalytical
techniques. The joint has good strength (upto 80 % UTS of zircaloy-2), is leak tight to the level
of 10"9 std cc of He, and withstands thermal cycling. Tabular transition joints are to be used
in in-pile instrumentation in nuclear reactors.
(b) Copper/ Stainless Steel: The diffusion bonding procedure has been standardised to make
a good joint ( better than the strength of the copper) and has been used in the manufacture of
matrix heat exchangers for cryogenic applications. The process is extemely clean, fast and leak
tight and offers specific advantages over brazing. Since no filler material is used and no
liquefaction takes place, there is no possibility of blockage of passages by squeezing out of the
filler material.

Tubular transition joint between zircaloy-2 and stainless steel for nuclear application
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Electron Probe Microanalyser laboratory
The group has the facility of the Camebax electron probe microanalyser. The laboratory
has contributed considerably in developing the technique of analysis and software for correcting
the raw data from the instrument to get true concentrations. The simplified procedure for ZAF
correction scheme has been developed in the form of A and F factros for rapid correction of the
raw data.
The laboratory has developed the expertise and employed EPMA to various research
fields. The EPMA has been effectively used to analyse mineralogical specimens.(i) lunar dust
( 100 urn size) samples (ii) Uranium -Thorium minerals. The application of metallurgical
research are in the field of (i). diffusion studies (ii) phase diagram evaluation and (iii) failure
analysis of components pertaining to nuclear industry and (iv) characteisation of high
temperature super conducting materials, ternary metallic glasses, laser treated alloys , metalmatrix composites and metal-ceramic composites etc.

Back scattered electron image + X-ray image of uranium in Coffinite mineral
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Publications
1
Chemical diffusion in ternary alloy
systems (Fe-Cr.Ni), G.B.Kale, Ph.D
(Technology),Thesis,University of Bombay,Bombay,1987.
2
Preliminary electron microprobe study of Uranium and Lead distribution in some U-Th
minerals from various parts of India; H.M.Verma, R.Dhanaraju, B.N.V.Raju,
K.Bhanumurthy and T.M.Mahadevan, Memoir Geological Society of India, Vol 9, 1988,
ppl15-128.
3
Metallic glass formation by solid state reaction in bulk Zirconium-Copper system.
K.Bhanumurthy, G.K.Dey and S.Banerjee; Scripta Meiallurgica, Vol 22, 1988, pp 13951399.
4
Diffusion reaction in Zircaloy-2 and Titanium system; K.Bhanumurthy, G.B.Kale,
S.K.Khera and M.K.Asundi; Journal of Nuclear Materials, Vol 162, 1989, pp 179-183.
5
On the formation of amorphous layers by interdiffusion in Zirconium-Copper system.
K.Bhanumurthy, G.K.Dey, S.Banerjee, S.K.Khera and M.K.Asundi; Pramana- Journal of
Physics, Vol 32, 1989, pp 289-297.
6
Solid state diffusion and formation of intermetallic compounds in Nickel-Zircomium
system; K.Bhanumurthy, G.B.Kale, S.K.Khera and M.K.Asundi; Metallurgical
Transactions, Vol 21A, 1990, pp 2897-2903.
7
Rationalisation of anomalous diffusion data in Zirconium alloys; R.V.Patil.
Trans.Ind.Inst.Metals, Vol.43, 1990, p 250.
8
Diffusion reaction in zirconium base alloy systems; K.Bhanumurthy; Ph.D, Thesis,
University of Bombay, Bombay, 1991.
9
Diffusion reaction in Zirconium and Iron system; K.Bhanumurthy, G.B.Kale and
S.K.Khera; Journal of Nuclear Materials, Vol 185, 1991, pp 208-213.
10
Ternary diffusion studies in Fe-Cr-Ni at 1223 K; G.B.Kale, K.Bhanumurthy, S.K.Khera
and M.K.Asundi; Materials Transactions Japan Institute of Metals
Vol 32, 1991, pp 1034-1041
11
Diffusion reaction in Zirconium and Copper system; K.Bhanumurthy, G.B.Kale and
S.K.Khera; Metallurgical Transactions, Vol 23 A, 1992, pp 1373-1375.
12
Reply to the comments on ' Diffusion reaction in Zirconium-Copper system'.
K.Bhanumurthy, G.B.Kale and S.K.Khera; Metallurgical Transactions, Vol 23 A, 1992,
pp 3393-3394.
13
Self diffusion in zirconium-Silver alloys; R.V.Patil, J.Nucl.Mater, Vol 187, 1992, p 197.
14
Modifications in Zirconium-Iron phase diagram; K.Bhanumurthy and G.B.Kale; Scripta
Metallurgica et Materialia, Vol 28, 1993, p 753.
15
Surface alloying of pure Iron by Molybdenum and Tin by a continuous wave carbon
dioxide laser; I.S.Batra, K.Bhanumurthy, S.K.Khera, A.K.Sinha, A.R.Biswas, V.I.Titov,
M.B.Ignative and A.Uglov; Bulletin of Material Science, Vol 16, 1993, pp 331-340.
16
Diffusion reaction between Titanium and stainless steel system; K.Bhanumurthy and
G.B.Kale; J. Mater.Sci. Lett, Vol 12, 1993, pp 1879-1881.
17
Characterisation of intermetallic compounds formed in the diffusion zone by electron
probe microanalyser; K.Bhanumurthy and G.B.kale; Proc.Nadon.Seminar on Management
of Sophisticated Analytical Instruments, Dec 1-2, 1993, pp 309- 313.
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THERMODYNAMICS OF PROCESSES METALLURGY OF REFRACTORY METALS
S.P. Garg, R. Venkataramani, N. Krishnamurthy, Y.J. Bhatt
and A.Awasthi, Metallurgy Division

Deoxidation of Refractory Metals
Among the reactive and refractory metals, the group V metals vanadium, niobium and
tantalum are distinguished by the fact that they can be produced by oxide reduction techniques
unlike the other metals of this class which are invariably produced by halide metallurgy.
The study of deoxidation of these metals at high temperatures under vacuum is a vital subject
in the field of process metallurgy of refractory metals. Deoxidation occurs from the metals
in a pyrovacuum environment by certain well defined evaporative phenomena. The evaporating
species include metal suboxides, suboxides of impurity elements and also the impurities. The
nature and extent of the evaporation of each of these species determines the success of any
given refining attempt. Research work in the Metallurgical Thermochemistry Section at the
Metallurgy Division, BARC has so far uncovered the deoxidation processes useful for refining
in group V metal(M) -oxygen (M-O), as well as M-C-O, M-A1-0 and M - M ' - O system.
Recent work

is focused

on the processes occurring in the M - S i - 0 systems at high

temperaturesunder vacuum. The investigations are conducted by following a very effective
common pattern. Starting from the available thermodynamic data of the chosen system,
as for example the T a - C - 0 system, the behaviour of the system in the pyrovacuum
environment is calculated in detail and predictions are made. Some of the thermodynamic
data which are not available, are estimated and then used in the calculation. Predictions
are usually in an experimentally verifiable form. For example, the calculations of the T a - C - 0
system showed that at temperatures around 2000°C under high vacuum all the oxygen in the
alloy will go away as CO and the TaO loss and hence the Ta loss will be minimum if the
carbon content in the alloy is more than about lOOOppm irrespective of the oxygen content.
These predictions and hence the whole exercise of thermodynamic calculations are verified
by actual experiments which are usually conducted in a thermobalance, vacuum induction
furnace, electron bombardment furnace and electron beam melting furnace. The results are
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passed on for use in production practice at the Nuclear Fuel Complex, Hyderabad.
Publication
1.
N. Krishnamurthy, R. Venkataramani and S.P. Garg; Refining of tantalum by sacrificial
and carbon deoxidation, J. Less Common Met., 97 (1984) 51-57.

A New Process of Extraction of Nb and Ta Through Nitride Intermediate
An important example of new process development from thermodynamic principles concerns
the conversion of niobium and tantalum pentoxides to the pure metals through the nitride route.
This route relies on the interesting thermodynamic properties of the Nb-N and Ta-N systems.
Even though the nitrides of niobium and tantalum are as stable as the respective carbides
at temperatures around 1500°C, they become very unstable

at

higher temperatures and

decompose readily in vacuum to yield the metals. These metals are in reality the Nb-N and
Ta-N saturated solid solutions. The thermodynamic properties of these solid solutions are also
such that at about 2150°C, under high vacuum, they degas completely yielding pure metals. An
interesting point as regards the nitride preparation from the oxide and its decomposition is that
carbothermic reduction in presence of nitrogen is the nitride preparation method and the
resulting residual impurities in the nitride, to be eliminated during pyrovacuum treatment, are
carbon, oxygen and nitrogen. Earlier theoretical and experimental studies in the section have
established

that

these

impurities could be completely

eliminated

from

niobium

and

tantalum by pyrovacuum treatments above 2100°C. The nitride route is not only a useful method
for pure metal preparation in the laboratory scale but also is amenable for ready scale up.
This has been proved by producing pure tantalum in experimental batch sizes of upto 10kg.
Publications
1.
N. Krishnamurthy, D.K. Bose and C.K. Gupta; Preparation of high purity niobium, J.
Less Common Met., 139 (1988), 189-202.
2.
N. Krishnamurthy, R. Venkataramani and S.P. Garg; A new process for the extraction
of niobium through the nitride intermediate, Int. J. Refractory and Hard Met., (1984)
41-45.
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STUDIES ON HIGH TEMPERATURE PHASE DIAGRAMS OF REFRACTORY METALS
S.P. Garg, N. Krishnamurthy, YJ. Bhatt, R. Venkataramani, A. Awasthi and G.B. Kale)
Metallurgy Division

Experimental Determination
The phase diagrams are foremost among the important sources of information in almost
every discipline of materials science and technology. Determination of the phase diagrams of
refractory metals are particularly difficult because of the high temperatures involved and
associated problems, particularly when a liquid phase is involved. Two new methods, known
as the solubility measurement and the spot technique have made

accurate and precise

determination of these phase diagrams relatively easy. In the first method the liquidus is
determined by solubility measurement using the solute in the form of a single
crystal cup as container for the liquid solvent. The use of single crystal container eliminates
grain boundary diffusion and creep of the liquid alloy. The saturation solubility values were
obtained gravimetrically from the amount of single crystal solute dissolved in the liquid solvent
at any temperature. The second method involved direct measurement of melting, solidus, eutectic,
peritectic and liquidus temperatures by an optical pyrometric technique. In this method the
appearance of a liquid phase at the melting temperature was detected using
optical reflectivity of the liquid metal

surfaces.

These

the

good

methods were earlier used for

determining the high temperature phase diagrams of Zr-Mo, Hf-Mo, Th-Mo, U-Mo, Zr-Re,
Th-Re,

U-Re,

Zr-W,

U-UO 2 , Zr-O, and more recently for measuring the

eutectic

temperatures in the metal rich regions of several M-C systems, M = Cu, Ni, Ru,
Rh, Pd, Ir, Pt, Si, Ti, Zr, V, and Mo, as well as the eutectic and peritectic temperatures of the
Cr-C and metal-Cr systems.
Publications
1.
Y.J. Bhatt, R. Venkataramani, Y.S. Sai and S.P. Garg; Phase Diagram and
Thermodynamic Properties of Intermediate Compound in the Cr-C System Metals
Materials and Processes, 2 (1990), 49.
2.
Y.J. Bhatt, R. Venkataramani and S.P. Garg; Measurements of Eutectic Temperatures
in the Metal Rich Regions of Several M-C Systems, J. Less-Comm. Met., 132 (1987),
28.
3.
S.P. Garg, R. Venkataramani and Y.J. Bhatt; New Experimental Techniques for Studies
on Liquid-Solid Phase Equilibria Mat. Sc. Forum, 3 (1985), 419.
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Thermodynamic Calculation of Phase Diagrams
The calculation of phase diagram usually complements experimental determination.
Experimentally difficult or inaccessible portions of the phase diagram of a given system can
often be calculated and the complete phase diagram then becomes available. Using the available
experimental phase diagram and thermodynamic data of the system, a suitable solution model
is arrived at and this model is in turn used for calculating the rest of the diagram. Experimental
data are not available for the entire liquidus range in several important systems like Ta-U,
Ta-Pu, Ta-Th. The entire liquidus for these systems were calculated by first fitting the
experimentally determined liquidus to a subregular solution model. The regular solution
parameters were calculated and these parameters were in turn used to construct the rest of the
liquidus curve. Independent experimental determinations of liquids in the extrapolated regions
have confirmed the validity of calculations in these systems. The same method was also found
to be useful for the calculation of the complete phase diagrams of each of the sixteen naturally
occurring rare earths with tantalum.In these the regular solution parameters were found to have
large positive values indicating the possibility of miscibility gap in the liquid solutions and,
therefore, a monotectic reaction in all the rare earth-tantalum systems. The monotectic
temperatures and compositions were also calculated. The construction of the complete phase
diagrams of all the rare earth-tantalum systems also involved the calculation of the eutectic
points in the system. Similar calculations are presently underway for constructing the phase
diagrams of the rare earths with tungsten.
Publications
1.
S.P. Garg, M. Venkatraman, N. Krishnamurthy and S.J. Vijayker; The Rare Earth-Ta
System; J. Phase Equilibria, (1994) (in press).
2.
S.P. Garg, M. Venkatraman and N. Krishnamurthy; The Pu-Ta System; J. Alloy Phase
Diagram, 6(1990), 111.
3.
A. Saroja, Y.J. Bhatt and S.P. Garg; Determination of Thermodynamic Properties of
Liquid Th-Mo, U-Mo, Th-Ta, U-Ta, Th-W and U-W Alloys from their Phase
Diagrams; J. Less-Comm. Met., 114 (1985), 291.
Compilation and Evaluation of Binary Phase Diagrams of Tantalum
With the availability of powerful computational facilities along with the development
of

methods

for

interrelating thermodynamic data of a system with its phase diagram,

the assessment of the available phase diagram data to obtain the technically most perfect
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phase diagrams has assumed

great importance. Participating in the Alloy Phase Diagram

programme of the American Society for Metals, co-ordinated in this country by the Indian
Institute of Metals, the work of compiling and evaluating the binary phase diagrams of
tantalum had been pursued by this section and with the completion of a few remaining phase
diagrams, the project is poised for completion later this year.
Publications
1.
S.P. Garg, A. Awasthi, N. Krishnamurthy and M. Venkatraman; The Oxygen-Tantalum
System, J. Phase Equilibria (1994) (in press)
2.
S.P. Garg, M. Venkatraman and N. Krishnamurthy; The Bismuth-Tantalum System;
J. Phase Equilibria, 13 (1992), 269.
3.
S.P. Garg, M. Venkatraman and N. Krishnamurthy; The Tantalum-Tellurium System;
J. Phase Equilibria, 13 (1992), 271.
4.
S.P. Garg, M. Venkatraman and N. Krishnamurthy; The Germanium-Tantalum System
J. Phase Equilibria, 12 (1991), 661.
5.
R. Krishnan, S.P. Garg, N. Krishnamurthy and S. Banerjee; The Tantalum-Zirconium
System; J. Alloy Phase Diagrams, 5 (1989), 125-131.
STUDIES ON OXIDATION AND NITRIDATION OF INCONEL-625
Lalit Kumar, R. Venkataramani, M. Sundararaman, P.Mukhopadhyay and S.P. Garg
Metallurgy Division
Nickel base superalloy, inconel-625, has good oxidation and nitridation resistance and in
solution annealed condition, is extensively used as ammonia cracker tube in heavy water
plants. Oxidation and nitridation behaviour of inconel-625 were studied in the temperature
range

873

-

1523K

using

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), x-ray

photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and energy dispersive

X-ray

spectroscopy (EDS). A good correlation has been demonstrated among TGA and surface
analysis of the oxide and nitride films by XPS, AES and EDS. The presence of different oxides
and nitrides on the surface could be explained considering thermodynamic
stabilities of the possible competitive phases.
CrN was found to be the main nitride phase present on the surface during nitridation
between 973 and 1273 K. An interesting observation was

the

decrease

in

extent

of

nitridation with increasing temperature. This was due to decrease in thermodynamic
stability of the nitride with temperature from 973K to 1273K.
The parabolic rate constant (Kp) for oxidation was found to be independent of oxygen
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pressure (pOj) between 0.12 and 101.3 kPa. XPS and AES analyses indicate two distinctly
different oxidation mechanisms depending upon temperature of oxidation. Enrichment of
oxide film with respect to Cr2O, occurs above 600K and reaches to a maximum with almost
exclusive formation of Cr2O3 at about 1200K within

ISO min. At temperatures above

BOOK, presence of oxides of other minor alloying components Nb and Ti also becomes
prominent. O/M ratios in the oxide film determined by XPS and AES suggest that Nb and Ti
are present as Nb2O5 and TiO2 respectively at the gas-oxide interface and as NbO and Ti2O3
respectively at the oxide-metal interface. Measured activation energy, 232±11 kJ/mol, and
zero pO 2 dependency for the Kp conform to cation diffusion through Cr 2 O, as the rate
controlling step.
Publication
1.
Lalit Kumar, R.Venkataramani, M. Sundararaman, P. Mukhopadhyay and S.P. Garg;
Thermogravimetric, XPS, AES and EDS studies on Oxidation and Nitridation of
Inconel-625, ICPM-94, (1994).
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SOLID STATE PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS IN ALLOYS
R.V.Muraleedharan, I.S.Batra and P.K.K.Nayar
Metallurgy Division
Investigations on the kinetics and energetics of phase transformations in metallic alloy
systems form the major part of the studies undertaken since 1987.The course of these
transformations were followed by observing the relevant energy exotherms /endotherms,
variations in the electrical resistivity / microhardness and microstructural changes. Metallic
glasses.precipitation hardening systems like Cu-Be-Co,17-4 PH steel, PH 13-8 Mo stainless
Steel etc.were investigated in this category. The structural relaxation and transformation of
metallic glasses were probed using a SET ARAM TG-DSC111. Some parameters like the
heating rate were found to influence the output data strongly and so the effect of these
parameters on the experimental values obtained using the instrument was scrutinised.
In DSC experiments carried out at constant heating rates there is bound to be temperature
lag between the thermometer and the sample. If these uncorrected experimental temperatures
are used to determine the activation energy Q in a non-isothermal experiment, the expected
straight line plot would develeop a curvature, a fact generally observed in literature. We have
derived analytical expressions that compensate for this generally observed experimental error
which gives straight line Kissinger-plots.
We have also proposed a new method of non-isothermal calorimetric investigation to
determine the Avrami exponent, n . Using this method we have shown that

primary

crystallization in metallic glasses is caused by the growth of quenched-in nuclei present in the
galss.
Our kinetic investigation of the crystallization of metallic glasses have also shown that
in isothermal DSC studies a plot of log(Peak time) vs 1/T gives quite accurate values for the
kinetic parameters of crystallization. This method is quite easy and also is free from the errors
in the determination of area under the exotherm.
Resistometric studies on metallic glass ribbons annealing at steady temperatures suggested
enhancement of the covalent character in the chemical bonds as the material approches
crystallinity from an initial amorphous state. To study these changes in the character of the
chemical binding an electrochemical method was deviced. It was assumed that the ionic
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conductivity through a material is directly proportional to the relevant ionicity in the material.
Publications
1.
Kinetics of GP zone formation in a commercial Cu-Be alloy; P.K.K.Nayar and I.S.Batra;
Trans. I.I.M, 40 (1987) 441
2.
Mechanism of structural relaxation in a metallic glass; G.P.Tiwari, P.K.K.Nayar,P.Raj
and G.L.Goswami; Jl. Non Cryst. Solids 92(1987)341.
3.
Kinetics of precipitation in 17-4 PH stainless steels; U.K. Viswanathan,P.K.K.Nayar and
RKrishnan; Mat.Science and Tech. vol 5 (1987)
4.
A DSC investigation on the primary crystallization of metallic glass; R.V.MuraIeedharan
and P.K.K.Nayar; Jl. MatSci. Lett. 10 (1991) 435
5.
On structural transitions in metallic glasses; R.V.Muraleedharan; Phys.Stat.Solidi (a) 125
(1991) K 83.
6.
The effect of temperature lag on activation energy determined by non-isothermal
analysis; R.V.Muraleedharan; Themochimica Acta 179 (1991) 341
7.
On Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation.A comment on the application of JMA equation to
the analysis of kinetic data; R.V.Muraleedharan; Jl. Thermal Aanalysis 37 (1991) 2729
8.
Kinetics of maraging in stainless PH 13-8 Mo steel; I.S.Batra, R.Kishore and
P.K.K.Nayar; Stainless steels, processing and metallurgy Ed. P.Krishna Rao. Omega
Scientific Publishers,New Delhi (1992) p.269
9.
Electrochemical investigations on the crystallization of Metglass 2628 MB; P.K.K.Nayar
and K.U.Nair; Trans. I.I.M 46 (1993) 331.

ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE COMAPCTION
P.K.Rajagopalan, T.S.Krishnan, I.S.Batra and P.K.K.Nayar
Metallurgy Division

Consolidation and densification of metal powder compacts is usually attained by
prolonged anneals over high temperatures.Obviously, this method is not suitable if the powder
is metastable or if grain growth can not be tolerated. In such cases electrical discharge
compaction can be of advantage because of the short time factor. Hence work on these lines was
initiated and it appears quite promising.
Publications
1.
Consolidation of metallic powder compacts by electrical discharge;
P.K.K.Nayar,I.S.Batra,P.K.Rajagopalanand T.S.Krishnan; Trans. PMAI 19 (1992) 97.
2.
Densification of metal powder compacts undr pressure with electrical discharge;
P.K.K.Nayar,P.K.Rajagopalan and T.S.Krishnan; ICPM 94,BARC,Bombay
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MAGNETISM
I.S.Batra and P.K.K.Nayar
Metallurgy Division

When quenched rapidly into amorphous state transition metal-metalloid alloys are
observed to be improved in their soft ferromagnetic properties. But in the case of rare earthtransition metal alloys the same treatment was found to make them better permanant magnet
materials. The different types of magnetic interactions between the paramagnetic ions and how
they are influenced by the nature of the interatomic chemical bonds,anisotropies etc. were studied
to seek an answer to the above mentioned observations.
Publications
1.
On the structural aspects of magnetism in transition metal-metalloid amorphous alloys;
P.K.K.Nayar and I.S.Batra; Jl. Magnetism and Magnetic materials 87 (1990) 357.
2.
Magnetism in amorphous alloys MRSI Conf. on Magnetism. Hyderabad(1994)

KINETICS OF PROCESSING CERTAIN CERAMIC MATERIALS
S.Ramanathan, R.V.Muraleedharan, S.K.Roy .Ramprasad, S.Banerjee and P.K.K.Nayar
Metallurgy Division

The oxidation behaviour of SiC is of great importance fin high temperature applications.
SiC was prepared in the ceramics laboratory by carbothermal reduction of amorphous silica with
active Carbon at 1900K (coarse powder) and the reaction of high purity Si with active Carbon
at 1700K. The oxidation behaviour of these materials were theroretically modelled which gave
good agreement with the experimentally observed oxidation kinetics.
Zirconia and Zirconia-Yttria systems are widely used in advanced ceramic components. Often
a sol-gel process is adopted in their preparation . It is important to obtain the crucial heat
treatment schedule in order to avoid formation of defects while the gel loses trapped volatiles
followed by crystallization. TG-DSC was used to study the kinetics of dehydration and
crystallization of these gels.
Publications
1.
Oxidation kinetics of SiC powder; S.Ramanathan, R.V.Muraleedharan, Ram Prasad and
S.Banerjee; Interceram. 41 no.3 (1992) 157.
2.
Dehydration and crystallization kinetics of Zirconia-Yttria gels; S.Ramanathan,
R.V.Muraleedharan, S.K.Roy and P.K.K.Nayar; Accepted for publication in Jl. American
Ceramic Society.
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DIFFUSION STUDIES IN METALLIC GLASSES
S.K. Sharma", P. Mukhopadhyay, S. Banerjee, Kuldeep* and Animesh Jain*
Metallurgy Division, 'Nuclear Physics Division
"Presently at University of Rajasthan, Jaipur, India

Extensive study of diffusion of various elements (Au, Pb, Sn, Bi, Cu, Al, Fe and Ni) into
some zirconium based (Zr76Ni39Zr6sNi35, Zr67Ni33), metal-metal and iron-based (Fe8OB2Oand
Feg2B,,) metal metalloid binary metallic glasses have been carried out using Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and Rutherford back-scattering spectrometry (RBS) in conjunction with
argon ion sputtering. The diffusion studies were carried out on different structural states of the
amorphous alloys, namely, the as-quenched and relaxed by subjecting the alloys to a short time
anneal (540-650K) near Tg, the glass transition temperature and also on pre-crystallized
specimens.

The measurement of diffusion coefficients, D, of the diffusing species, the

temperature dependence of D, the mechanism of diffusion, the activation energy for diffusion
and the effect of structural relaxation and crystallization on the diffusivity in these metal-metal
and metal-metalloid systems have been investigated.
Publications
1.
Diffusion Studies in the Metallic Glass Zr6]Ni39 by Auger Electron Spectroscopy S.K.
Sharma and P. Mukhopadhyay, Acta, Me tall. Mater. 38 (1990) 129.
2.
Measurements of Au Diffusion Rates in Amorphous Fe80B20, Fe82B,8 and Zr 6) Ni 3 , by
Auger Electron Spectroscopy, S.K. Sharma, P. Mukhopadhyay, Kuldeep and Animesh K.
Jain; J. Non-Crystalline Solids 94 (1987) 294.

OXIDATION STUDIES OF AMORPHOUS ALLOYS
S.K. Sharma**, P. Mukhopadhyay, P.K. Chauhan and U.S. Gadiyar
Metallurgy Division
"Presently at University of Rajasthan, Jaipur, India
Amorphous alloys are free from inhomogeneties associated with the crystalline state such
as grain boundaries, dislocations and second phase particles. It is also known that metallic
glasses have superior corrosion resistance compared to their crystalline counter parts. The
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techniques of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
are used in corrosion and oxidation studies on iron based metal-metalloid glasses Fe8OB2O,
Fe67CO,8BM Si, and Fe8,B3 5Si3 5C2. The native oxide layer on these glasses and their oxidation
behaviour in air as well as in an aqueous medium containing 0.5M K2SO4 adjusted to a PH 4.0
by the addition of H2SO4 were studied. A comparison of the oxidation behaviour of amorphous
alloys with the corresponding crystallized alloys was a'so made. It was found that the former
possessed superior oxidation resistance than the latter. The role of the various alloying additions
in improving these properties was also investigated.
Publication
1.
Studies of the Corrosion of Two Multicomponent Iron base Metallic Glasses in Potassium
Sulphate Solution; S.K. Sharma, P. Mukhopadhyay, P.K. Chauhan and S.K. Kulkarni;
Corrosion Science, 30 (1990) 313.

SURFACE SEGREGATION IN BINARY IRON ALLOY SYSTEMS:
N.C. Jain* and Lalit Kumar
Metallurgy Division, 'Solid State Physics Division

It is well known that surface composition of an alloy is generally different from that of
the bulk. The surface composition of several binary alloys of Fe-Cr and Fe-Co systems has
been determined by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) with a view to ascertain the species
segregating at the surface in these alloy systems.
Fe-Cr System: The surface composition of five binary Fe-Cr alloys, (Cr: 5.5 to 85.6 at%) has
been experimentally determined by AES by measuring peak to peak heights as well as area of
Auger peaks of Fe (703 eV) and Cr (529eV). Assuming that the Auger signal comes from the
top two layers only, the experimental values of surface composition were computed using
Gallon's expression. These values were compared with the theoretical calculations of surface
composition based on broken-bond model and the weighted average of different crystallographic
planes on the basis of stability criteria.

A good agreement was observed between the

experimental and theoretical values. Indications of enrichment of Cr was seen in dilute Cr-Fe
alloys.
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Fe-Co System: The surface composition of five binary Fe-Co alloys (Co 5.4 to 88.6 at%) has
been experimentally determined with AES by measuring Auger peak to peak heights of Fe (703
eV & 591 eV) and Co (775eV). Enrichment of cobalt at the surface was observed in all the
alloys and the extent of enrichment was maximum in the alloy containing the minimum amount
of cobalt. These observations were in agreement with those of Bevolo who has reported the
segregation of cobalt on the surface of Fe-Co alloys but were in contradiction to those reported
by Moran-Lopez and Wise who have observed an enrichment of iron at the surface of Fe-50
at% Co alloy. Our results were in qualitative agreement with the trend predicted by some
current theoretical models viz broken bond model and surface tension model.
Publications
1.
Surface composition of Cr-Fe alloys using AES; N.C. Jain and Lalit Kumar; Proc. "Solid
State Physics Symposium", BRNS, BARC Vol.30-C (1987) 35.
2.
Surface segregation studies in iron cobalt alloys by Auger Electron Spectroscopy; N.C.
Jain and Lalit Kumar; Applied Surface Science 40 (1989) 223.

INITIAL STAGES OF ROOM TEMPERATURE SURFACE OXIDATION O F
ZIRCONIUM AND ITS BINARY ALLOYS: AN XPS STUDY
Lalit Kumar, D.D. Sarma" and'S. Krummacher*
Metallurgy Division, 'K.F.A. Julich, Germany
"Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore

Initial stages of surface oxidation of pure Zr and its dilute binary alloys, viz Zr - 1.5
wt% Sn, Zr-0.3 wt% Cr and Zr - 0.3 wt% Fe at room temperature as a function of oxygen
exposure upto 10L has been investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with a
view to comparing their oxidation behaviour. Various suboxides of Zr are formed during the
initial stages of oxidation (exposure < 10L) and are the dominant oxide species upto exposures
~ 30L. At higher exposures, ZrO2 becomes the dominant oxide species. Three distinct oxides
of Zr are formed on the Zr surface at all oxygen exposures. These are ZrO2 and the two
suboxides with distinct chemical shifts smaller than that for ZrO2. The oxidation occurs most
rapidly upto exposures ~ 10L and then gradually slows down with the increasing exposure.
Beyond exposures of about 200 L, the process becomes extremely sluggish in all the four
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systems. The final oxide film thickness, in all cases is estimated to be 5-6 monolayers (of
oxide) at an oxygen exposure of 5000L. No significant difference is obsrved in the surface
oxidation behaviour of pure Zr and its dilute binary alloys at room temperature.
Publication
1.
XPS study of the Room Temperature surface oxidation of zirconium and its Binary
Alloys with tin, chromium and iron Lalit Kumar, D.D. Sharma and S. Krummacher,
Applied Surface Science 32 (1988) 309.

THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF METAL SILICIDES:
Lalit Kumar, W. Speier*, D.D. Sarma*', R.A. de Groot* and J.C Fuggle*
Metallurgy Division, 'K.F.A. Julich, Germany
"Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore

A systematic experimental and theoretical study of the electronic structures of 3d, 4d and
5d transition metal silicides has been carried out by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS),
Bremsstrahlung Isochromat Spectroscopy (BIS) and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy(XAS). The
experimental data of density of states are interpreted and comared with the theoretical
calculations of density of states and appropriate matrix elements for metal silicides in their real
crystal structures. The electronic structure is analysed mainly in terms of the Sis p and metal d
states in relation to the various interactions, such as the metal-metal, metal-Si and Si-Si
interaction. The trends of chemical bonding are discussed in terms of effect of the orbital
overlap, the d-band occupancy and the composition.
Publications
1.
Photoemission and Inverse Photoemission of Transition-Metal Silicides; W. Speier, E.V.
Leuken, J.C. Fuggle, D.D. Sarma, Lalit Kumar, B. Dauth and K.H.J. Buschow, Phys.
Review B. 39 (1989) 6008
2.
The Electronic Structure of 4d and 5d Silicides W. Speier, Lalit Kumar; D.D. Sarma,
R.A. de Groot and J.C. Fuggle; J. of Phys.: Condensed Matter, 1 (1989) 9117.
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Investigations on Shape Memory Alloys
Madangopal K. and S.Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

The shape memory effect observed in alloys such as Ni-Ti and Cu-Zn-Al is the outcome of
microstructural reversibility and the pseudoplastic nature of deformation of the martensitic
microstructure. It has been found by group theory analysis that the martensitic microstructure
is reversible when: all interfaces within the microstructure are twin interfaces such that
interacting variants are related by a diad or mirror plane of the parent phase. The
microstructure of Ni-Ti alloys was examined by transmission electron microscopy and found
to consist of primary and secondary martensite plate clusters arranged in self-accommodating
morphologies. Starting with the Eshelby solution for strain field due to a coherent ellipsoidal
inclusion, an expression for the degree of self-accommodation (DSA) has been derived. The
preferred plate groups cause the largest reduction of strain energy density of the parent phase
matrix, and thus are associated with the highest value of DSA. Using this criterion, it is found
that the observed 6'(-) + 3'(+) + l'(-) [1-1 l ] c 3-variant secondary martensite plate cluster
forms as a 'burst' martensite under compression and has the highest DSA. The lattice invariant
shear (LIS) of the Ni-Ti martensite is observed to be predominantly the [0 1 l]m Type II
twinning mode. However, the (1 l-l)m Type I twinning mode may also occur as the U S in
primary plates. The (0 0 l)m compound twinning mode is seen to occur mainly as
accommodation twinning and as the LIS in the R-phase to monoclinic martensitic
transformations (at a critical rhombohedral angle of 86.2°). The intervariant interfaces in the
martensitic microstructure of Ni-Ti alloys, resulting from plate-plate interactions within a plate
group, and within interactions of plate groups are observed to be twin interfaces which fulfil the
microstructural reversibility criterion. In the case of plate combinations of internally twinned
martensite, a twin interface can form as a single interface relating both major and minor twin
fractions, or only the major twin fractions (in which case the minor twin fraction tapers off), or
only the minor twin fractions (in which case the major twin fraction tapers off). Of the 276
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(= 24C2) possible plate-plate interactions of the 24 habit plane variants of the internally twinned
Ni-Ti martensite, only 13 are found to be unique. In 11 of these combinations, a twin interface
may result, aided by the tapering off of the minor (7 cases) or major (2 cases) twin fractions.
However, in two combinations, a bridge variant (which forms twin interfaces with both plates)
will be necessary. In the [1-1 l] e 3-plate cluster, while the 6'(-)-3'(+) and 3'(+)-l(-)
combinations result in a twin interface by the tapering off of the minor twin fractions, the
](-)-6'(-) results in a single interface relating both twin fractions. On comparing the selfaccommodation in the microstructures of Ni-Ti and Cu-Zn-Al shape memory alloys (SMA),
the principal difference is seen to be in the DSA achieved by the clustering of plates, i.e. the
unaccommodated (1-DSA) elastic strain energy is larger in Ni-Ti SMA (30%) compared to
Cu-Zn-Al SMA (2%). An interesting outcome of this is observed to be the 'Thermal Arrest
Memory Effect' or TAME, where the arrest of the reverse martensite to parent phase (M-P)
transformation is 'remembered' in the subsequent heating cycle as a split of the endotherm
centered at the temperature of arrest in the previous cycle. It has been determined that this effect
is due to the biasing of the transformation of the population of martensite plates, formed after
the arrest of the M-P transformation in the previous cycle, by excess stored elastic energy
arising from the unaccommodated strain energy. Thus the TAME is found to be significant in
Ni-Ti SMA and not in Cu-Zn-Al SMA.
The performance of a shape memory device depends not only on the maximum limit of
recoverable strain but also on the maximum reversion stresses (or) that are generated in
constrained recovery (above the reverse transformation temperature, As) of a pseudoplastically
deformed specimen. The reversion stresses in Ni-Ti have been characterised and found to related
to the test temperature (Tr) by a modified Clausius-Clapeyron relation. For the equiatomic
Ni-Ti alloy it is determined that: err |

eTr

= 6.67 x (As-Tr) + 150 (in MPa). In order to

demonstrate the applications of the Ni-Ti shape memory alloys, a heat engine and a hydraulic
coupling have been fabricated. Melting of these alloys on a large scale is being attempted, and
a 10 Kg ingot of a Ni-Ti-Fe alloy has been prepared.

Collaborators: part of this work was done in collaboration with Prof. S.Lele, Department of
Metallurgical Engineering, Institute of Technology, Benaras Hindu University, Varanasi.
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Selected References:
1. 'Reversion Stresses in Ni-Ti Shape Memory Alloys', Madangopal K., Ganesh R.Krishnan and
S.Banerjee, Scripta Metallurgica, Vol.22, 1593(1988).
2. 'The Self-Accommodating Morphology of NiTi Shape Memory Alloy Martensite',
Madangopal K. and S.Banerjee, Scripta Metallurgica et Materialia, Vol.24, 2292(1990).
3. 'Self-Accommodation in Ni-Ti Shape Memory Alloys', Madangopal K., Jugraj Singh and
S.Banerjee, Scripta Metallurgica et Materialia, Vol.25, 2153(1991).
4. 'Microscopic Self-Accommodation in Shape Memory Alloys', Madangopal K., R.Tiwari and
S.Banerjee,,Scripta Metallurgica et Materialia, Vol.28, 991(1993).
5. 'Thermal Arrest Memory Effect', Madangopal K., S.Banerjee and S.Lele, to be published in
Acta Metallurgica et Materialia.
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1: Arc-melted 'pancake' of Ni-Ti SMA; 2: walking mechanism using Ni-Ti SMA (being developed by Division
of Remote Handling and Robotics, BARC); 3: shape memory alloy heat engine; 4: Ni-Ti-Fe hydraulic coupling.
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Continuous Periodic to Quasiperiodic Transformations
in Crystalline and Superlattice Structures
U. D. Kulkarni
Metallurgy Division

The method of projection from higher dimensional lattices has been employed to derive a
structural relationship between different two-dimensionally (2-D) quasiperiodic structures and
certain well-known periodic structures. In the framework of the scheme suggested here, the fiMn and the cr-phase structures constitute unmodulated approximates of the octagonal and the
dodecagonal quasicrystals. These unmodulated approximant structures can transform into their
quasiperiodic counterparts through a series of modulated structures consisting of modules of the
unmodulated structure separated by faults. High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HREM)
images of faulted a-phase are in good agreement with the faulted structure (Fig. 1) generated
by the projection method.

Certain modifications in the projection scheme lead to a novel quasiperiodic structure (Fig. 2)
with a fourfold rotational symmetry. This structure, which can be regarded as a quasiperiodic
superlattice derivative of fee, consists of three different types of tiles - fat rhombi, lean rhombi
and squares. Although such a structure is yet to be encountered in any alloy system, its
unmodulated approximants are observed in offstoichiometric AITi intermetallics as the Al5Ti3
and the Al,,Ti7 superlattice structures. A recently observed short range ordered structure in a
rapidly solidified A^Ti*, alloy represents a state of order which is structurally quite close to this
quasiperiodic superlattice structure.
Selected Publications
U. D. Kulkarni, Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 2484 (1989).
U. D. Kulkarni, S. Banerjee and S. Ranganathan, Scripta metall. mater. 25, 529 (1991).
U. D. Kulkarni, S. Banerjee and S. D. Kulkarni, Scripta metall. mater. 25, 533 (1991).
U. D. Kulkarni, S. Banerjee and S. D. Kulkarni, Acta metall. mater. 41, 1283 (1993).
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Fig. 1 Faulting in o-phase - a model generated using the projection formalism.

F1g.2 A hypothetical quasiperiodic superlattice structure consisting of squares and fat and lean
rhombi. These tiles represent unimolecular clusters of Ti4Al, Ti3AI and Ti2Al stoichiometries.
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INFLUENCE OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS ON THE HARDENABILITY OF STEELS
G.B. Kale, IS. Batra and S \ . Khera
Metallurgy Division

Hardenability of steels depends upon the rate of transformation of austenite to pearlite.
Any factor that slows down the rate of this transformation increases the hardenability. This is
reflected, in time temperature transformation diagrams, in the shift of the C-curves to the right.
All the substitutional elements except cobalt increase the hardenabHity of steels. Through the
exercise attempted in this work, it was suggested and shown that the effect of alloying elements
on the hardenability of steels can be rationalised on the basis of the effect of these additions on
the diffusivity of carbon in these steels.

LASER PROCESSING OF MATERIALS
It is now well established that a considerable improvement in the mechanical/chemical
properties of their surface regions of materials can be achieved by treating thin surfaces by
lasers. A variety of steels can be hardened by laser heat treatment, or laser surface melting.
Surface alloying can be achieved with the help of lasers through the process of melting and
mixing of a predeposited coating and a thin layer of the substrate. Surface cladding can also be
done by using lasers. Changes in the chemistry and microstructure of near surface regions of
materials that result due to these treatments depend upon a member of material and process
parameters. Investigations were carried out with a view to delineate the role of these parameters
on the chemistry and the microstructure of laser treated regions in a variety of metallic systems.
These are described below:
Laser Heat Treatment and Laser Melting of a High Speed Tool Steel
I.S. Batra, C.S. Vjswandhamt , V. Sethumadhavan*, D.N. Shahf, G.L. Goswami*
N.G. Kakovkina* and D.M. Gureyev*
Metallurgy Division, tRadiometallurgy Division,
*P.N. Levdev Inst. of Physics, Kuibshev-20, Russia

Surface treatments of high speed steels by high power lasers result in high surface
hardness and improved resistance to wear and fatigue failures. In the present investigations, high
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speed tool steel Tl was laser treated with a pulsed Nd: Glass laser and it was found that (a) laser
melting leads to the dissolution of M6C carbides and, upon solidification, fine carbides of
tungsten of MC type are formed and some austenite is retained, and (b) tempering of the laser
melted steel leads to the reappearance of carbides of M6C type and the decay of retained
austenite.
A Study of Microstructures in Laser Melted Bali-Bearing and Turbine Blade Steels
I.S. Batra, K. Bhanumurthy, S.K. Khera, A.K. Sinha*, A.R. Biswas*,
V.I. Titov", M.B. Ignatiev" and A. Uglov"
Metallurgy Division, 'Atomic Fuels Division,
"Baikov Inst. of Metallurgy, Moscow, Russia

Thin surface regions of an off-grade AISI-SAE 52100 ball-bearing steel and a
12CrMoV turbine blade steel were laser melted by pulsed ND:YAG and pulsed Nd: Glass lasers.
It was found that the solidification microstructures obtained by melting the surface of commercial
steels by pulsed lasers are complicated and difficult to identify and that Cr/C ratio in the steel
has a large effect on the end product of the laser melting process.
Surface Alloying of Pure Iron by Molybdenum and Tin by a Continuous Wave CO 2 Laser
I.S. Batra, K. Bhanumurthy, S.K. Khera, A.K. Sinha*, A.R. Biswas*,
V.I. Titov'% M.B. Ignatiev** and A. Uglov**
Metallurgy Division, 'Atomic Fuels Division,
"Baikov Inst. of Metallurgy, Moscow, Russia

In the present work, an attempt was made to surface alloy pure iron by molybdenum
and/or tin by using a continuous wave CO2 laser, and the role of various material and process
parameters on the chemistry and microstructure of the surface alloys formed as a result of laser
treatment was delineated. It was found that (a) for a given thickness of the layer of the intended
alloying element, a combination of lower power density and larger interaction tune results in a
deeper pool, (b) for a given power density and interaction time, the larger die thickness of the
layer, the poorer is the mixing, and (c) the nature of the intended alloying element with respect
to that of the base metal is what determines the extent of mixing that may be attained in any
laser alloying experiment.
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KINETICS OF PRECIPITATION IN STAINLESS PH 13-8 Mo STEEL
I.S. Batra, R. Kishore and P.K.K. Nayar
Metallurgy Division

Using the residual resistivity technique, studies on the kinetics of precipitation in PH 138 Mo steel were conducted in the temperature range of 525-850 K leading to the following
conclusions (i) Diffusion of Al and Ni for the precipitation of NiAl in this steel takes place through
dislocation pipes.
(ii) At temperatures of ageing higher than 750K, the process of precipitation is complicated by
the formation of austenite at precipitate matrix interfaces.
(iii) In the cold worked condition of the steel, the process of precipitation is further complicated
by the process of recovery of the cold-work.

STRENGTHENING OF A 12CrMoV TURBINE BLADE STEEL
DUE TO RETEMPERING
R.N. Singh, R. Kishore, G.K. Dey, I.S. Batra and P. Dasgupta
Metallurgy Division

Commercially available martensitic 12CrMo, 12CrMoV, and 12CrMoVNb steels in
tempering condition are often employed to make turbine blades. The tempering, done at the
processing stage itself, is usually carried out at a temperature which is about 100-150°C above
the service temperature. At the service temperature, the steel undergoes second tempering. The
effect of this second tempering on the strength of 12CrMoV steel was investigated. The second
tempering was found to result in the strengthening of this steel which was attributed to the
formation of fine particles of intermetallic FejMo as detected by extensive transmission electron
microscopy.
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Surface Alloying of Nickel by Aluminium and Molybdenum of a Continuous Wave
CO2 Laser
I.S. Batra, K. Bhanumurthy, S.K. Khera, G.K. Dey, U.D. Kulkarni, S. Banerjee,
A.K. Sinha\ A.R. Biswas*,V.I. Titov", M.B. Ignatiev" and A. Uglov"
Metallurgy Division, 'Atomic Fuels Division,
"Baikov Inst. of Metallurgy, Moscow, Russia

In this work, pure nickel was laser surface alloyed by aluminium, molybdenum and their
various combinations. Morphology and composition of the resulting microstructural features was
examined with a view to explore the role of the alloying elements on the surface alloys formed
as a result of the laser alloying treatment. From this study, it was concluded that, of for a given
set of irradiation parameters in any laser surface alloying experiment, the nature of the alloying
elements with respect to that of the base is what determines the extent of mixing of the alloying
elements with the base. Further, based on extensive transmission electron microscopy carried
out on a foil obtained from the laser surface alloyed region of a sample, the need to exercise
proper control over different process parameters to achieve complete mixing in the liquid state
so as to minimise the microstructural inhomogeneities in the alloyed region was established.
Pressureless Dissolution Bonding of Metals
I.S. Batra, S.P. Garg, R.V. Patil and A.R. Biswas*
Metallurgy Division, 'Atomic Fuels Division

A new technique of bonding has been developed using liquid metal as an interlayer. The
technique is promising as both application of high pressure and elaborate surface preparation are
not required as in the case of solid-state bonding of metals. The joining is based on the concept
of constitutional solidification of the mass that forms as a result of the dissolution of the metals
to be joined in the liquid metal interlayer. Bonding of steels to steels, and aluminium to
aluminium could be achieved by using liquid Ga as an interlayer.

MAGNETISM IN AMORPHOUS ALLOYS
P.K.K. Nayar and I.S. Batra
Metallurgy Division

Magnetism is a highly structure sensitive intrinsic material property. Transition metal metalloid amorphous alloys have very soft ferromagnetic properties compared to their
ferromagnetic crystalline counterparts.

Also, rare earth metalloid amorphous alloys are found

to be good permanent magnetic materials. The principal difference between an amorphous alloy
and its crystalline counterpart is in the structure. The effect of structure on the solid-stale
magnetic interactions like the spin-spin coupling, the spin-orbit coupling and the spin lattice
coupling was examined in detail in this work, and it was established that the behaviour of
amorphous alloys vis-a-vis their crystalline counterparts may be rationalised on the basis of the
differences in the strengths of the various couplings in the two conditions.
Publications
1. Irradiation Creep- A Review I.S. Batra and P. Dasgupta; Trans. IIM, 41 (1988) 433.
2. Microsiructural Correction of an Off-Grade Bali-Bearing Steel; I.S. Baira and M.D. Vora,
Trans. IIM., 42 (1989) 495.
3. On the structural aspects of Magnetism in Transition Metal-Metalloid Amorphous Alloys.
P.K.K. Nayar and I.S. Batra; Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 87 (1990) 357
4. Laser Heat Treatment and leaser Melting of a High Speed Tool; Steel, I.S. Batra, C.S.
Viswanadham, V. Sethumadhavan; D.N. Sah, G.L. Goswami, N.G. Kakovkina and D.M.
Gureyev; Trans. IIM., 45 (1992) 181
5. Kinetics of Maraging in PH 13-5 Mo Steel; I.S. Batra, R. Kishore and P.K.K. Nayar;
Stainless Steels, (eds.) P. Krishna Rao, M.K. Asundi, N.B. Ballal and H.S. Gadiyar, Omega
Scientific Publishers, 1992, pp. 269-275.
6. The study of Nickel Surface Alloyed by a Mixture of Molybdenum and Aluminium using a
continuous Wave CO2 Laser; G.K. Dey, I.S. Batra, U.D. Kulkarni, and S. Banerjee
Proceedings of the Discussion Meet on Surface Modification Technology of Materials,
IGCAR, 1992.
7. Consolidation of Metallic Powder Compacts by Electrical Discharge; P.K.K. Nayar, I.S.
Batra, P.K. Rajagopalan and T.S. Krishnan Trans. PMAI 19 1992) 97.
8. On the Influence of Alloying Elements on the Hardenability of Steels, G.B. Kale, I.S. Batra
and S.K. Khera Trans., IIM 46 (1993), 105.
9. Surface Alloying of Pure Iron by Molybdenum and Tin by a Continuous Wave CO2 leaser;
I.S. Batra, K. Bh;mumurthy, S.K. Khera, A.K. Sinha, A.R.Biswas, V.I. Titov, M.B. Ignatiev
and A. Uglov; Bulletin of Materials Sciences, 16 (1993) 331.
10. Strengthening of a 12CrMov Turbine Blade Steel due to Retempering; R.N. Singh, R.
Kishore, G.K. Dey, I.S. Batra and P. Dasgupta; (in Press, Journal of Materials Engineering
and Performance, ASM)
11. Surface Alloying of Nickel by Aluminium and Molybdenum by a continuous Wave CO2
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Laser, I.S. Batra, K. Bhanumurthy, S.K. Khera, A.K. Sinha, A.R. Biswas, V.I. Titov, M.B.
Ignatiev and A. Uglov; (In press, Trans., IIM)
12. Laser Surface Alloying of Nickel by Molybdenum and Aluminium-Microstructural Studies;
G.K. Dey, U.D. Kulkarni, I.S. Batra and S. Banerjee (Accepted for Publication in Acta Met.)
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METALLIC GLASSES
G.K. Dey, R.T. Savalia, R. Tewari, E.G. Baburaj and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

Zr based metal-metal binary and ternary alloys can be obtained in the amorphous state
in very wide composition ranges. Several eutectic reactions and intermetallic compounds are
present in these alloy systems which provide opportunities for examining the validity of different
theories on glass formation. The amorphous phases in these alloys decompose by a variety of
a crystallization mechanisms. Instances of polymorphic, primary and eutectic crystallization have
been encountered in these glasses.

Zr-based metallic glasses possess excellent corrosion

resistance and mechanical properties. In several studies their properties have been compared
with that of their crystalline counterparts and interesting differences have emerged. In the solute
lean Zr-based alloys very large freezing ranges are available for studying the liquid to solid
transformations.
The melt spinning facility in Metallurgy Division, BARC has been used for producing
a large number of Zr based Fe and Ni bearing alloys in the amorphous state. The aforementioned
studies have been carried out on these amorphous alloys.
Publications
1.
Glass Forming Ability of Zr-Ni Alloys, G.K. Dey, E.G. Baburaj, S. Banerjee and R.
Krishnan Proceedings DAE Conference of "Amorphous Materials" Oct.5-7, 1983,
B.A.R.C., Bombay p. 453-456.
2.
Sputtering of Zr-37 AT % Ni Metallic Glass, S.K. Sharma, G.K. Dey and R. Krishnan,
Proceedings DAE Conference on "Amorphous Materials" Oct.5-7, 1983, B.A.R.C.,
Bombay p. 469-472
3.
Rapid Solidification and Crystallization of a Zr-24 at% Fe Alloy, G.K. Dey and S.
Banerjee, Material Science and Engineering 73 (1985) 187-195
4.
Mechanical Properties and Deformation Behavior of some Zr-Ni Amorphous Alloys,
G.K. Dey, and S. Banerjee, Journal of Materials Science 20 (1985) 2913-2922
5.
Crystallization Kinetics of Zr-24 at% Fe Amorphous Alloy, G.K. Dey, and S. Banerjee,
Materials Science and Engineering 76 (1985) 127-137
6.
Crystallization Kinetics of FetlCOlsSitBiA Glass, E.G. Baburaj, G.K. Dey, M.J. Patni and
R. Krishnan Scripta Metallurgica, 19 (1985 305 - 310.7. Glass Forming Ability and
Amorphous to Crystalline Transitions in Zr-Ni Alloys, G.K. Dey and S. Banerjee Rapidly
Quenched Metals, edited by S. Steeb and H. Warlimont Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
Amsterdam, 1985 p. 343-346.
8.
Crystallization Kinetics of Zr-33 at% Ni Amorphous Alloys, G.K. Dey, E.G. Baburaj and
S. Banerjee, Journal of Materials Science, 21 (1986) 117-122.
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Growth of Large Crystals from Amorphous Phase, E.G. Baburaj, G.K. Dey and G.E.
Prasad, Metallic and Semiconductor Glasses, Edited by A.K. Bhatnagar, Key Engineering
Materials Trans. Tech. Publishers, Switzerland, 1987, Vol. I, p.35-38.
Glass Forming Abilities and Crystallization in Zirconium Base Metallic Glasses, G.K.
Dey, E.G. Baburaj, S. Banerjee and P. Ramachandra Rao, Metallic and Semiconducting
Glasses, Edited by A.K. Bhatnagar, Key Engineering Materials Trans. Tech. Publishers,
Switzerland, 1987, Vol.11, p. 329-332.
Nucleation and Growth of Crystals from Amorphous Zirconium and Inion Alloys, E.G.
Baburaj, G.K. Dey and S. Banerjee, Indian Journal of Physics, 61A (1987) 366-372
Metallic Glass Formation by Solid State Reaction in Bulk Zirconium-Copper Diffusion
Couples, K. Bhanumurthy, G.K. Dey and S. Banerjee, Scripta Metallurgica 22 (1988)
1395-1398
Corrosion Studies on Amorphous and Crystalline Zr67Ni33> G.K. Dey, R.T. Savalia, S.K.
Sharma and S.K. Kulkarni Corrosion Science 29 (1989) 823-831.
On the Formation of Amorphous Layer by Interdiffusion in Zr-Cu System, K.
Bhanumurthy, G.K. Dey, S. Banerjee, S.K. Khera and M.K. Asundi, Pramana - J. Phys.
Vol.32, No.3 1989, 289-297
Glass Formation and Crystallization in Some Zirconium based Binary and Ternary
Alloys, G.K. Dey, R.T. Savalia, E.G. Baburaj and S. Banerjee in O.N. Mohanty and C.S.
Sivarainakrishnan (eds) Proceedings International Conference on Rapid Solidification
Processing and Technology, ICMS 89, Jamshedpur, 15-17 March 1989, Key Engg.
Materials, Trans., Tech. Publishers, Switzerland 1990 p. 203-217.
Microcrystalline and Amorphous Phases in Rapidly Solidified Cu-Ti Alloys, E.G.
Baburaj, G.K. Dey, G.E. Prasad and S. Banerjee in O.N. Mohanty and C.S.
Sivaramakrishnan (eds) Proceedings International Conference on Rapid Solidification
Processing and Technology, ICMS 89, Jamshedpur, 15-17 March 1989, Key Engg.
Materials, Trans. Tech. Publishers, Switzerland 1990 p. 235-24617. Evaluation of
Thermal Stability of cu-Ti Amorphous Alloys on the Basis of Crystallkization Studies,
E.G. Baburaj, G.K. Dey, G.E. Prasad, S. Banerjee and M.J. Patni in S.R. Dharwadkar,
H.S. Ray, S.B. Kanungo, S.R. Bharadwaj and A.C. Momin (eds).
Rapid Solidification of Zirconium Alloys, G.K. Dey and S. Banerjee, Bulletin of Materials
Science, 15 (1992) 543-556.
Crystallization in Binary and Ternary Zr based Fe and Ni bearing Glasses, G.K. Dey,
R.T. Savalia, E.G. Baburaj and S. Banerjee Communicated to Acta, Metallurgica

SAD from Zr7<Fe24 metallic glass

Crystal in amorphous matrix
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Formation and Thermal Stability of Amorphous Cu-Ti Alloys
E.G.Baburaj, G.K. Dey, G.E. Prasad, S.L.Wadekar, S. Banerjee and M.J. Patni*
Metallurgy Division
*I I T Bombay, 400 076

Structural correlation between amorphous and crystalline counterparts of alloys have been
suggested in many of the earlier studies.

However a correlation between the phase diagram

details and properties of amorphous alloys related to their structure has rarely been attempted
earlier. The work on copper-titanium alloys has been aimed at finding a possible correlation
through evaluation of glass forming ability (GFA), thermal stability, diffusion, length change due
to crystallization and mechanical properties as a function of composition.
Alloy compositions for this study have been chosen at compositions corresponding to
exact intermetallics, eutectics and peritectics and on both sides of them. Ribbon samples of
thickness about 30-40 u.m and width l-20mm have been prepared for all the selected
compositions by melt spinning at different wheel speeds.
1. Thermal stability as a function of composition
Crystallization temperature of amorphous alloys have been taken as an index of thermal
stability. Crystallization temperatures (Tp) obtained as a function of composition are given in
Fig.la. A noticeable feature in the figure is the local peaks in Tp at intermetallic compound
compositions. The crystallization enthalpy (AHcr) for the same set of alloys is given in Fig.lb.
A reduction in the crystallization enthalpy at intermetallic compound compositions is evident.
A combination of enhanced Tp in association with a reduction in AHcr has been noticed earlier
in Cu-Ti as well as other metal-metal glassy alloys. The reduction in AHcr has been suggested
to be an indication of enhanced chemical short range order (CSRO). Figure lb also gives the
ideal crystallization enthalpy evaluated using Miedema scheme. The deviation of AHcf from ideal
values is lowest for Ti-rich side, while it is high on the Cu-rich side. Based on the deviation
from ideal state, a parameter, T, representative of CSRO has been evaluated. A comparison
between T and the order parameter obtained by others, a, using direct diffraction experiments
is given in Fig.lc. The local decrease in AHcr shown in Fig.lb can be seen to reflect in the T
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values. These experiments suggest that the locally enhanced CSRO introduces a local increase
in crystallization temperature and hence locally high thermal stability at intermetallic compound
compositions.
2. Diffusion in Cu-Ti amorphous alloys
The diffusivity of Ag in two of the amorphous alloys Cu50Tiso and Cu33 ,Ti66 7 have been
measured. Diffusion coefficient of Ag has been found to be considerably larger for Cu33 3Ti667
glass. This observation is consistent with the thermal stability results shown in Fig. 1 a
3. Length change due to crystallization
Crystallization from the amorphous state involves a considerable volume change. In case
of amorphous ribbon samples, the easily measurable change is that of the length. Measurements
of length changes have been carried out on 300 mm long samples using a tensile testing machine.
The ribbon sample was held tight by the application of a load of 100 gms and the initial length
was measured.

The gauge length was then reduced by about 2mm, so that the ribbon can

accommodate the reduction in length due to crystallization. The sample was then heated, by the
passage of an appropriate current through the sample, so as to crystallize it completely. After
cooling, the ribbon was pulled back by the same load of 100 gm and the corresponding length
was measured. The difference between the initial and final lengths gives the length change, 1,
due to crystallization. Neglecting the effect of heterogeneous crystallization the volume change
can be taken as 3 x 1. The corresponding density change in case of intermetallic compound
compositions has been shown to be 1.2% Therefore the density of the amorphous counterpart
of an intermetallic compound can be shown to be 98.8% of the density of crystalline counterpart
4. Near neighbour distance in amorphous and crystalline counterparts
Average near neighbour distance (NND) in amorphous alloys corresponding to intermetallic
compounds have been measured by XRD experiments using Ehrenfest relation. Average atomic
bond length of the corresponding crystal structures of the respective compounds also have been
evaluated. NND and the bond lengths have been found to be identical for all the intermetallic
compounds. A straight line fit of both sets of values fall parallel to the assumed Vegards law
line. Average near neighbour distance for a given composition represents the average atomic
size. Using the average atomic size, the density of amorphous alloys have been calculated, by
assuming the packing in the glassy state to be close to some of the commonly found metallic
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crystal structures. Two of the packings attempted were those close to fee and bcc. Densities
of amorphous counterparts of intermetallic compounds have also been estimated as 98.8% of the
density of the intermetallic compounds. A comparison of these density estimates with existing
data on density of amorphous Cu-Ti alloys shows that the closest approximations are obtained
when (i) atomic packing is considered to be close to bcc and (ii) density is estimated as 98.8%
that of crystalline counterpart.

The structure of intermetallic compounds of Cu-Ti are

polytropic. The difference between the different crystal structures arise from the difference in
the stacking of bet sub-unit cells. The fact that the sub-unit cells of crystal structures are bet
and the observation that the bcc type of atomic packing gives rise to densities that are close to
the measured values indicates the possibility that the building blocks in the amorphous and
crystalline counterparts might be similar.
The observation of enhanced thermal stability and chemical short range order at intermetallic
compound compositions and the conclusions drawn from atomic packing in amorphous state
suggest a close correlation between amorphous and crstalline counterparts of Cu-Ti alloys.
Selected publications:
1. E.G.Baburaj, G.K.Dey, G.E.Prasad,S.Banerjee and M.J.Patni, Proc. 8th National Sympos. and
Workshop on Thermal Analysis, Bhubaneswar, Dec. 1991, p. 153.
2. E.G.Baburaj, G.EPrasad, S.Banerjee, T.Raghu and MJ.Patni, in Press; J.Thermal Analysis
41 (1994)
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Method of Formation of Shapes in Metallic Glasses
E.G.Baburaj, G.E. Prasad and S.Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

Structural relaxation of a metallic glass is accompanied by an irreversible volume change.
An amorphous alloy ribbon can be given a permanent shape by allowing it to undergo a
relaxation process, while being restrained in that particular shape. A helical spring of 70 turns
and diameter 4 mm has been formed of an amorphous Zr6lNi39 alloy tape of width 0.7 mm and
thickness 20 \i, by isothermally treating the tape under constraint at 643 K.The spring thus
formed has been tested for load-sensitivity by clamping one end of the spring in a vertically held
pinvise and attaching a pan weighing 50 gm at the other end as shown in Fig.l(a). The loadelongation plot of the spring balance is given in Fig.l(b). The load sensitivity which is the slope
of the straight line plot shown in Fig.l(b) is 0.36 mm/mg.
Selected Publication:
1. RCBaburaj, G.E.Prasad and S.Banerjee, Key Engineering Materials, 13(1987) p.31.
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RAPIDLY SOLIDIFIED CRYSTALLINE ALLOYS
G.K. Dey, E.G. Baburaj, U.D. Kulkarni and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

Rapid Solidification Processing (RSP) is known to generate several metastable effects
important among them being formation of metastable phases extension of solid solubility and
generation of defects like vacancies far in excess of the equilibrium concentration.

These

metastable effects have been examined in commercial nickel base superalloys. Inconel 625 and
Inconel 600. In these two commercial alloys, the rapidly solidified microstructures have been
compared with the conventionally processed microstructures.

Besides these two alloys the

rapidly solidified microstructure in a Ni-Mo alloy, Ni2Mo has also been examined. In this alloy,
disordered fee phase cannot be produced by solid state quenching. Rapid solidification has lead
to generation of disorder in this alloy. The process of ordering has been studied in this rapidly
solidified disordered alloy.
In case of Inconel 625, the conventionally processed microstructure differed from the
rapidly solidified microstructure in three important respects:1. The coarsening rate of the strengthening precipitate phase was slower. 2. the 8 phase
formation kinetics was slower. The slowing down of these two kinetics are due to lower
vacancy concentration of the conventionally processed microstructure. 3. The Mg23C6 carbide
phase was found to form as a continuous film at the grain boundary making the structure prone
to intergranular failure.
The ageing behaviour of the rapidly solidified Inconel 600 was found to be similar to that
of the conventionally processed Inconel 600. Ageing lead to formation of the M23C6 and M7C3
type phases in these microstructures.
A comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the rapidly solidified microstructure
with the conventionally processed microstructure has shown that rapid solidification is more
beneficial for a solid solution strengthened alloy like Inconel 600 as compared to a precipitation
hardened alloy like Inconel 625.
In case of Ni2Mo, the rapidly solidified microstructure has following important
similarities with that produced by irradiation of the conventional solid state quenched alloy (i)
Disorder can be produced by either process (ii) The decomposition of the disordered fee solid
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solution appears to be accelerated in both these microstructures. This appears to be due to the
high concentration of the quenched in vacancies iti the RSP alloy. Irradiation can also assist
diffusion by formation of point defects.
Publications
1.
Ordering in Rapidly Solidified Ni2Mo, U.D. Kulkarni, G.K.Dey and S. Banerjee, Scripta
Metallurgica 22 (1988) 437.
2.
Microstructures of Melt Spun InconeJ 600 and Inconel 625 G.K. Dey, E.G. Baburaj, M.
Sundararaman, P. Mukhopadhyay, S. Albeit and P. Srivastava in R. Trivedi, J.A. Sekhar
and J. Mazumdar (eds), Proceedings of Indo-US Workshop on Principles of Solidification
and Materials Processing held at Hyderabad from January 15-21, 1988, Oxford & IBH
Publishing Co. New Delhi, 1989 Vol.2, Page 877-884
3.
Microstructural studies on Rapidly Solidified Inconel-625, G.K. Dey, S. Albert, D.
Srivastava, M. Sundararaman and Mukhopadhyay, Materials Sciences and Engineering
119(1989; 175-184.
4.
Rapid Solidification of Some Nickel Base Alloys, G.K. Dey in O.N. Mohanty and C.S.
Sivaramakrishnan (eds) Proceedings. International Conference on Rapid Solidification
Processing and Technology, ICMS 89, Jamshedpur, 15-17 March 1989, Key. Engg.
Materials, Trans. Tech. Publishers, Switzerland 1990 p. 135 - 143.
5.
A TEM Study of Nickel Surface Alloyed by a Mixture of Molybdenum and Aluminium
Using a continuous Wave CO2 Laser, G.K. Dey, l.S. Batra, U.D. Kulkarni and S.
Banerjee, Proc. Discussion Meeting on Surface Modification Technology of Mat. 3-5
Dec. 1992 Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, India, p.31-53.
6.
Laser Surface Alloying of Nickel by Molybdenum and Aluminium Microstructural
Studies. G.K. Dey, U.D. Kulkarni, I.S. Batra and S. Banerjee communicated to Acta
Metallurgica.
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Thickness Build up of Ribbons During Melt Spinning
E.G.Baburaj
Metallurgy Division

A number of applications of rapidly solidified ribbons demand large thickness of the melt
spun material. In melt spinning or planar flow casting process the major factor controlling
ribbon thickness is the liquid puddle length. The present work is an attempt to increase the
liquid puddle length by a novel arrangement of a modified version of the slit nozzle. In this
arrangement, the slit nozzle is kept tangentially (ie. rotated by 90° compared to the planar flow
casting arrangement). The flat surface of the nozzle opening is also modified by grinding to
achieve the same radius of curvature of the wheel. Ribbon thickness upto ~0.3 mm has been
obtained by this method. In this process the residence time of the solidified layer on the wheel
is longer compared to that in normal planar flow casting process, for obtaining the same ribbon
thickness, and hence the effective cooling rate is higher.

Sequence of Transformations in Rapidly Solidified Zr7SAl25 Alloy
E.G.Baburaj and S.Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

The structure of the equilibrium Zr3Al phase is Ll 2 which forms through the peritectoid
reaction,
a (A3) + Zr3Al (BSj)

> Zr3Al (Ll 2 )

The high temperature a -Zr structure (disordered bcc) and/or its ordered form, B2 are retained
in rapidly solidified Zr75Al25 alloy. Earlier studies on rapidly solidified Zr73Al27 alloy have
identified the sequence of transformation as: (i) solidification into a supersaturated (bcc) phase
(ii) spinodal clustering resulting in composition modulations along <1 0 0>B directions and
ordering within the Al rich regions, leading to bcc - B82 structural transition. Aluminium
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depleted regions in this structure subsequently transform into the a -phase.
The present work is detailed investigation on the transformation sequence in the rapidly
solidified Zr75Al25.

Samples prepared at high cooling rates gave rise to microcrystalline

disordered fl, along with isolated amorphous regions. A reduction in cooling rate gave rise to
B2 structure or a combination of B2, b82 and structures. Heat treatments at 450°C on samples
prepared at high cooling rate gave rise to the sequence of transformation as
6

> B82 + a

Similar structures have been observed in samples either prepared at relatively lower cooling rates
or heat treated from a phase. In either case modulations lying along <100>B directions have
been observed.
Detailed analysis of the variants of B82 forming from or B2 have been carried out using
matrix transformations framed on the basis of the known crystallographic relations between the
parent and product phases. The formation of phase from Al-depleted regions of the matrix also
has been examined in detail. Formation of Ll 2 structure has been found only in samples treated
at 750° C. This sequence of transformations is consistent with the earlier work in which the
transformation has been described in terms of a superimposition of long wave length and short
wave length concetration modulation and displacement ordering.
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QUASICRYSTALLINE ALLOYS
G.K. Dey, R.T. Savalia, U.D. Kulkarni and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

The melt spinning facility available in the Metallurgy Division has been utilised to
produce quasicrystalline alloys in a very large number of alloy systems. The primary aim of
these studies have been to identify new quasicrystal forming compositions and to generate phases
which are similar in structure to the quasicrystalline phases but are periodic. In the quest for
new quasicrystal forming alloys, one of the prominent guidelines is the structure of the alloy in
its equilibrium crystalline state. Presence of icosahedral clusters in the equilibrium crystalline
state is a positive indication that a particular alloy may yield quasicrystals on rapid solidification.
With this point in view several alloy systems have been selected for examining the possibility
of quasicrystal formation on rapid solidification. Important among these are alloys from the
following alloy systems - Mg-Cu-Al, Mg-Al-Zn and Al-Cu-Fe. In some of these alloys, the
decomposition of the rapidly solidified microstructure has also been examined.
The important observations made in the aforementioned studies and the conclusions
following these observations are briefly discussed here.
Mg-Al-Zn : A low symmetry derivative of the icosahedral phase forms on rapid
solidification in the binary alloy Mg32Al49. Microstructure of this phase is quite similar to the
icosahedral phase in ternary Mg-Al-Zn alloys. A negligibly small amount of the icosahedral
phase forms in the Zn rich alloy Mg32Al7Zn42. Crystalline MgZn2 constitutes the bulk of this
RSP alloy. Substantial amounts of the icosahedral phase form in the alloys with intermediate
[Al]/[Zn] ratio (i.e. in Mg32Al24SZn245 and Mg32Al|7Zn32 alloys). The [Al]/[Zn] ratio also
determines the nature of the second phase present in these alloys. The icosahedral phases
encountered in this series of alloys in this alloy system show considerable departure from ideal
icosahedral diffraction symmetry, the extent of distortion being a function of the [Al]/[Zn] ratio.
Although the grains of the icosahedral and the near-icosahedral phases observed in this study
showed a particle-like contrast and sectorial division, microdiffraction evidence indicated the
presence of a single phase. Though rapid solidification of the binary Mg32Al49 alloy leads to the
formation of a low symmetry derivative of the icosahedral phase, addition of a very small
amount of Zn ( - 6.5 at%) can transform the microstructure to a completely quasicrystalline
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structure. In the alloy Mg,2A134Zn)5, the presence of T phase could be detected in the rapidly
solidified microstructure. The observed structure of the T-phase forming on rapid solidification
was found to be similar to that of T-Mg32AlZn)4V.
Al-Cu-Fe system: The alloy Al23CuFe4 was chosen for exploring the possibility of
quasicrystal formation since the equilibrium Al23CuFe4 phase is isostructural with AlAMn. The
microstructure of this alloy has been examined after rapid solidification to ascertain the nature
and morphology of the quasicrystal line and crystalline phases. The quasicrystal line phase was
found to be of the decagonal type whereas the crystalline phase was Al,3Fe4.
A large number of alloys have been made having a composition close to the stoichiometry
Al65Cu20Fe15 in order to obtain on alloy completely free from crystalline phases. It was observed
that an alloy of composition Al625Cu22,5 Fe,5 in the cast and annealed condition is completely
quasicrystal line.
Publications:
1.
Structural Investigations on Some Rapidly Solidified Potential Quasi-crystal Forming
Alloys, G.K. Dey, R.T. Savalia and S. Banerjee, Metallic and Semiconducting Glasses,
edited by A.K. Bhatnagar.
Key Engineering Materials Trans. Tech.
Publications^witzerland, 2987, Vol. 1, p.241-244
2
Endothermic Quasicrystalline-to-Crystalline Phase Transition in Al6CuMg4, M.K. Sanyal,
V.C. Sahni and G.K. Dey, Pramana - Journal of Physics 28 (1987) L709 L712.
3.
Evidence for Endothermic Quasticrystalline-Crystalline Phase Transitions in AI6CuMg4,
M.K. Sanyal, V.C. Sahni, G.K. Dey and L. Varshney, Nature, 328 (1987) 704-706
4.
Phase Transitions in Quasicrystalline AI6CuMg4, M.K. Sanyal, V.C. Sahni, G.K. Dey and
L. Varshney, Physical Review, B 36, 1987, 2443-2445.
5.
High Pressure Studies on Mg-Cu-Al and Mg-Zn-Al Alloys, C. Karnunakaran, S.N.
Vaidya, G.K. Dey and D.K. Joshi and P. Ramachandra Rao, In Proceedings of DAE
Symposium on Solid State Physics, BARC, Bombay, Dec. 27-31, 1987, Vol. 30C p. 104106.
6.
Structural Relaxation in Al6CuMg4 Quasicrystals, M.K. Sanyal, VC. Sahni, L. Varshney,
G.K. Dey and S. Banerjee, In Proceedings of DAE Symposium on Solid State Physics
BARC, Bombay, December 27-31, 1987 V. 30C p. 114 - 115.
7.
Crystallization and Structural Relaxation in Quasicrystalline Al6CuMg4, M.K. Sanyal,
V.C. Sahni, G.K. Dey and S. Banerjee Int. Conf. on Modulated Structures, Polytypes and
Quasicrystals, B.H.U., Varanasi, 1988. Proceedings Published in Phase Transitions page
35-37.
8.
High Pressure Studies on Mg4CuAl6, Mg3Zr2Al2 Amorphous Ni(P) and Microcrystalline
Pd(P), C. Karunakaran, S.N. Vaidya, M.K. Totiani, S.N. Athavale and G.K. Dey, Inb
A.K. Singh (ed) Proc. XIIIAIRAPT Int. Conf. on High Pressure Science and Technology,
Bangalore 1991, Oxford and IBM Publishing Co., New Delhi, 316-318.
9.
A Near Icosahedral Quasiperiodic Phase in Rapidly Solidified Mg32Al49, U.D. Kulkarni,
G.K. Dey, R.T. Savalia and S. Banerjee, Phil. Mag Let. 64 (1991) 169-174
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10.

11.

12.

Microstructural Studies on Rapidly Solidified Mg32(AlxZn,_x)49 - Potentially Quasi-crystal
Forming Alloys, R. Banerjee, R.T. Savalia, E.G. Baburaj, G.K. Dey and U.D. Kulkarni,
Mat. Sci. and Engg. A165 (1993) 149-156.
Formation of Quasicrystalline phases in Rapidly Solidified Al23CuFe4, G.K. Dey, Deepak
Prakash, R.T. Savalia, R.K. Mandal and S. Banerjee, Communicated to Scripta
Metallurgica et Materialia (in press).
Formation of Metastable Phases in Rapidly Solidified Mg32(AlxZn,_x)49 Alloys, R.
Banerjee, R.T. Savalia, N. Prabhu, D. Prakash, U.D. Kulkarni and G.K. Dey;
Communicated to Scripta Metallurgica et Materialia.
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THERMOCHEMICAL PROCESSING IN IRON REFRACTORY METAL
(V, Nb AND Ti)-INTERSTITIAL (C, N) SYSTEMS
S. Adhikari and G.K. Dey
Metallurgy Division

The formation of refractory metal carbides and nitrides in both FCC and BCC iron based
alloys plays a major role in controlling the microstructure and the mechanical properties of large
variety of steels. The development of high strength low alloy steels (HSLA) and the surface
hardenable steels are all based on the phenomena associated with the precipitation of refractory
metal carbides and nitrides. The sequence, the mechanism and the kinetics of these precipitation
processes are being covered in this study.
An experimental programme is underway in which iron based binary alloys containing
refractory metals V, Nb and very low interstitial are being heat-treated in NH3/H2 and CH4/H2
environments to produce carbide and nitride precipitates in-situ. Ion nitriding is also being
employed for the introduction of nitrogen in these alloys. The early stages of the formation and
the subsequent growth these precipitates are being studied using TEM. In nitrided samples of
Fe-V alloys the early stages are characterised by the mottled appearance of the matrix and the
streaked diffraction patterns. The overall process is being modelled as concomitant operation of
two processes namely clustering of substitutional solutes (V) and interstitial ordering within the
solute rich regions. A remarkable similarity between the zone formation and this process is
noted. In later stages various nitrides such as Fel6N3, Fe4N and VN have been found to appear.
Their distinctive morphologies are being rationalised in terms of their registry with the matrix.
Publication
I.
Nitride Precipitation in Iron-Vanadium-Nitrogen Alloy; S. Adhikari, G.K. Dey, S.
Banerjee and V. Gopinathan; ICPM-1994.

SAD from Fe .5V .068N showing streaks

interfacial dislocations in Fe- C-Nballoy
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PRECIPITATION OF INTERMETALLIC PHASES IN INCONEL 718
M. Sundararaman, P. Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

The precipitation of intermetallic phases- the metastable y" (DO22 structure) and y' (Ll 2
structure) phases and the equilibrium 8 (DO., structure) phase in the commercial nickel base
superalloy Inconel 718 has been investigated in the temperature range of 923 K - 1223 K.
Spherical y and ellipsoidal y" particles have been found to evolve through homogeneous
nucleation. The precipitation of the former does not appear to precede that of the latter in this
alloy.

In a certain temperature range (973K - 1023K) a physical association between

precipitates of the two types occurs frequently, leading to the development of a composite
morphology.

The development of this morphology is attributed to the operation of two

mechanisms, namely, heterogeneous nucleation of y" on y' or y' on y" as well as the encounter
between y' and y" or between y" particles during their growth or coarsening. Evidences for both
types of mechanisms have been found in this work. Investigations on the coarsening kinetics
of y' and y" particles have revealed that the particle size depends linearly on the cube root of
ageing time. The coarsening rate of y' particles showing physical association with particles
appears to be a little faster than that of unassociated y' particles.
The mode of nucleation of 5 phase at different temperatures has been investigated. At
tow temperatures, the 5 phase nucleates predominantly at grain boundaries and twin boundaries
in a heterogeneous manner. At intermediate temperatures, nucleation occurs intergranularly as
well as intragranularly. Nucleation within gr.nns has been noticed to be associated with the
geometric stacking faults which form within y" particles during their growth. On the basis of
a comparison of the stacking sequence on the close packed layers in these structures, it has been
concluded that the stacking faults within the particles correspond to the

6 phase stacking

sequence. At higher temperatures 5 phase nucleates directly from the supersaturated solid
solution. Some features of the precipitation of intermetallic phases in this alloy has been
explained on the basis of the free electron concentration model. The effect of various alloying
elements in altering the e/a ratio and, thereby, the relative stability of these, has been examined.
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Publications
1. Some aspects of precipitation of metastabie intermetallic phases in Inconel 718; M.
Sundararaman, P. Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee; Metallurgical Transactions, Vol. 23A
(1992) 2015.
2. Precipitation of the 8 -Ni 3 Nb phase in two nickel base alloys; M. Sundararaman, P.
Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee; Metallurgical Transactions, Vol. 19A (1988) 453.
3. Overlapping of y" variants in Inconel 718, M. Sundararaman and P. Mukhopadhyay;
Materials Characterisation, 31 (1993) 191-196.

[001] SAD pattern showing superlattice reflections corresponding
to y' and all variants of y".

y" free zones around 8 particles.

Physical association between spherical
y' particles and ellipsoidal y" particles.

Precipitation of different variants of
8 phase intragranularly and intergranularly.
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CARBIDE PRECIPITATION IN INCONEL 718
M. Sundararaman, P. Mukhopadhyay, R. Kishore and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

The carbide phases occurring in Inconel 718 have been studied with reference to their
identity, distribution and morphology. The predominant carbide phase in this alloy is a niobium
rich MC phase.

Carbide precipitation during ageing has been observed to be exclusively

confined to the grain boundaries. The formation of intermetallic precipitate free zones (PFZ)
in the vicinity of the carbide decorated grain boundaries has been examined and two distinct
types of PFZ have been noticed. The formation of these zones has been rationalised in terms
of the solute depletion and vacancy depletion mechanisms. A time temperature-precipitation
diagram pertaining to carbide precipitation during ageing has been constructed on the basis of
the microstructural observations made in this work. The effect of carbide precipitation on room
temperature fracture behaviour has been studied. When the carbide precipitates form a near
continuous layer at most of the grain boundaries the fracture mode changes from transgranular
to the intergranular. The ductility of the alloy seems to be governed mainly by intermetallic
phase precipitation.
Publication
1. Carbide Precipitation in Inconel 718; M. Sundararaman and P. Mukhopadhyay; High
Temperature Materials and Processes, Vol.11 (1933) 351.

Distinct y' and y" precipitate free zones (PFZ) around grain boundary NbC carbides.
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DEFORMATION BEHAVIOUR OF INCONEL 718
M. Sundararaman, R. Kishore, J.B. Singh, P. Mukhopadhyay and S.Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

The deformation behaviour of Inconel 718 has been studied as a function of the y"
particle size. It has been found that when the size of y" precipitate exceeds a critical value
( ~ lOnm), these precipitates are sheared by the passage of true crystallographic deformation
twins which do not destroy the ordered atomic arrangements within the precipitate crystals. For
smaller particles, shearing occurs by the movement of groups of dislocations (double or
quadruplets) which enables restoration of order.

Consequent to the change in precipitate

shearing mechanism, the work hardening rate drops to a lower value (work hardening exponent
changing from 0.8 to 0.5) as deformation twinning becomes operative. Strengthening due to
precipitation has been estimated as a function of the y" precipitate size corresponding to different
precipitate shearing and precipitate bypassing mechanisms. The estimated flow stress required
for deformation twinning of particles has been found to be smaller than that required for a
particle bypassing mechanism to operate. Hence unlike in the case of most y' strengthened
alloys, the mode of deformation in this alloy, with increasing particle size changes from shearing
to twinning instead of looping.
In the underaged sample precipitate shearing by the passage of groups of dislocations
involves dislocation quadruplets when the particle size is very small and gradually changes to
pairs of dislocations with increase in particle size.

The observed change in grouping of

dislocations has been explained in terms of the precipitate size dependent coherency hardening
and order hardening associated with these particles. An expression has been derived for the
increment in the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) when all the three y" variants form in an
alloy such as Inconel 718 and are sheared by quadruplets of dislocations. For small y" particle
sizes, the increase in CRSS when all the three variants are present is quite high compared to
the case where only one variant of equivalent volume fraction is precipitated.
Publications
1.
Deformation behaviour of y" strengthened Inconel 718; M Sundararaman, P.
Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee; Acta Metallurgica, 36 (1988) 847.
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Estimation of order strengthening in Inconel 718 type alloys containing all y" precipitate
variants; M. Sundararaman, J.B. Singh and P. Mukhopadhyay, Scripta Metallurgica et
materialia, vol.29 (1993) 557.
Strain hardening in underaged Inconel 718; M. Sundararaman, R. Kishore and P.
Mukhopadhyay; Metallurgical Transactions A, (1994) in press.

[110] SAD pattern showing superlattice
reflection at (001)T suggesting that
DO22 order is preserved in twinned regions.

Dark Field micrograph with (002)T
revealing twins within y" particles.
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Calculated values of increment in critical resolve shear stress (CRSS), AT, as a function of y"
particle size for different deformation mechanisms. Open circles show experimentally determined
CRSS values.
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THERMAL STABILITY OF DEFORMATION MICROSTRUCTURE IN INCONEL 718
M. Sundararaman, P. Mukiiopadhyay and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

The thermal stability of deformation induced twins within the y" particles has been
studied in the temperature range of 923K-1173K. It has been noticed that upto about 923K, the
deformation structure is stable. Above this temperature, the twins transform to 8 particles as
identified by the appearance of 5 reflections in SAD patterns and the needle shaped morphology
of the precipitates. These 5 particles appear to be finely distributed. From a comparison of this
microstructure with that observed in undefonned samples which have undergone an identical heat
treatment, it has been concluded that the deformation accelerates the transformation from y" to
8.

The nucleation of the 5 phase has been found to occur at the y" twin interfaces.

Subsequently, the twinned regions which have high energy interface with the matrix are
consumed first and finally all y" particles are consumed.

Fine dispersion of y' and 8 particles.

Complete transformation of y" to 8 phase.
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LASER ABLATION OF INCONEL 718
R.V. Ramanujan
Metallurgy Division

Pulsed laser ablation as a coating method offers a number of advantages over conventional
methods of film formation. In the context of high temperature coatings, one of these advantages
is the ability to remove and deposit molecular units (rather than single atoms) from the target
to the substrate. Inconel 718, a nickel base superalloy containing Cr, Fe, Nb and Mo as the
other major constituents, is one of the most widely used commercial superalloys and the
possibility of using this material as a coating for a number of high temperature applications is
being explored. The precipitation sequence in bulk alloys and the structure and chemistry of
y ,y", 5 and carbide precipitates has been extensively studied. However very little work has
been performed on laser ablated films of Inconel 718. Using a Lambda Physik KrF excimer
laser, Inconel 718 was deposited on a cleaved rock salt substrate at room temperature. X-ray,
EPMA, SEM and TEM investigations were then conducted. X-ray and TEM showed that the
film is amorphous and that precipitation was absent. In order to study the thermal stability and
precipitation in these films the substrates were changed to either SrTiO3 or YBCO deposited on
SrTiO3 and the substrate temperature varied from 30°C to 700°C. X-ray diffractograms of the
films deposited both at 30°C and 700°C were identical and suggested an amorphous structure.
SEM results showed that while the film deposited at room temperature was smooth and
continuous, that which was deposited at 700°C had formed islands, indicating that substantial
surface diffusion has taken place after deposition. ED AX results of the films prepared at 700°C
was compared to the target and it was found that the films were depleted in Mo indicating that
Mo has a low ablation yield. The reason for this behaviour is unclear and is being investigated.
The precipitation sequence in the amorphous films is being studied by heat treatment, in a
furnace, from 500°C to 900°C as a function of annealing time. In order to compare the cooling
rate obtained by laser ablation with that obtained from other rapid solidification techniques, both
splat quenching and melt spinning of Inconel 718 have been performed. TEM investigations of
these microstructures and a comparision of the relative stability of these samples to heat
treatment is underway.
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PRECIPITATION OF INTERMETALLIC AND CARBIDE PHASES IN INCONEL 625
M. Sundararaman, R. Kishore, P. Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

This alloy, which is extensively used in petrochemical industries, in heavy water plants
and in marine engineering applications, has good oxidation resistance upto 1273K. The study
of the precipitation of intermetallic and carbide phases in this alloy has been taken up since not
much information is available in the literature though the alloy composition is quite similar to
that of Inconel 718.

Precipitation of intermetallic phases have been carried out in the

temperature range of 923K - 1223K. It has been found that the sequence of precipitation in this
alloy is very similar to that observed in Inconel 718 except for the absence of precipitation
which is attributed to the extremely small AI and Ti contents of this alloy. At low ageing
temperatures, y" precipitates nucleates homogeneously in the alloy while at higher temperatures
they transform to 5 phase on prolonged ageing. When the ageing temperature is close to y"
solvus temperature the y" phase precipitates heterogeneously on dislocations and coherent twin
boundaries.

This mode of precipitation has been rationalised in terms of the reduction in

nucleation barrier due to heterogeneous nucleation and the narrow region of overlap between the
time-temperature-precipitation curves corresponding to the y" and the 8 phases. The sequence
of precipitation has been explained in terms of a smaller nucleation barrier being associated with
the metastable y" phase as compared with the equilibrium 8 phase.
The primary carbide precipitate in this alloy contains both MC and M6C type carbides.
Ageing temperatures employed to precipitate the strengthening y" phase result in the nucleation
of carbides at grain boundaries. These particles are predominantly of the MjC type. The
occurrence of these grain boundary carbide pf ecipitates strongly influences the fracture mode
of the alloy by promoting intergranular failure.

Heterogeneous precipitation of y"
particles on dislocations and
coherent twin boundaries.
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PRECIPITATION HARDENING IN NICKEL-COPPER BASE ALLOY MONEL K 5(K)
G.K. Dey, R. Tewari and P. Mukhopadhyay
Metallurgy Division

The precipitation of the intermetallic y' phase and of carbide phases in the Ni-Cu base
aluminum and titanium bearing age hardenable alloy Monel K 500 has been investigated using
transmission electron microscopy. It was found that the y' particles nucleate homogeneously and
remain spherical in shape and coherent with the matrix even after prolonged ageing. The
coarsening kinetics of these precipitates were examined and a linear dependence of the average
precipitate radius on the cube root of the aging time was observed. The principal carbide phase
in this alloy was identified as titanium rich MC type phase, coarse particles of which are
distributed in a non-uniform manner within the grains and also at the grain boundaries. In
addition a grain boundary phase, isostructural with Cr23C6 was found to form in this chromiumfree alloy on aging.
The occurrence of a significant amount of age hardening, due to the precipitation of the
y' phase has been demonstrated in this alloy. The microstructure of precipitation-hardened and
deformed alloy has been examined in peak-aged, underaged and overaged conditions. An attempt
has been made to compare the observed increment in the strength in these three aged conditions
to those predicted on the basis of relevant theoretical models.

On the basis of the observations

made in this work on the microstructure of Monel K 500, the following conclusions could be
drawn.
1. The stacking fault energy of the alloy is quite high while the twin boundary energy is quite
low.
2. The precipitation of the y' phase in this alloy occurs through a process of classical
homogeneous nucleation.
3.The y' precipitate in this alloy are coherent and spherical in shape and continued to be so even
after a prolonged aging. There is no tendency for precipitate alignment or for preferred
nucleations at dislocations at small undercooling. All these features could be attributed to the
extremely small precipitate matrix misfit obtained in this alloy.
4. The average y' particle radius remains proportional to the cube root of the time during
coarsening, implying that the process is controlled by the bulk diffusion of the y' forming
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solutes. The activation energy of the process is close to that of diffusion of aluminum in nickel.
5. The principal carbide phase in Monel K 500 is a titanium rich MC, blocky particles of which
form during the solidification of the alloy. The morphology and the heterogeneous distribution
of these precipitates remain essentially unaltered during heat treatments at temperatures lower
than 1250 K. However, these particles grow by small amount during these treatments.
6. Small amount of a grain boundary carbide phase, isostructural with Cr23C6 and possibly
manganese rich, form in this alloy on aging.
7. When the alloy is deformed in the underaged condition, there is pronounced tendency for
dislocations to move in pairs, and particle shearing is the predominant mode of dislocationprecipitate interaction. The observed interdislocation spacing is in reasonably good agreement
with that predicted on the basis of weak coupling models.
8. In the overaged alloys, looping of dislocations around precipitates is the primary mechanism
of dislocation-precipitate interaction. A transition from paired dislocations to single dislocation
is associated with the looping process.
Publications
1.
G.K.Dey and P.Mukhopadhyay; Mater. Sci.& Engg., 84 (1986) 177-179.
2.
G.K.Dey, R.Tewari,P.Rao, S.L.Wadekar and P.Mukhopadhyay; Met. Trans., 24A (1993)
2709-2719.

0.2 jim

MC carbide in Monel K500

Looping of precipitates by dislocations

y' precipitation in Monel K500

Cutting of precipitates by dislocations
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PRECIPITATION HARDENING IN 350 GRADE MARAGING STEEL
U. K. Vishwanathan' anJ G. K. Dey,
Radiometaliurgy Division* and Metallurgy Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay - 400085.

Evolution of microsfructure in a 350 grade

commercial maraging steel has been

examined . In the earlier stages of aging, the strengthening phases formed by the heterogeneous
precipitation, and these phases have been identified as intermetalJic compounds of the Ni,(Ti,Mo)
anc' Fe2Mo types. The kinetics of precipitation were studied in terms of the activation energy by
carrying out isothermal hardness measurements of aged material. The mechanical properties in
the peak aged condition

and overaged conditions were evaluated and the flow behaviour

examined. The overaging behaviour of the steel has been studied and the formation of austenite
of different morphologies identified. Crystallography of the austenite has been examined in
detail. From the micrcostructural examination of peak-aged and deformed samples, it could be
inferred that the dislocation -precipitate interaction is by precipitate shearing. Increased work
hardening of the material in the overaged condition was suggestive of looping of precipitates by
dislocation.
From the observations made in this study, the following conclusions could be drawn.
1. The strengthening precipitates in this 350 grade maraging steel are the Ni3(Ti,Mo) and Fe2Mo
intermetallic phases.
2. The Ni3(Ti,Mo) type of phase forms by heterogeneous nucleation on the dislocations.
3. In the peak-aged condition , the deformation of the material is associated with the shearing
of precipitates by dislocations. The material in this condition exhibits an extremely low work
hardening.
4. The martensite phase has a very strong tendency to revert to austenite on overaging. This and
the coarsening of the strengthening precipitates lead to rapid loss of strength in the over aged
specimens.
5. At temperatures where the reversion tendency is very high, the austenite formation precedes
precipitation of intermetallic compounds.
6. Overaging causes an increase in work hardening of the material, suggesting the occurrence
of looping of precipitates by dislocations.
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Publication
1.
Precipitation Hardening in 350 grade Maraging Steel; U. K. Viswanathan, G. K. Dey and
M. K. Asundi, Metallurgical Transactions 24A (1993) 2429-2442.

Mcrostructure of 350 grade Maraging Steel

Precipitates before and after deformation
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DEFORMATION AND PHASE TRANSFORMATION STUDIES IN Ni-V ALLOYS.
J.B. Singh, M. Sundararaman, P. Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

Studies on phase transformations and deformation mechanisms in Ni-V alloys is
important and interesting because some of the phases that form in this alloy (e.g. Ni3V), have
good compressive ductility even at room temperature. Room temperature and high temperature
deformation studies in stoichiometric Ni3V have shown that in addition to microtwinning and
propagation of groups of dislocations, a stacking fault mode of deformation also occurs. Quite
often these faults propagate across ordered domain boundaries. The propagation of such faults
across domain boundaries can be rationalised in terms of the generation of appropriate partials
at the domain boundaries.
In alloys containing 25 to 33 a/o vanadium, the disordered solid solution undergoes
ordering below a transition temperature to form a mixture of two ordered phases - Ni3V and
Ni2V. The sequence of precipitation has been studied. Ni3V phase formation is difficult to
suppress even on fast quenching of the alloy from above the ordering temperature. The Ni2V
phase precipitates within Ni3V domains as well as at the transformation twin boundaries. The
nucleation of these precipitates appears to be associated with the antiphase domain boundaries
within the Ni3V phase. The morphology of the two intermetallic phases have been examined.

Propagation of stacking faults across ordered domain boundaries.
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ORDER-DISORDER TRANSFORMATIONS IN NLMo UNDER SELF
ION IRRADIATION
M. Sundararaman, S. Banerjee and H. Wollenberger*
Metallurgy Division,
* Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin

The order-disorder transformation has been studied in Ni4Mo under cascade forming 300
KeV Ni+ ion irradiation in the temperature range of 300K to 1050K. The progressive changes
in the short range ordered (SRO) and the long range ordered (LRO) structures and the steady
state structures developed at different temperatures have been characterised by electron
diffraction and imaging. At temperatures below 450K, both SRO and LRO disappear and a
completely disordered (CDO) structure results; between 4S0K and 1000K LRO is destroyed but
SRO survives; and above I000K, LRO persists. No mixed state as in the case of electron
irradiation has been observed. Based on these observations, a steady state diagram has been
constructed and compared with that reported for electron irradiation, the present results are
explained in terms of the mechanism of cascade formation and the relative stabilities of the
CDO, the SRO and the LRO phases, assessed on the basis of their respective stochastic
potentials.
Publication
1. Kinetics of order-disorder transformations under irradiation S. Banerjee and M.
Sundararaman, in Kinetics of Ordering transformations in Metals, ed. Haydn Chen and V.K.
Vasudevan, TMS, Warrendale, (1992) 227.
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Evolution of different structures indicated by the presence or absence of superlattice reflections
for initially SRO and LRO samples irradiated at different temperatures.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL STUDIES ON THE ZiyVI-Nb SYSTEM
R.Tewari, G.K.Dey, P. Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

Zr,AI is known to have corrosion resistance and mechanical properties better than Zr2.5 Nb alloy at the reactor operating temperature. However, it suffers from two important
drawbacks:

1. the degradation in the mechanical properties under irradiation and 2. poor

ductility at room temperature. Addition of Nb to Ti3AI, an intermetallic structurally similar to
Zr3AI, has shown improvement in the mechanical properties of Ti3AI. By analogy, Nb addition
to Zr3Al can also lead to reduction in brittleness of this alloy. Keeping in view the application
potential of the alloys and the possibility of encountering interesting phase transformations,
studies on Zr3Al~Nb system has been initiated. The aim of these studies is to examine the
various phase transformation and to optimize the mechanical properties by developing suitable
microstructure through various heat treatments.
To start with, three alloys (Zr3Al-3wt%Nb, Zr3Al-6wt%Nb and Zr3Al-10wt%Nb) have
been prepared by arc melting under inert atmosphere and microstructural studies have been
carried out on these alloys in the cast condition as well as after various heat treatments.
The as cast microstructure comprised a dendritic and an interdendritic phase. Dendritic
phases were the off-stochiotnetric intermetallics of Zr-Al binary system containing very small
amount of Nb. The interdendritic phases were the R (bcc structure) phase. In case of lower Nb
content alloys (3wt%Nb), the B phase has undergone © transformation. The reflection of B82
structure ( an ordered o> phase) could be observed in the selected area diffraction patterns
(SADP) obtained from the B phase. While higher Nb content (10wt%Nb) alloys, R phase was
fully stabilized upto room temperature.
By hot pressing at 1573 K for one hour under the load of 1000 Kg/mm2, these alloys
could be deformed successfully, but the microstructure still showed the presence of dendritic
morphology. The- B82 phase which was present in as cast microstructure was now absent in the
interdendritic region. However, streaks could be seen in SADP suggesting the initiation of co
transformation.
By hot rolling the hot pressed specimen at 1198 K, several time with intermediate
heating, the cast microstructure has > xn broken down completely. The microstructure of hot
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rolled specimen after air cooling to room temperature showed two phases -

an intermetallic

phase having a blocky particle like morphology and a matrix B phase which had undergone «
transformation. The reflections of all varixint of w were observed in SAD patterns. Apart from
this, in ceratin regions reflection of B82 structure were also seen indicating the presence of
ordering in the OJ phase.
From these observations on Zr3Al-Nb system, it could be inferred that addition of Nb
modifies the route of solidification, as compare to that seen in case of pure Zr3Al. Secondly, Nb
addition to Zr,AI gives rise to « transformation which is not desirable from mechanical
properties point of view.
Publication
1.
R. Tewari, G.K.Dey, P. Mukhopadhyay and S. Banerjee, Scripta Metall. et Mater., to
be published in May 94.

Microstructure of cast Zr,Al-3%Nb

Microslructurc of cast Zr3Al-10%Nb

SAD showing B82 and p phases

Hot pressed microstructure of Zr3Al-10%Nb
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MICROSTKUCTURE AND PHASE STABILITY OF 7-BASED TITANIUM ALUMINIDES
R.V. Ramanujan
Metallurgy Division
Two phase y-based titanium aluminides are attractive candidate materials in a number of high
temperature land and aerospace applications. Titanium aluminides have recently successfully
passed the demanding jet engine tests. These high strength, low density materials also have
excellent creep and oxidation resistance and can replace traditional superalloys in applications,
such as power generation, which requires high service temperatures for maximum efficiency.
This activity has focussed on the microstructure and phase stability of binary and ternary
titanium aluminides (R.V. Ramanujan, Acta metall. mater., in press) and the following three
projects are underway:
The effect of silicon and boron on the phase transformations in Ti-AI-X alloys.
When the kinetics of the y to a + y phase transformation in binary Ti-Al alloys is compared
to that of silicon- and boron-containing alloys it is found that the addition of silicon and boron
can have a drastic effect on the thermodynamics and kinetics of the phase transformation. This
transformation and the reverse ot to y transformation form the basis for microstructural design
of these alloys. It is interesting to note that while silicon slows down the kinetics and reduces
the driving force for the y to a + y transformation, boron can completely suppress the
transformation.

A point which remains to be clarified is the mechanism by which silicon

decreases the growth of the a laths in the y matrix at the same time increasing the density of
precipitates relative to the binary alloy. Experiments are underway to test the theory that silicon
acts by (l)reducing the stacking fault energy thus increasing the precipitate density and
(2)reduces the ledge nucleatiori density by "poisoning" of the interface and reducing the growth
rate.

Characterization of 7/7,win and y/ot2 interfaces
Modification of the y/ylwill and y/a2 interfaces offers a potent method of increasing the
toughness of y-based titanium aluminides. Modelling and experimental investigation of fcc:hcp
interfaces has been undertaken in the past (R.V. Ramanujan et al, Acta Metal!., vol. 40, 1992,
pa^es 3421-3432 and pages 3433-3442)

and the y/a2 interface is one example of such an

interface. Computation of the equilibrium concentration profile of the y/«2 interface, the
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equilibrium dislocation structure and calculation of the chemical and structural components of
the interfacial energy is being performed. The interfaces produced in Ti-48AI heat treated at
135O°C for one hour followed by water quenching show well formed dislocation networks.
However, the interfacial structure obtained by lath martensite formation in Ti-48Al-2Mn -2Nb
alloys has not yet been studied. These interfaces can be further altered by thermomechanical
treatment and this already promising microstructure can be further "improved" to yield better
mechanical properties. Efforts are underway to examine the y/y,win and y/a2 interfaces obtained
in martensitic phase transformations in Ti-48Al-2Mn-2Nb alloys.
Phase diagram, stacking fault energies and APB energy calculations of the y + « 2 ,y+/? and
7+B2 structures in Ti-Al-X alloys
Ternary additions to Ti-Al alter the relative phase stability of the a 2 , y, p, B2 phases.
A systematic study, combining theoretical modelling with experimental measurements, of the
effect of ternary additions on the relative phase stability of these phases has not been performed.
Jt has been shown by Li, Ramanujan and Loretto (Y.G.Li, R.V. Ramanujan and M.H. Loretto,
Proc. Intl. Conf. on Proc. and Props, of Materials, eds. M.H. Loretto and C.J. Beevers, MCE
Publns., U.K. (1992)) that the addition of 2 at% molybdenum to Ti-48A1 alloys can result in
the formation of y+B2 structure. However much larger amounts of chromium must be added
to stabilize the y+B2 structure. The interest in studying the stability of the B2 and P phases is
that the y+p and y+B2 structures are expected to have better mechanical properties compared
to the y+cc2 structures. Phase diagram modelling combined with experimental results would be
an useful guide to select new alloy compositions of TiAl based alloys. Experimentally, it has
also been observed that the addition of Mo promotes the formation of planar defects such as
twins, stacking faults and APBs while Cr promotes the formation of line defects and their
dissociation. Quantitative estimates of the reason for this important observation which has an
immediate bearing on the mechanical properties are not available and calculations are being
performed to understand this phenomenon.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE Ni,AI-Ni,V, NijAL-Ni^Nb AND Ni,V-Ni,N»> SYSTEMS
P. Mukhopadhyay, R.V. Ramanujan, J.B. Singh, M. Sundararaman
Metallurgy Division

"Mixed" intermetallic systems in which the desired properties of each of the intermetallics
is combined is an attractive route for the preparation of novel structural intermetallics. Many
intermetallics consist of ordered versions of the fee and hep phases. One example is that of ybased titanium aluminides which consists of alternating lamellae of the Ll 0 (y)TiAl phase and
the DO I9 (a,) Ti,Al phase. The two phases reinforce each other and the mechanical properties
of the two phase structure is superior to either one individually. Three other such systems are
the Ni3Al-Ni,V, Ni3Al-Ni3Nb and Ni,V-Ni,Nb (DOa) pseudobinary systems. These systems
exhibit some interesting features:
1. Phase transformations betv/een the Ni,Al (L12,y') phase, y (fee) phase and the Ni,V (DO22,
8) phase and similar phase transformations in the Ni,Al-Ni3Nb system can be conveniently
studied.
2. In the Ni,Al-Ni3V system, the p-d interaction between the electrons of the Al and Ni atoms,
often linked to the low ductility of intermetallics, is replaced through progressive additions of
V (or Nb) by d-d interactions. This effect on the mechanical properties can be investigated.
3. Since V and Nb are in the same group in the periodic table (VB), the simultaneous study of
the Ni3Al-Ni,V system and the NijAl-Ni3Nb system enables us to study the effect of the size
of the atom and distinguish the size effect from the "chemical" effect mentioned above.
4. On the basis of free electron concentration model, replacement of V with Nb or Ta in Ni,V
is not expected to bring about a change in crystal structure from DO22 to DO,. However,
experimental observations are contrary to this prediction. It is worthwhile to investigate this
transformation.
The experimental study of these systems, using optical microscopy, EPMA, TEM and
mechanical testing was initiated by arc-melting buttons of the following compositions:
Ni,Al, Ni3Al09V01, Ni3AlO75VO25, Ni3Al05V05, NijAI025V075, Ni,V& Ni 3 AI 0 ,Nb ol , NijAl^Nboj,.
NijAlo5NbO5, Ni3Al025Nb075 and Ni3Nb. Specimens from these buttons were heat treated at
1200°C for three hours. A summary of the results of optical microscopy of as-cast and heat
treated specimens are tabulated (Table 1).
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Table 1: Micros true ture of Ni3Al-Ni3V and Ni3Al-Ni3Nb alloys
Composition
Ni 3 AI

As-cast microstructure
"dendritic

Heat treated structure
mottled

Ni 3 Al a . 9 V 0 j

cellular with ppts.

cellular
with
coarsened ppts. at
cell boundaries

Ni 3 Al 0 7 5 V 0

dendrites with ppts.

coarsened dendrites

Ni3Al0sV05

dendritic with ppts.
rod-shaped ppts. forming a
"bamboo" structure

large equiaxed grains

Ni 3 Al 0 . 25 V 0 . 7S

s i m i l a r t o Ni 3 Al 0 5V0 5

coarsened dendrites
with
fine
scale
precipitation

Ni 3 V

cellular

ordered Ni3V forming
mosaic structure

Ni3Al09Nb01

dendritic

coarsened dendritic
structure with pption.
in
interdendritic
region

Ni 3 Al 0 . 7 5 Nb 2 5

s i m i l a r t o Ni 3 Al 0 9Nb0 x

similar to Ni3Al0 9Nb0 j

Ni 3 Al 0 S Nb 0 . 5

highly cored dendritic
structure

similar to as-cast
structure

Ni 3 Al 0 . 2 S Nb 7 5

rod shaped ppts. forming
a bamboo structure

similar to as-cast
structure

Ni,Nb

similar to Ni3Al0 25Nb7S
coarsened columnar
with coring between the rod grains; absence of
shaped ppts.
ppts.

25

The stability of the "bamboo" microstructure at 1200°C for the Ni3Al025Nb75 composition
suggests that this alloy can be investigated as a possible "in-situ" composite. The following
alloys, which are useful in studying phase transformations between the fee and hep based phases
have been heat treated and prepared for detailed TEM examination: Ni3Al05V0S, Ni3Al025V075,
Ni3AlosNbO5.
In the NijV-NijNb systems, an alloy having the composition Ni3(V0 7SNb0 25), on ageing below
the critical temperature for ordering, transforms to a mixture of phases with the DO22 and DO,
structures. The concentration of niobium in the DO^ structure has been determined by chemical
analysis to be only 4 at%.
Mechanical testing of these alloys has been initiated.
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STUDIES ON FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH RATE
.S. Ganguly, A. Haq and J.K. Chakravarlty
Metallurgy Division

A study involving fatigue crack growth rate and fracture toughness measurement in
various reactor structural materials is in progress. Following are che research areas:

A. Fatigue Crack Propagation in ASTM-203D Nuclear Structural Steel
The steel ASTM 203D has been used for the construction of large nuclear components
in PHW reactors, where data on fatigue crack growth rate and fracture toughness are necessary
to ensure safety of the component. The objective of this work was to generate data on fatigue
crack growth rate in this steel. An important observation was that fatigue crack growth rate as
expressed by Paris equation da/dn = A (AK)m, was independent of microstructures.

B. Effect of Microstructure on Fatigue Crack Growth Rate and Fracture Toughness in
AISI 403 Steel
Primary objective of this research project is to generate fatigue crack growth and fracture
toughness data of AISI 403 in various microstructural conditions. Fracture parameters like J IO
AKu, and K-resistance curve have also been generated- The results obtained so far clearly
reveals the effect of microstructure on AK,h, the threshold stress intensity. It has also been found
that a heat-treatment involving a double austenitizing and tempering improves fracture toughness
significantly over that of conventionally quenched and tempered material while AKth value is
lowered.
C. Fracture Toughness measurement, Delayed Hydrogen Cracking (DHC) in pressure tube
materials and Effect of microstructure on Fracture Toughness and Fatigue Behaviour

in

Zirconium Alloys
This is a recent involvement of Mechanical Metallurgy Section of Metallurgy Division.
Miniature curved compact tension samples (machined from pressure tube) have been used for
the purpose of carrying out various tests.
Heat-treatment like 6-annealing, 6-quenching, (a-t-li) annealing have been employed to
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generate a wide variety of microstructures like martensitic, basket weave, equiaxed (a+fi) and
elongated (cc+B). Work is in progress to delineate the effect of microstructure on AKIh, near
threshold crack growth behaviour, stage II fatigue crack growth and fracture toughness.
Besides, effect of hydrogen on fracture toughness, crack growth rate and DHC will be
studied at various temperature.

Publications :
1.

'Experimental Determination of J-Integral and Stress-Intensity Calibration Factors for

Tubular Specimen with Longitudinal Crack', J.K. Chakravartty, S.Ganguly and J.Singh, accepted
for presentation at the Eighth International Conference on Fracture, Kiev, Ukraine, 1993.
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Phase Transformations in R-Quenched Hypoeutectoid Zr-Ni Alloys
D. Srivastava, P. Mukhopadhyay, S. Banerjee and S.Ranganathan*
Metallurgy Division
"Department of Metallurgy, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Beta quenching of hypoeutectoid Zr-Ni alloys (Ni content <2.0 at%) results in a variety
of transformation products, viz., martensitic a ' plates, a mixture of proeutectoid a and eutectoid
(a + Zr2Ni) and retained J3 phase with a distribution of w phase in it. In the first part of the
article the composition range over which these transformation products form are indicated and
salient crystallographic and morphological features of these are characterized. Alloys containing
1.25 to 1.5 at.% Ni exhibit proeutectoid a plates in a matrix of eutectoid a + Zr2Ni. The lattice
correspondence of these microconstituents with the parent B phase and their habit planes have
been determined and compared with those observed in the case of the martensitic transformation.
The structure of the interphase interfaces has been studied and the possibility of the invariant line
strain direction being contained in these interfaces has been examined. The crystallography of
the transformation has been analysed in terms of the invariant plain strain approach and the
plastic strain accommodation approach. A possible transformation mechanism through which the
eutectoid decomposition can occur simultaneously with the formation of the proeutectoid a
during B quenching has been proposed.

Publications:
1. Phase Transformations in B-Quenched Hypoeutectoid Zr-Ni Alloys
D. Srivastava, P. Mukhopadhyay, S. Banerjee and S.Ranganathan,to be presented in the
INDO-US workshop at Bangalore, 1994.

Eutectoid transformation in Zr-0.8Ni alloy.
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Self-Accommodating Morphology of Marteiisite Variants in Zr-2.5wt% Nb Alloy
D. Srivastava, Madangopal K., S. Banerjee and S. Ranganathan*
Metallurgy Division
Department of Metallurgy, Indian institute of Science, Bangalore

The role of self-accommodation of the different martensite variants in controlling the
morphologies of the Zr-2.5 wt% Nb alloy martensite has been examined. Three distinct types
of grouping of martensite variants have been found to be predominantly present. Crystallographic
descriptions of these groups have been provided and the degrees of self-accommodation for
these have been estimated and compared with those corresponding to other possible variant
groupings around the symmetry axes of the parent phase. The frequently observed 3-variant
group, which shows an 'indentation mark' morphology when viewed along < 1 1 1 > B directions,
has been seen to have the highest degree of self-accommodation amongst the cases considered.
Based on the observations made, a growth sequence leading to the formation of the final
martensitic structure has been proposed.
Publication:
1. Self Accommodation Morphology of Martensite Variants in Zr-2.5wt% Nb Alloy,
D. Srivastava, Madangopal K., S. Banerjee and S. Ranganathan, Acta Metall. et Mater., 1993,
Vol.41, p.3445.

General view of Zr-2.5%Nb martensitic microstructure showing the
presence of large numbers of 3-plate clusters of secondary
martensite plates when viewed along the (l 1 l)
' e-
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Plate shaped Transformation Products In Zirconium Based Alloys
S. Banerjee, G.K.Dey and D. Srivastava
Metallurgy Division

Different types of plate shaped transformation products viz., martensite a', Widmanstatten
a, r| hydride and of active eutectoid decomposition and of cellular precipitation of a + Zr3Al
have been examined with special emphasis on the nature of interfaces involved. The Burgers
orientaiion relation (approximate) has been found to be operative between the fi (bcc) and the
a (hep) phases in nearly all the transformation processes. The differences between plates formed
in martensite and diffusional processes.

Microstructure of Zr-2.5Nb alloy.

Y hydride formation in the B phase
of Zr-20Nb aJJoy.
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Evolution of Microstructure during Fabrication of Zr-2.5 Wt% Nb
Alloy Pressure Tubes
D. Srivastava, G. K. Dey and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

Microstructural changes occurring during the fabrication of Zr-2.5% Nb alloy pressure
tubes by a modified route, involving hot extrusion followed by two pilgering operations with
an intermediate annealing step, have been examined in detail. In the conventional fabrication
route of 7.x 2..v<> Nb pressure tubes, the hot extrusion step is followed by a single cold drawing
operation in which cold work to the extent of 25% is imparted to the material for achieving the
required mechanical properties, dislocation density, crystallographic texture and grain
morphology. In the present paper the tensile properties obtained at each stage of fabrication
pertaining to the modified route have been evaluated and compared with those reported for the
conventionally processed material. The fl quenching treatment produces self accommodating
morphology of martensite variants. The subsequent hot extrusion in a+B phase field produces
a microstructure comprising dynamically recrystallized elongated a grains, enveloped by 6
stringers. Retention of this elongated two phase morphology has been found to be extremely
important in attaining the desired level of strength at 300°C. The main aim of this work has
been to produce a microstructure and texture which are known to yield a lower irradiation
growth and the identification of suitable annealing conditions for the intermediate annealing
which annihilates the cold wok introduced by the first cold pilgering operation without altering
the two phase elongated microstructure. The final microstructure and the crystallographic texture
of the finished pressure tube have been compared with those reported for the conventionally
processed material.
The following conclusions could be arrived at regarding the microstructures produced in
the Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube alloy during the different steps of the modified route of pressure
tube fabrication.
1. IS quenched structure of Zr-2.5% Nb consists of acicular martensite in which three
distinct types of morphology exists. These are large primary martensite plates which are
occasionally internally twinned, fine secondary martensite plates arranged in self accommodating
groups and martensite laths stacked near parallel in a packet.
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2. During hot extrusion the <x and B phases dynamically recrystallize; B phase layers are
sandwiches between <x stringers. The aspect ratio of both the phases are considerably lower
which is advantageous from the irradiation growth consideration. The volume fraction of the B
phase is higher and the niobium content is lower than those obtained in conventionally processed
tube, to phase precipitates within the B during cooling of the hot extruded tubes.
3. The first pilgering operation further elongates the microstructure and during the
subsequent annealing treatment static recrystallisalion of the two phases occurs. The optimum
annealing treatment (550°C for 6 hr) retains the elongated morphology of the two phases
produced in the fiot extrusion step. The tensile strength at 30()°C of the annealed product also
remains at the same level as that attained after hot extrusion.
4. The special type of a/B interface frequently observed in both dynamically and statically
recrystallized material provides a low energy configuration in which the Burgers orientation
relationship is obeyed between the a and the 6 phases and the lattice registry is maintained
across the interface.

Publication
1.
Evolution of Microstructure during Fabrication of Zr-2.5 Wt% Nb
Alloy Pressure Tubes, D. Srivastava, G. K. Dey and S. Banerjee: communicated to
Metallurgical Transactions.

Interfacial dislocation in Zr-2.5Nb alloy.
(Weak beam micrograph)

Micrograph showing B phase inside
a plates in Zr-2.5Nb alloy.
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Unusual Morphology of the Omega Phase in Zr-1.75 at% Ni Alloy
D. Srivastava, P. Mukhopadhyay, E. Ramadasan* and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division, * Radiometallurgy Division

Though the formation of athermal omega phase in binary Ti-base alloys has been extensively
studied, comparitively very little work has been carried out in the Zr-base alloys. In fact, there
has been hardly any reported work on the formation of omega phase in binary zirconium alloys
in which the p phase decomposes into a phase and the appropriate intermetallic phase. In this
work, the formation of metastable phases in water-quenched Zr-1.75 at% Ni alloy has been
investigated. Selected area diffraction patterns clearly show reflections corresponding to the
omega phase. However, the microstructure of the omega phase is distinctly different from that
observed in other typical omega forming alloy systems. The omega phase in this alloy is
observed to have 'globular' morphology, with sizes ranging from 100 to 300 rim. These globular
regions are seen to be essentially a finely spaced lamellar structure. These observations suggest
that in this alloy, the composition lies towards the solute lean end of the binary Zr-Ni system
associated with the formation of the athermal omega phase. Detailed investigations are underway
to understand the evolution of this unusual morphology.
Publication:
1. Unusual Morphology of the Omega Phase in Zr-1.75 at% Ni Alloy, D.Srivastava,
P.Mukhopadhyay, E.Ramadasan and S.Banerjee, Metallurgical Transactions Communications.

Unusual (o morphology in Zr-Ni alloy.

SA

E> showing co phase in Zr-Ni alloy.
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METASTABILITY OF THE B PHASE IN Zr RICH Zr-Nb Alloys
G.K. Dey, R. Tewai'i, R.N. Singh, D. Srivastava and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division

In this study, the three instabilities viz a,(o and hydride formation in the B phase of ZrNb alloys containing upto 20% Nb under different heat treatment conditions has been examined.
It has been observed that the morphology and the internal structure of the a phase precipitating
from the B phase depends on the aging treatment and the composition of the alloy.

The

morphology and the internal structure of the precipitated a phase has been studied by two
different heat treatment routes viz. quenching and aging and isothermal aging after step
quenching for the Zr-2.5 Nb and Zr-20Nb alloys. An attempt has been made to rationalize the
possible mechanism for development of these morphologies of the a phase and the internal
structure of the a phase. The possibility of the isothermal co phase formation during these heat
treatments in both the alloys during the precipitation of the a phase has also been investigated.
In a dilute alloy like Zr-2.5 Nb, fl phase containing upto 20% Nb could be obtained by
a suitable heat-treatment. In such a microstructure, introduction of hydrogen can lead to hydride
formation in a phase as well as in the B phase. In this study the effect of hydrogen introduction
in such a microstructure has been examined with particular reference to hydride formation in the
two phases. In these specimens, the possibility of formation of the interface phase of the type
encountered in titanium alloys has been examined in two distinct situations in a matrix (Zr-2.5%
Nb alloy) and in B matrix (Zr-20% Nb alloy).
The Zr-2.5 Nb alloy finds application in the nuclear reactors where there is a radiation
environment.

Studies on the decomposition of the B phases under irradiation environment

therefore assumes significance. In this study, the metastability of the B phase under electron
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irradiation was examined in the Zr-20Nb alloy where the fl phase can be retained at room
temperature.

The kinetics of to formation in this B phase on electron irradiation has been

examined and compared with that occurring during isothermal ageing. It has been possible to
see the formation of an ordered to phase on isothermal ageing of the B phase in some of the
alloys. The formation of the ordered © in Zr-Nb alloys has not been reported earlier.

Publications:
1. Formation of Gamma Hydride in Alpha and Beta Zirconium Alloys, G.K. Dey, S. Banerjee
and P. Mukhopadhyay, Jour, de Physique C4 (1982) p.327-330.
2. Decomposition of the B-Phase in Zr-20Nb, G.K. Dey and S. Banerjee, Journal of Nuclear
Materials, 125 (1984) p. 219- 227.
3. Beta Phase Decomposition in Zr and Ti Alloys, S. Banerjee, G. K. Dey, P. Mukhopadhyay
and E.S.K. Menon, Phase Transformations '87, University of Cambridge, July 1987,
p.51-56.
4. Role of Interfaces in Precipitation and Crystallization in Zr-Nb Alloys, S. Banerjee, G.K. Dey
and S.J. Vijaykar, 'Interfaces, Structures and Properties', S. Ranganathan, C.S. Pande,
B.B. Rath and D.A. Smith (eds.), Oxford and IBH Publishing Co., New Delhi 1993, p. 375.
5. Age Hardening of Cold Worked Zr-2.5Nb Pressure Tube Alloy, R. Kishore, R.N. Singh,
G.K. Dey and T.K. Sinha, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 187 (1992) p.70-73.

a precipitation in Zr-7Nb alloy.

a precipitation in Zr-20Nb alloy.

Internally tv/inned a formation in Zr-20Nb alloy.
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OPTIMIZATION OF HOT WORKABILITY AMD COCTROL OF MICROSTRUCIURE IN ZIRCONIUM AND ZIRCONIUM
ALLOYS USIIKS PROCESSING MAPS

J . K . C h a k r a v a r t t y , S.Banerjee and Y.V.R.K. Prasad
Metallurgy

Division

Zirroiiimn materials are used for critical structural components in nuclear
reactors and their reliability depends greatly on the microstructural control achieved
during processing. Hot working is a primary step in the fabrication of these materials
and the optimization of hot workability and control of microstructure requires that
the constitutive flow behaviour is explicitly evaluated. The aim of the investigation
is to study the hot deformation characteristics of zirconium and its alloys with a
view to optimizing their hot workability. This is done using power dissipation maps
which are developed on the basis of the principles of Dynamic Materials Model in
which the efficiency of power dissipation through microstructural changes, given by
(77 = 2m/(m+l)) where m is the strain rate sensitivity, is evaluated as a function
of temperature and strain rate. The different domains exhibited by the map are
correlated with specific microstructural processes occurring during hot deformation.
With a view to develop a fundamental understanding of processing of zirconium
materials, studies have been made on pure zirconium and extended to zirconium
alloys. In Zircaloy-2, the major alloying addition is Sn which stabilizes a phase and
lowers stacking fault energy (SFE). Niobium addition, on the other hand, stabilizes
j3 phase, and strengthens a at elevated temperatures. When added to Zr-2.5Nb
alloy, copper lowers the /Stransus, partitions entirely to /? and strengthens it. All
these changes in the physical metallurgy of zirconium alloys have an influence on
the constitutive flow behaviour which will be reflected in the processing maps.
The experimental data on flow stress as a function of temperature (650°1050°C) and strain rate (0.001-100 s"1) and strain required for generating the processing map were obtained in hot compression on cylindrical specimens. A computer
controlled servohydraulic testing machine (DARTEC, UK) was used. The continuum instability criterion df ^eloped on the basis of Ziegler's principle of maximum
rate of entropy production and given by
( 6 ln[m/(m+l)] / 6 lne) + m < 0
where e is the strain rate, was also evaluated and the T-e regimes of the map
where instability occurs are delineated. The different domains of the map and the
instability manifestations were characterized using optical and transmission electron
microscopic techniques.

+ Department of Metallurgy,Indian Institute of Science,Bangalore
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The processing map obtained on aZr revealed a domain of dynamic rerrystallization (DRX) with its peak efficiency of 40% at 800°C and 0.1 s" 1 and these
are the parameters for optimum hot workability in aZr. The stress strain curves
in this domain exhibited steady state behaviour. When deformed at, 650°C and
0.001 s" 1 , texture induced dynamic recovery occurred while at strain rates higher
than 1 s"1 <>Zr exhibits microstructural instabilities in the form of localized shear
bands. Pure Zr in the /Jphase field exhibits superplasticity in the temperature range
925°-1050°C and at strain rates lower than 0.1 s~'. The process is characterized
by high efficiency of power dissipation (> GOYo), high strain rate sensitivity (0.45)
and high ductility (105%). The processing map obtained on Jquneched Zircaloy-2 is
identical to that of aZr including the instability regime. The addition of Sn has not
affected the constitutive behaviour of a Zr under hot working conditions and hence
the lowering of SFE by Sn addition does not have a direct influence. Instead, the
results indicate that the hot deformation is controlled by the difFusional processes
which are unaltered by Sn additions. In the two phase field (> 860°C), Zircaloy-2
exhibited superplastic behaviour at strain rates lower than 0.01 s~'. The DRX and
instability domains of the map have been validated with the help of large scale hot
extrusion experiments.
The stress-strain curves for /Jquenchcd Zr-2.5Nb exhibited continuous flow
softening. The processing map revealed that a domain of DRX occurred with a peak
efficiency of 54% at 750°C and 0.001 s" 1 . In this domain, DRX is nucleated by the
shearing of aplatelets followed by spheroidization while the /iphase accommodates
the strain at the interface. This indicates that the DRX process is efficient in the
/^quenched preform due to the metastablr nature of the structure. In the case of
equiaxed (a+fi) preform, the stress-strain curves are steady state and the DRX
domain in the map occurred with a peak efficiency of 45% at 850°C and 0.001 s~'.
In comparison with aZr. the lower val' " of strain rate (0.001 s" 1 vs. 0.1 s~' in r*Zr)
for DRX of a in Zr-2.5Nb is attributed to the increase in the rate of nucleation of
DRX caused by solid solution strengthening of the aphase and the likely increase
in the SFE due to Nb addition. Analysis of flow instabilities using the continuum
criterion revealed that Zr-2.5 Nb in both the microstructural conditions exhibits
flow localization at temperatures lower than 700°C and strain rates higher than
1 s~l. The optimum processing conditions for 0 quenched Zr-2.5Nb are 750°C and
0.001 s" 1 while the equiaxed preform may be processed at 850°C and 0.001 s" 1 .
The processing map for Zr-2.5Nb-0.5Cu alloy in /? transformed condition revealed a domain of DRX which is identical to that observed in the map for Zr-2.5Nb.
In addition, another domain appeared in the ftphase field (920°-1050°C) with a peak
efficiency of 46% occurring at 1050°C and 0.001 s~l. The domain has been char-
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acterized to represent superplasticity of /?phase. As copper partitions fully to 0 in
Zr-2.5Nb, the cv DRX domain is unaffected while 0 undergoes superplasticity.
In conclusion, the power dissipation maps and the instability maps on zirconium materials are very useful in optimizing the workability and controlling the
microstructure during hot deformation. The addition of Sn to a Zr did not influence the DRX characteristics while Nb addition has lowered the DRX strain rate
and temperature. Addition of Cu to Zr-2.5Nb revealed that it does not alter 0
characteristics.
A.
ZIRCALOY-2

650

710

DYNAMIC RECRYSTALLIZATION

STRAIN =02

770
830
TEMPERATURE PC)

890

Processing map for (J-quenched Zircaloy-2 for a strain
of 0.2: contour map showing isoefficiency contours on strain
rale and temperature surface.

B. DYNAMIC RECOVERY

Optical micrographs of (a) dynamically recryslallizecl
Zircaloy-2 at 8(K)"C" and 0.1 s ' to a strain of 0.7, (h) starting
micros!ructure showing hcla-qucnchcd Zircaloy-2, and (c) a
completely recrystallized structure of deformed Zircaloy-2 ol
ROOT' and furnace cooled.

Control of Microstructjure in Zircaloy-2
Dynamically rccovcrd structure in Zircaloy-2 deformed to a strain of 0.7 at fi50°C and at a strain rate of 10"'
s~'. (a) Optical micrograph anil (b) transmission electron
micrograph shewing substructure.

J09

C . SUPERPLASTIC DEFORMATION

Optical micrograph of a Zirciloy-2 sample deformed
lo a strain of 0.7 al 95I)"C and al ii sirain rule of 10 ' s " '

VALIDATION OF PROCESSING MAP OF ZIRCA1OY-2

ZIRCALOY-2 (0)

STRAIN =0.4

lOptical micrograph of extrusion at S

3li
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680

730

770

810
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TEMPERATURE °C

Extrusion conditions superimposed on processing map f>J«*f t - * J I *'/ l M ™"^BW
extrusion at 720" C
I Optical micrograph of e>
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Age Hardening of Cold-Worked Zr-2.5wt%Nb Pressure Tube Alloy
RKishore,R.N.Singh,G.K-Dey and T.JCSinha
Age hardening of cold-worked steel, hot-rolled bar and extrued tube of Zr-2.5wt%Nb
alloy at ageing temperatures, 300 -500 C has been reported in the literature. However,
the phase responsible for the observed age-hardening of the cold-worked material at 300
-400 C and the texture dependence of the phenomenon is not clearly understood. This
led to the study of age-hardening of a cold-woked Zr-2.5wt% Nb pressure tube alloy at
ageing temperatures 300 - 500 C with the crystallographic texture.
Results showed that the hardness, yield and ultimate tensile strengths increased with
increased ageing temperatures up to about 400 C while ductility remained practically
unaffected by ageing. Further the observed increase in both hardness and strength was
more pronounced in the direction parallel to the transverse direction of the tube, than in
the direction parallel to the longitudinal direction. X-ray diffraction indicated the
formation of small volume fraction of the to- phase at all ageing temperatures.
Transmission Electron microscopy revealed partial decomposition of (J Zr- phase and the
formation of fine spheroidal precipitates at an ageing temperature of 400 C, while ageing
at 500 C caused formation of cell structure and coarsening of the precipitate. The
observation led to the conclusion that age-hardening of the alloy is a competition
between precipitation-hardening and recovery and the phenomenon is strongly
influenced by texture.
Ref: Journal of Nuclear Materials, 187(1992) 70 -73
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The Morphology And Ageing Behaviour of 5 Ferrite in a Modified 9Cr-l
Mo Steel
BLKishore, ILN.Singh, T.KSingh and B.P.Kahyap *
High Chromium ferritic martensitic steels, such as 9Cr-lMo steel, possessing excellent
mechanical properties and corrosion resistance, are widely used in power industries and
are potential nuclear structural materials because of their higher resistance to irradiation
embrittlement and swelling. The duplex martensite plus 6 ferrite structure in 9cr-lMo
steel is reported to confer better creep resistance and weldability while presence of a 5
ferrite with martensite in a 9cr-2Mo steel resulted in higher ductile brittle transition
temperature. Concerning the modified 9Cr-IMo steel, very little information is available
on dual phase (martensite + ferrite) structure and its properties.
In the present work, dual phase (martensite + ferrite) microstructures were developed in a
Mod.9Cr-lMo steel by austenitising at 1523 - 1623 K, followed by water quenching.
These duplex structure were aged at 973 k for ageing periods (30 Min-21 Hrs).
Morphology and age-hardening response of delta ferrite were studied by optical ,
scanning and transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, micro-probe analysis
and micro-hardness testing, results showed that austenitising at 1523 K produced fine
acicular 8 ferrite while the delta ferrite formed by austenitising at higher temperatures
were massive, irregular and banded. Moreover the presence of 5 ferrite caused an
abnormally strong (110) reflection observed in X-ray diffraction patterns of martensite +
S ferrite structures. This behaviour is probably due to development of (110) texture in 8
ferrite phase. Ageing at 973 K caused age-hardening of 5 ferrite with a peak hardness
attained after 3.6 K.Sec. of ageing. Electron microscopic results suggest that the
observed hardening was caused by the formation of Fe2Mo I-aves Phase
Ref: Journal of nuclear Materials, 195(1992) 198-204
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Soperplastic Behaviour of A Zr~2.5wt%Nb pressure Tube Alloy
R.N.Singh4LKishore,T.K.Sinha and B.P.Kashyap *
Superplasticity in commercial Zr-2.5wt%Nb alloys, with elongation values of 430%
450% at temperatures 1070 K and 1043K and at strain-rates, 3.3x110"4 sec'^and 2.6x
l'i-4 sec."' were reported in literature. However the reported value of activation energy
and its temperatures dependence appeared to be abnormal, when con-pared with those
jeported for other alloys. Further study on superplasticity in Zr-2.5%Nb alloy was thus
considered necessary and led to this work.
Longitudinal tension specimens machined from a cold-worked Zr-2.5wt% Nb pressure
tube, were tested at 650-850 C, with strain-rates varying from 10 "5-10 "^sec"*. Both
normal tension and strain-rate change tests involving five cycles of strain-rate change
were carried out. standard optical, scanning and electron microscopy examination were
employed for microstructure investigations.
The stress-strain relation of specimens deformed at 650C with strain-rate of 10 "fsec"*,
showed elongation value of about 650%. The log o (stress) -log e (strain-rate) plots at
650C - 800C, showed that the strain-rate sensitivity (m) varied from 0.53-0.60. Moreover,
at a given temperature, m reached a maximum value at a critical e, which increased with
increased test temperatures. An Arrhcnus plot of log e - log (l/r) a constant o derived
from the basic o - e data at 650 -800 C, yielded an apparent activation energy of about
200K/moI which compares with that for Nb - diffusion through ( a - P )boundaries.
Microstructural examinations revealed that the original structure consisting of nonequiaxed a grains and a small amount of p\ transfonned into fine equiaxed grains and
large volume of p phase under test temperature. These observations suggested that
superplastic deformation in this alloy occurs by grain boundary sliding, accommodated
by grain boundary diffusion of Nb.
Ref: Scripta Metallurgical et Materilia, 28,(1993), 937 -942.
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Correlation of Microstructure and
Mechanical Properties of Zr-Sn Alloys
S. L. W a d e k a r , S. B a n e r j e e , V . V . R a m a n and M . K .
Metallurgy

Asundi

Division

The role of tin as a solid solution strengthener and a precipitate hardener in
zirconium base alloys has been examined. Mechanical properties and microstructure of
Zr-Sn binary(0.5 to 8 wt%Sn) alloys were investigated in both /3-quenched and tempered
conditons. The yield and ultimate tensile stresses and the percentage elongation were
evaluated as a function of tin content, C. The o.2% yield stress shows a linear
relationship with C
, suggesting the operation of the Mott-Nabarro model of solid
solution strengthening in which clustering of solute atoms is envisaged. The presence of
tin solute clusters could also be detected in TEM microstructures of /3-quenched alloys.
The effect of tin content on the yield and flow behavior of zirconium has been axamined
at temperatures between 77 and 673 K. Results indicate that the addition of tin
influenced both thermal and athermal components of flow stress. The activation volume
was found to be independent of the plastic strain, while it showed an Increase with
temperature and a decrease with solute content. The deformation process appeared to be
controlled by two rate controlling mechanisms: (a)dislocations overcoming the solute
clusters at temperatures below 473 K (Fig.l), and
(b)movement of jogged screw
dislocations at higher temperatures. The intermetallic precipitate phase formed due to
tempering was identified as Zr~Sn with A15 structure(Fig.2) having the following
orientation relationship:

(oo_oi)«: // a n i «„
Because of the good lattice registry between the precipitate and the matrix, partial
coherency between them is maintained even after considerable growth of precipitates.
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FIG. 2. SAED pattern showing
A15 superlattice reflections
along with oc-Zr.
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of temperature.
Ref: Zirconium in the Nuclear Industry: Ninth International Symposium, ASTM STP 1132
C. M. Eucken and A. M. Garde, Eds., American Society for Testing and Materials,
Philadelphia, 1991, pp. 140-155.
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STRUCTURE-PROPERTY CORRELATION O F Zr-BASE A L L O Y S
S.L. W A D E K A R , V.V. R A M A N , S. BANERJEE and M.K. A S U N D I
Metallurgy

Division

Zirconium alloys, because of their unique combination of high strength, good
corrosion resistance in water and low capture cross-section for thermal neutrons, have
become attractive for use as structural materials in the nuclear industry. Presently,
Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 find wide application as fuel and pressure tube materials for
water cooled power reactors. In order to understand how the various alloying elements of
Zircaloys namely Sn, Fe, Cr and Ni, affect the mechanical properties, a programme has
been initiated to evolve a correlation between chemistry, microstructure and mechanical
properties of Zr-alloys containing various amounts of Sn, Fe and Cr. In the present
investigation, mechanical properties of Zr-alloys with various addition of Sn, Fe and Cr
have been determined at 300 K and 573 K in various metallurgical conditions such as
recrystallised annealed, fi,-quenched, tempered and <C-annealed conditions. The study
revealed that the reduced tin content did not affect the mechanical properties as the
reduced tin leads to formation of fine precipitates. The mechanical properties were also
not altered drastically with the low level of iron and chromium concentrations studied.
Cold work and <C-annealing after /9-quenching resulted in the growth and redistribution of
second phase particles. Metallographic studies showed that particle distribution was not
uniform. A TEM investigation of the alloys has also been undertaken to study the details
of microstructure developed during various heat-treated conditions(Fig.a and b ) . It has
been found that the /3-quenched samples exibit the most uniform microstructure consisting
of acicular alpha phase with lath boundary enriched by solute element and fine
intermetallic particle formation. The observed microstructural features together with
the mechanical properties data have been compared with the available mechanical
properties cum microstructure of Zircaloy.

•4,

0.4u
Fig. a. Zr-1.0Sn-0.2Fe-0.1Cr alloy,
/^-quenched from 950°C shows parallel
martensitic lath.
Ref:

Journal

of

Nuclear

Fig. b.
Zr-1.0Sn-0.2Fe~0.1Cr alloy
quenched and tempered. The micrograph
shows striations along (1010} plane.
Materials

151(1988)

162-171.
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OXIDATION AND CORROSION STUDIES OF ZIRCONIUM BASE A1LOYS
H.S. Gadiyar, P.K. De, S.V. Phadnis, G.C. Palit
and John T. John, Metallurgy Division

OXIDATION OF ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER AND
STEAM: Process parameters were optimised at NFC for the production of Zr-2.5Nb coolant
tubes and samples from these tubes were evaluated for the corrosion resistance and associated
hydrogen pick-up behaviour. The high temperature aqueous corrosion data have indicated that
the transition in oxidation kinetics occurs after 4.5 yrs at 300°C, with an oxide build up of 2.2
Aim. The cumulative hydrogen pick up data has shown to be within acceptable limits. Detailed
corrosion evaluation on zirlo cladding alloy produced at NFC are being pursued at present.
The high temperature oxidation of zircaloy-2 and Zr-2.5Nb alloy has been studied in
detail in aqueous medium at 35O°C and in steam between 400-1200°C.

For zircaloy-2 at

1000°C the thick scale is characterised by a duplex structure with tin enrichment at the boundary
of two layers of the oxide, whereas for Zr-2.5Nb alloy, the scale is observed to be single
layered without any preferential enrichment of the alloying element. Comparatively, zircaloy-2
has shown higher oxidation rates for the temperature range 600-1000°C, whereas, above JOOO°C
identical rates of oxidation for the two alloys were observed. The scales on zircaloy-2 spalled
extensively after reaching a thickness of 60Aim, whereas for Zr-2.5Nb, the scales were adherent
with columnar growth for the said thickness.
HYDROGEN CHARGING AND PROPERTY EVALUATION:
charging hydrogen into zirconium alloys has been developed.

A versatile technique for

In this technique, a mixture of

sulphates and bisulphates of sodium and potassium is kept saturated with water at 250-300°C
which serves as the charging electrolyte. It is shown that because of the high hydrogen flux
available at the surface and the high diffusivity of hydrogen in this temperature range, the alloys
pick up hydrogen faster and more uniformly than the conventional electrolytic charging at room
temperature and high temperature autoclaving in LiOH solutions. A comparison of the various
charging techniques, has been made based on the hydrogen flux and temperature, which decide
the charging capacity.
STRESS DISTRIBUTION AND HYDRIDE ORIENTATION IN Zr-Nb-Cu GARTER
SPRING UNDER COMPLEX LOADING:

Garter spring of the tight fit design in a PHWR
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experiences three types of loads : an axial load due to spring tension, a compressive load due
to coolant tube resting on it and a torus moment due to bending. The influences of these loads
on the hydride orientation of Zr-2.5Nb-0.5Cu garter springs have been studied by stress
analysis and out-of-pile simulation experiments. The stress analysis showed that the magnitude
of the stress is maximum at the surface and it decreases rapidly towards the core of the spring
wire of rectangular cross section. This trend has also been observed in the experimental results.
The preferred orientation of hydrides was found to be confined to the surface upto a depth of
30 Aim. A random distribution of hydrides was observed at the central region, where the stress
is below the threshold value for reorientation. Further, a map of planes of maximum principal
stresses at the surface layer of the spring helix, constructed by stress analysis was found to be
consistent with the observed hydride distribution.
The diammetrical compressive load did not show much influence on the hydride
morphology in the range of 0-4 kg/turn under the axial load of 1 kg. It was also seen that axial
load of 1 kg imposed by the tight fit design did not significantly alter the hydride distribution,
which is primarily governed by torus bending.
PITTING AND STRESS CORROSION CRACKING OF ZIRCONIUM BASE ALLOYS IN
CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS:

Preliminary experiments with U-bend specimens in the

laboratory, have indicated that pits are the prerequisites for stress corrosion crack (SCC)
initiation in solutions containing chloride ions. It was further observed that SCC to commence,
specimen potentials must attain at least characteristic pitting potential in that solution.

Since

zirconium and zircaloy-2 are extensively used in nuclear industry and because zirconium is
finding wide applications in non nuclear critical process equipments, phenomenological studies
on pitting corrosion behaviour of zirconium and zircaloy were undertaken in chloride solution.
This was extended further to get some insight into the mechanistic aspects of this vulnerable
corrosion process. These informations will be helpful in characterizing critically the sub critical
crack growth process, like SCC of zirconium base alloys in chloride solution.
Studies on zirconium and zircaloy-2 decisively confirmed the existence of specific stable
and unstable characteristic potentials in each solution with systematic variation in chloride
content, pH and temperature.

While pitting potential decreases with increase in chloride

concentration, it increases with increase in pH beyound certain limit, while temperature upto
100°C has only marginal effect.

Because of wide variations in activation energy and order of
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reaction, it is not possible to arrive at a definite mechanism for pit nucleation process.
Pit growth was found to be diffusion controlled with copious evolution cf Iiydrogen gas
caused by intensive reaction of anodically disintegrated metallic particle with water.

Pit

dissolution front was very irregular and was embedded with black sponge like metal powder, so
unique in zirconium.

This was also reflected in stress corrosion crack growth front in

zirconium, which was found to be irregular with large quantity of colloidal zirconium hydroxide
in solution. However, estimated crack growth rate was 1 -urn/min.
Publications
1.
Oxidation of zirconium alloys - aqueous medium (240-350"C) and at high temperature
steam (>900"C), S.V. Phadnis and U.S. Gadiyar, IAEA Proceedings, CRP on Fuel Clad
Interaction in Power Reactors, held at BARC, 1986.
2.
Comparative oxidation of zircaloy-2, Zr-2.5Nb and Zr-0.5Nb-l Cr alloy in steam,
1000-1200°C, S.V. Phadnis and H.S. Gadiyar, Indian J. Tech., vol. 27, 403-408, 1989.
3.
High temperature cathodic charging of hydrogen in zirconium alloys and iron and nickel
base alloys, John T. John, P.K. De and H.S. Gadiyar, Report BARC-1544, 1991.
4.
Stress distribution and hydride orientation in Zr-Nb-Zu garter spring under complex
loading, P.K. De, John T. John, V.V. Raman and S. Banerjee, J. Nuclear Mat., vol. 203,
94-111, 1993.
5
Pitting Corrosion of zirconium in chloride solution, G.C. Palit and H.S. Gadiyar,
Corrosion, 43 (3), 140-148, 1987.
6.
Pitting morphologies of zirconium base alloys in aqueous and non-aqueous chloride
media, G.C. Palit and H.S. Gadiyar Trans. SAEST, 2i (1), 63-71, 1988.

Microstructure of oxidised Zr-2.5Nb alloy, 1200°C, 6 min. showing platelets of oxygen stailised
a and the prior p matrix.
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Columnar growth morphology of oxide
on Zr-2.5Nb alloy oxidation in steam
at 1200°C, 10 min.
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HYDROGEN DISTRIBUTION IN CONVENTIONAL ELETROIYTIC CHARGING, HIGH TEMPERATURE
CATHODIC CHARGING ( HTC) AND HIGH TEMPERATURE
AUTOCLAVING IN LiOH AS
PREDICTED BY THEORY.
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CORROSION STUDIES IN STAINLESS STEELS AND NICKEL BASE A L L o t s
H.S. Gadiyar, P.K. De, S.S. Chouthai, G.C. Palit, P.R. Shibad, P.R. Singh, S.K. Ghosal,
A. Bose, Vivekanand Kain, R.S. Dutta and K.N. Adhe, Metallurgy Division

SENSITIZATION, EVTERGRANIJLAR CORROSION AND STRESS CORROSION
CRACKING IN N-BEARING STAINLESS STEELS: In austenitic stainless steels, the effects
of nitrogen on the sensitization process and on the resistance to intergranular corrosion are not
clearly understood. Experiments have been performed on two varieties of Type 316 LN stainless
steels, one having N content of 0.16 wt.% and the other 0.19 wt.%. When C content was kept
<0.03%, prolonged sensitization was required to induce IGC caused by Cr23C6 precipitates at
the grain boundary. In the two stainless steel varieties studied in this investigation, when C was
kept <0.03%, attainment of sensitization at shorter times was attributed mainly to enlargement
of Cr2N precipitation zones resulting from high N-contents (0.16% and 0.19% respectively), but
definitely not due to Cr23C6 precipitation. The pearlitic type grain boundary precipitates resolved
by Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) in these two N-containing stainless steel, was
identified as Cr2N having a hexagonal crystal structure.
Stainless steel containing 0.19% N was found to be more prone to sensitization and
IGSCC than stainless steel containing 0.16% N thus substantiating the earlier finding reported
by other investigators that N>0.16% accelerate the sensitization kinetics. Since the extent of Crdepletion resulting from Cr2N precipitation is lower compared to M23C6 precipitation, shallow
IGSCC were observed in the present N-containing stainless steels in CV containing water at
260°C as compared to normally specified C-content, low N stainless steel variety. Sensitization
treatment on these N-containing stainless steels has caused the mode of stress corrosion crack
to change from TG to IG in high temperature water containing chloride ions thus substantiating
the similar observation reported earlier on 304 SS. From the study it was concluded that
maximum resistance to IGC is achieved when N content has been kept at 0.16%; beyond that
its effect is detrimental.
PITTING CORROSION OF NITROGEN BEARING 316 LN SS:

Nitrogen alloying in

stainless steel was found to inhibit active dissolution in pit like anolyte environment as a
consequence of which extensive current transients due to metastable pitting were observed in the
present study even in highly acidic chloride solutions. Passive range was found to get extended
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in N-alloyed 316 LN SS and comparatively higher threshold chloride concentration and low
acidic pH were found required for stable pit formation. Anodic dissolution of all the alloying
elements in the actively growing pit was found to be non-selective in nature. Nitrogen in alloy
was found to dissolve and form NH44 by cathodic reaction which obeyed tafel behaviour.
Significant enrichment of N and Cr and to a marginal extent Ni were observed by Auger
Electron Spectroscopic (AES) analysis in the actively growing pitted surface, but considerable
depletion in Fe component was also established.
From these studies it was concluded that N in steel can get enriched at relatively anodic
potential in the incipient local chemistry of a pit due to cathodic nature of its dissolution
reaction, thereby reversibly blocking the active sites on anodically dissolving surface.
could resist the attainment of extremely high current density necessary

This

for pit initiation.

Otherwise, Cr may get enriched at the active surface as a result of selective dissolution of Fe
in the pit initiation stage, so that early repassivation is favoured without further pit growth. Thus
present observations show that N can indirectly inhibit stable pit initiation either through its
effect on transition dissolution kinetics or through its effect on repassivation process in the pit.
Even both the processes can work together for the Ultimate act of pit initiation by N alloying.
INTERGRANULAR

CORROSION

IN

STAINLESS

STEELS

CONTAINING

INCLUSIONS: Stainless steels (SS) 304/304 L are prone to intergranular corrosion (IGC) in
sensitized condition, which prevail in the heat affected zones of welded structures.

However,

non-sensitized SS or SS with low degree of sensitization, containing particular inclusions show
accelerated IGC in nitric acid environments. The attack initiates at the end grains, which are
exposed to the environment, at transverse section of tubular products. It is established that the
attack is intergranular in nature and thin long stringers of inclusions are responsible for such
attack. Inclusions in SS do not affect the corrosion performance in mild environments, eg
ASTM practices B and E, whereas *active' inclusions lead to accelerated attack in 65% nitric
acid test (practice C of A 262, ASTM) where potentials are very high. These 'active' inclusions
are identified to be MnS through EPMA investigations. The mechanism of IGC in nitric acid
environments is established to be (a) dissolution of active inclusions in aggressive nitric acid, (b)
dissolution of bare metal to produce Cf** in these grooves left by dissolution of inclusions, (c)
dissolution of Cr23C6 to produce C^ which gets entrapped in the grooves and (d) reduction of
Cf* to Cr+3 leading to accelerated metal dissolution from high energy grain boundaries. The
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Electrochemical Potenliokinetic Reactivation (EPR) test was found to be sensitive to active
inclusions. Microstructural examination and EPR testing of the transverse section are
recommended to identify SS heats containing active inclusions.
PREDICTION OF INTERGRANULAR CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF SS 304 L CHEMICAL

COMPOSITION

TREATMENT:

BASED

PARAMETER

AND

MODIFIED

HEAT

The practice C of A 262 ASTM is a lengthy (240 hr) and destructive test,

used to assess the IGC susceptibility of SS 304L and a severe heat treatment (677"C, 1 hr, WQ)
is used to simulate the welded structures. However, it is established that IGC takes place due
to chromium depleted regions, formed as a result of chromium carbide (Cr2,C6) precipitation at
the grain boundaries.

This precipitation reaction is strongly influenced by other alloying

elements especially Cr, Ni, C and Mo. The effect of these alloying elements on the precipitation
reaction is well known. Therefore an attempt has been made to correlate a chemical composition
based parameter, Crcff to the behaviour of SS 304 L in nitric acid environments (practice C test).
Also the microstructure after modified heat treatment (677°C, 20 min., WQ) is sought to be
correlated to the results of practice C. Several heats of SS 304 L were selected which were free
from stringer type of inclusions and their microstructures after the 677°C, 1 hr heat treatment
and the modified heat treatment were recorded.

Samples heated at 677°C for 1 hr

subjected to practice C and corrosion rate in the fifth period recorded.

were

It was established that

eff

Cr >14.0 and less than 50% coverage of grain boundaries by Cr depletion zone, ensures that
the heat would pass in the practice C of A 262 of ASTM.

These two parameters are

recommended to be used as thumb rule for selection of SS 304 L which would show minimum
corrosion in nitric acid environments.

This eliminates the need for the lengthy practice C.

LOCALIZED CORROSION OF DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS: Extensive studies have
been carried out to characterise some of the duplex stainless steels, such as, U-50, Ferralium255 and 3RE60, in terms of their pitting and stress corrosion cracking resistance. AH of these
alloys were observed to be more resistant to pitting corrosion and stress corrosion cracking as
compared to the single phase 304 and 316 stainless steels in various environments. Studies have
shown pits to initiate at the austenite/ferrite grain boundaries but propagate in the austenite phase
due to the differences in the concentrations of Cr and Mo in the two phases.

There was also

preferential attack on one of the phases during stress corrosion cracking. Various precipitations
in these steels reduce the corrosion resistance to a great extent. Proper balance of composition
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and austenite/ferrite ratio should be maintained by suitable heat treatments to alleviate the
foresaid corrosion related problems.
The mechanism of failure (cracking) in one of the solutions (boiling acidic CaCI,) was
seen to be film rupture anodic dissolution. Depending on the nature of attack in this solution,
the failure propensity changed in low pH and high pH (2-6) solutions. However, in various
other environments, as reported in the literature, the failure mechanism has been stress assisted
anodic dissolution.
Due to faulty heat treatments or due to welding operations the resultant microstructure
may change and give rise to enhanced corrosion rates, which can be reduced only by proper
control of metallurgical variables, such as segregations, austenite/ferrite ratio and precipitation
of phases.
SIGMA PHASE AND CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF A DUPLEX STAINLESS STEEL:
Ferralium-255 which was in the solution annealed condition at 1050"C was heat treated at
450° to 850°C for 30 min and 10 hrs. The ferrite and austenite contents were assessed by X-ray
diffraction, image analyses of the etched microstructures, as also by ferrite meter. It was found
that the heat treatments at these temperatures did not markedly influence the ferrite/austenite
ratio; however, sigma phase was precipitated during some of these heat treatments. The (Tphase
was identified by TEM and the morphology and kinetics of formation of £*phase were studied
by TEM investigations of variously heat treated samples.

For example, the 10 hr heat

treatment (750T) resulted into irregularly shaped, bulky <Sphase, whereas 30 minutes heat
treatment failed to clearly locate and identify tf*in the TEM studies as € was submicroscopic in
these samples. Since ^phase adversely affects the corrosion properties, the heat treated samples
were subjected to pitting studies in 10% FeCl3 solution at room temperature and also to IGC test
as per practice B of A 262, ASTM.

Pitting studies were also carried out by anodic polarization

in 1N HC1 solution (deaerated) at room temperature. Microscopic examination of the pitted and
corroded samples showed that the attack was concentrated at the interface of & phase and
austenite phase. This was due to depletion of Cr and Mo in the regions adjacent to the 6phase
which formed from the Cr and Mo rich ferrite. It was established by EPMA studies that the
ferrite phase was rich in Cr and Mo, whereas austenite was rich in Ni. The depletion of Cr and
Mo rendered the depleted zone, around 6" phase, susceptible to attack by pitting as well as
intergranular corrosion. It was observed that bulkyfphase was less deleterious for IGC whereas
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pitting susceptibility was increased as the interface area of 6ht increased.
DESENSITIZATION
austenitic SS 304

OF SS 304 AND ITS MECHANISM:

Desensitization aspects of

have been studied in detail at temperatures which generally result in

sensitization if heated for shorter durations. The studies were carried out at 750°C (from 1 day
to 30 days) and at 800°C (from 10 min to 5 days). The desensitization behaviour is studied by
practice C of A 262, ASTM, the EPR test and also by microstructural examination.

However,

practice A of A 262, ASTM is not able to distinguish desensitized and sensitized samples
whereas EPR and practice C are highly sensitive. It is shown that kinetics of desensitization is
very fast at 800"C (4 days heat treatment brings down IGC susceptibility to that of the solution
annealed sample) whereas it takes very long (15 days) to achieve the same at 750°C. The
difference in results of the Huey test and EPR test is attributed to different aspects (morphology)
of chromium depletion zone in the samples.

It is shown from the results that the activation

energy for desensitization process is 57.7 Kcal/mole which compares well with the energy for
diffusion of chromium in austenitic stainless steels.

Therefore, it is confirmed that

desensitization takes place by diffusion of chromium from the grain matrix to the chromium
depleted regions and when the level of chromium goes above 12% in the depleted regions, the
material regains its IGC resistance.
SENSITIZATION BEHAVIOUR OF INCONEL 600:

The effect of heat treatment on the

sensitization of Inconel 600 has been studied in detail. The sensitization was measured by a
modified EPR technique, which involves a holding potential in the transpasive potential region.
This was necessitated due to formation of weaker films at lower potentials in case of high nickel
alloys.
The study was again aimed at optimising a desensitization treatment for the development
of thermally treated alloys for resistance against stress corrosion cracking. The observations
have been fitted into an inverted isosceles triangle model for the chromium profile and can be
used for calculation of (a) the minimum chromium below which catastrophic sensitization takes
place, (b) the bulk chromium concentration to minimise sensitization and (c) the healing time or
time required for thermal stabilisation at a particular temperature. Calculations show that for
a typical Ni base alloy with 0.06% carbon, bulk chromium concentration of 25% was able to
prevent sensitization. This was verified using Inconel 690.
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ALLOYING

AND

HEAT

TREATMENT

EFFECT

TO

IMPROVE

THE

INTERGRANULAR CORROSION ATTACK OF ALLOY 400 IN ACIDIC Na2SO4
SOLUTION:

The influence of heat treatments on the anodic polarization behaviour of alloy

400 in acidic Na2SO4 solutions with different pH values and chloride contents has been studied.
Alloy 400 is susceptible to intergranular corrosion in 0.5N Na2SO4 solution (pH 3) containing
0.2% CuCl3. For the same heat treatment (soaking for one hour at 900°C), the extent of IGC
appears to be significantly affected by cooling rate, which is greater for faster cooling (eg. water
quenching). Aging the water-quenched alloy at 500°C enhances IGC susceptibility, and aging
at higher temperature imparts resistance to IGC. It was observed that addition of small amounts
of hafnium has a beneficial effect on the resistance to IGC of alloy 400 under similar exposure
conditions. An attempt has been made to rationalise the observations in terms of segregation of
sulphur and phosphorus to the grain boundaries.
ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF MARAGING STEEL UNDER COLD WORKED
AND AGE-HARDENED CONDITIONS:

Maraging steel, grade 350, is used in the nuclear

industry in the cold worked plus age-hardened condition. In order to optimise the above
parameters in respect of corrosion resistance, electrochemical behaviour of this steel was studied
in NaOH solution containing fluoride ions on the basis of the negative hysteresis area obtained
in the cyclic polarization curves. The steel possessed good corrosion resistance in the following
conditions : (i) annealed, (ii) annealed plus age-hardened, (iii) annealed plus 60% cold worked
and (iv) annealed plus 40% cold work plus age-hardened.

The correlations between the

microstructures brought about by thermo-mechanical treatments and corrosion resistance have
been looked into and established.
Publications
1.
The sensitization and stress corrosion cracking of nitrogen containing stainless steels, R.S.
Dutta, P.K. De and H.S. Gadiyar, Corrosion Science, 34 (1), 51-60, 1993.
2.
Electrochemical investigations of pitting corrosion in nitrogen bearing 316 LN stainless
steel, G.C. Palit, V. Kain and H.S. Gadiyar, accepted for publication in 'Corrosion'
Journal.
3.
Performance of AISI 304 L stainless steel with exposed end grain in intergranular
corrosion tests, V. Kain, S.S. Chouthai and H.S. Gadiyar, British Corrosion J., vol. 27,
59-65, 1992.
4.
S.K. Ghosal, Localised Corrosion of Duplex Stainless Steels, Ph.D Disseration, HT,
Bombay, 1992.
5.
Film formation and stress corrosion cracking of duplex stainless steel in boiling
chloride solution, S.K. Ghosal, H.S. Gadiyar and G.V. Prabhu Gaunkar, Br. Corr. J., vol.
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7.

8.
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10.
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28, No. I, 43-49, 1993.
Effect of isothermal heat treatment on sensitization behaviour of AISI 304 stainless steel,
K.N. Adhe, P.R. Shibad, Vivekanand Kain, S.S. Chouthai and H.S. Gadiyar, J.
Electrochem. Society of India, vol. 37, 1988, p 215-219.
Effect of time and temperature of desensitization heat treatment on the chromium depleted
region in AISI 304 stainless steel, K.N. Adhe, Vivekanand Kain, S.S. Chouthai
and H.S. Gadiyar, Indian J. of Tech., vol. 38, 1990, p 139-142.
Electrochemical corrosion behaviour of Alloy 400: Intergranular corrosion in acidic
Na2SO4 solutions, P.K. De and A. Bose, Corrosion, vol. 49, pp 135-145, 1993.
Influence of metallurgical variables on the corrosion behaviour of austenite stainless steel,
A. Bose, M. Sc. (Tech.) Thesis, University of Bombay, 1992.
Electrochemical potentiodynamic reactivation (EPR) measurement on Inconel 600, P.R.
Singh and H.S. Gadiyar, Indian J. of Tech., vol. 31, 855-861, 1993.
Anodic film studies in Inconel 600, Inconel 690 and SS 304 relating to EPR
measurements, P.R. Singh and H.S. Gadiyar, Bulletin of Electrochemistry, vol. 7, 153
157, 1991.
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Pits in duplex stainless steals initiated at the austenite-ferrite grain boundary propagating into
the austenite phase.

EPMA line scan across few austenite and ferrite grains showing the distributions of Cr, Ni, Mo
and Cu in the two phases of duplex stainless steel.
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Surface appearance of differently heat treated alloy 400 samples exposed in 0.5 N Na2SO4 +
0.2% CuCI2 solution, 900°C, Ih/WQ + 500°C/l00h.

SEM micrograph with superimposed x-ray line scan showing variation of sulphur and
phosphorous concentrations in a sample treated at 900°C, 1 h/WQ.
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BIOCOMPATIBILITY OF Ni-Ti SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY
R.S. Dutta and Madangopal K.

Ni-Ti alloy system is characterised by their shape memory effect, super elasticity, high
fatigue life and superior corrosion resistance. The alloy has been considered to be an ideal
implanting material for dental and surgical clinics. Since Ni-Ti SMA is grouped under grade
A for corrosion resistance, it was felt necessary to carry out some detailed investigations on the
metallurgical aspects.
The anodic polarization behaviour of Ni-Ti shape memory alloy (SMA) in three different
microstructural conditions, namely parent phase, martensite phase and 30% cold worked
martensite phase, was studied in simulated human body media, namely Hank's physiological
solution and artificial saliva. Annealed 316L stainless steel was also studied for comparison.
The passivity of the alloys was found to be unstable in chloride containing media. The critical
anodic current density for passivity of 316 L stainless steel was found to be higher than that for
Ni-Ti SMA.

Microscopic studies revealed that the NiTi2 intermetallic phase may act as

preferential sites for pit initiation in Ni-Ti SMA.
Publications
1.
Corrosion behaviour of Ni-Ti shape memory alloy
R.S. Dutta, Madangopal K., H.S. Gadiyar and S. Banerjee
British Corrosion J. 28, 217, 1993

Pits associated with NiTi2 Phase in NiTi SMA.
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CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF RAPIDLY SOLIDIFIED Zr76Ni16Fe» ALLOY
IN CHLORIDE ENVIRONMENTS
R.S. Dutta and G.K. Dey
Metallurgy Division

Corrosion behaviour of rapidly solidified Zr76Ni,6Fe8 alloy was evaluated by conducting
anodic polarization in 0.01 N HCl and 1M NaCl solution at room temperature. Wheel side
surface and air side surface of the ribbon of rapidly solidified alloy were separately considered
in the electrochemical studies. A difference in corrosion behaviour of the ribbon was observed
across its side. Wheel side surface of the ribbon was found to possess better corrosion resistance
than air side surface in chloride environments. Partial crystallinity induced in air side surface
of the ribbon as detected by X-ray diffraction studies, appeared to have resulted in inferior
corrosion resistance of air side surface as compared to wheel side surface of the ribbon.
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CHEMICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION OF INTERMETALLIC COATINGS
John T. John and P.K. De
Metallurgy Division

A CVD system consisting of gas purification, mass flow controllers a sublimator an
auxilliary precursor input, a quartz CVD reactor, manometer and high vacuum pumps has been
designed and fabricated in Metallurgy Division to produce a variety of aluminide coatings
including nickel aluminide coatings on superalioys.

Here a mixture of aluminium chloride

vapours and hydrogen is brought into contact with a nickel base alloy at high temperatures. The
aluminium vapours produced in situ diffuses into the alloy producing a series of nickelaluminium intermetallic phases. Fig. 1 and 2 show a two layer and three layer nickel aluminide
coating produced on pure nickel by varying the aluminium activity in the process. The two layer
coating has been identified as cf-NiA! over a thin under layer of € Ni3Al and the three layer
coating as a Y1Ni2Al2 layer over a o NiAl layer with a thin under layer of € Ni 3 -Al.

Fig. 1. Two layer nickel aluminide layer produced on pure nickel by CVD.

Fig.2. Three layer nickel aluminide layer produced on pure nickel by CVD.
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1 - Determination of Dislocation Density in Deformed Zircaloy-2:
A.J. Haq, S.A. Moorthy and C.N. Rao
Dimensional changes in zircalcy-2 components affect their
performance in nuclear reactors. These changes induced by fast
neutron flux consist of both creep and growth components which
are influenced by the density of dislocations present. In this
investigation, the dislocation densities in zircaloy-2 strips
after different amounts of cold rolling were determined by x-ray
diffraction (XRD). XRD profiles of the cold rolled as well as
annealed zircaloy-2 strips were recorded and analysed by the
Single line as well as the Warren-Averbach Fourier methods.
Increasing cold work led to an increase in micro-strains and a
reduction in the domain size and the trend shown was similar by
both methods. The strains and dislocation densities estimated by
the two methods were of the same order, whereas, the domain size
obtained by the single lime method was higher by one order of
magnitude. Also the dislocation density values were found to
agree with those reported by other workers.
2. Mechanical Anisotropy in Zircaloy-2 Sheet:
A.J. Haq, A. Haq, C.N. Rao and M.K. Asundi
The microstructure of zircaloy-2 essentially comprises of
HCP ct-phase with a low c/a ratio. The inherent anisotropy of the
crystal, the limited number of slip systems and the strict
crystallographic orientation twinning relationships in hep metals
result in a preferred orientation during fabrication of various
components. The preferred orientation in turn causes a strong
anisotropy of mechanical properties. The mechanical anisotropy of
zircaloy-2 sheet was studied and correlated with its texture and
microstructure.
Tensile tests carried out on samples taken along various
directions of the as received and annealed zircaloy-2 sheet
showed that it exhibited significant mechanical anisotropy. For
the
measurement
of
strains at various intervals,
gridphotoetching
and
photographic
techniques
were
employed.
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Characterisation of texture by XRD method (texture coefficients,
inverse pole figures, fraction of basal poles and Schmid factors)
showed that a majority of /l010? poles were aligned parallel to
the rolling direction. Assuming <[ 1010V ^1210^ prism slip to be
the predominant mode of deformation, it was possible to explain
the anisotropy of mechanical properties in annealed condition
whereas, in the as received sheet, it was concluded that,
influence of grain size anisotropy has also to be taken into
account.
Also,
from the measured strains, the transverse
contractile strain ratios in the rolling and transverse direction
specimens were evaluated and the formability
of
annealed
zircaloy-2 was quantified.
3. Characterization of Texture of tubes fabricated by NFC:
The textures of the following tubes produced by NFC were
characterized in terms of texture coefficients, inverse pole
figures and the effective fraction of basal poles:3.1 Texture of flow formed calandria tubes•
A.J. Haq, S.A. Moorthy and C.N. Rao
The
Zircaloy-2
calandria
tubes used in PHWRs are
conventionally fabricated by hot extrusion followed by sheet
rolling, tube forming and seam welding. The flow forming process,
which produces seamless tubes and has the additional advantage of
better wall thickness tolerance and improved yield was tried. The
textures
of
tubes
flow
formed to various extents were
characterized in both the flow formed and annealed conditions and
compared with those of the seam welded and pilgered tubes.
The flow formed zircaloy-2 calandria tubes were found to
exhibit
typical sheet rolling texture with higher texture
coefficient values of the basal poles along the radial direction
and that of the £1010J poles along the longitudinal direction as
compared to the seam welded or pilgered tubes. On annealing there
were marginal changes in the texture
coefficient
values,
consistent with the recrystallization texture of zirconium.
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3.2 Characterigation of Texture of Miniature Coolant Tubes:
A.J. Haq, S.A. Moorthy and C.N. Rao
As extruded Zircaloy-2 and Zr-2.5Nb miniature coolant
tubes
exhibited
basal pole distribution mostly along the
tangential and radial directions. The final stage of deformation
caused an increase in fR with a corresponding decrease in fT with
only a small decrease in fL.
3.3 Effect of cold working and annealing on the texture of
Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes:
A.J. Haq, A. Haq, S. Banerjee
A modified flow sheet for the fabrication of Zr-2.5Nb
pressure tubes involves a few additional steps viz. stress
releiving,
cold working and annealing as compared to the
conventional route. It was observed that crystallographic texture
primarily developed during hot extrusion and the additional steps
in the route did not alter the texture significantly. The texture
developed was one having a majority of the basal plane normals
along the tangential direction of the tube.
3.4 Characterization of Texture of Zirlo fuel tubes:
A.J. Haq, S.A. Moorthy and C.N. Rao
A

zirconium alloy containing Nb (Zr-lNb-lSn-0.lFe) with
better corrosion resistance and irradiation growth & creep
resistance has been fabricated at NFC into fuel tubes. The
textures of these tubes were characterized at various stages of
fabrication.
In the as extruded condition the basal poles were aligned
both along the tangential and radial directions, with the texture
coefficient value along the tangential direction being slightly
higher. The prism poles on the other hand were concentrated to a
very great extent along the longitudinal direction. After the
first
pilgering stage followed by annealing,
the texture
coefficient values of the basal poles were almost the same in the
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radial and tangential directions.
After repeated pilgering
followed by annealing, in the final stage, the basal poles were
mainly found along the radial direction whereas the alignment of
prism poles remained the same.
Since resistance against hydrogen embrittlement is one of the
requirements of the fuel tubes and hydrides precipitate nearly
parallel to the basal plane the textures were also quantified in
terms of the idealized grain orientations. It was evident that as
the tube goes through the fabrication sequence of pilgering and
annealing there is a rotation of the basal poles from the
tangential direction in the extruded tubes to the
radial
direction in the final stage which is the required texture of the
fuel tubes for favourable orientation of hydrides.

Papers pub1ished/accepted/presented
1. "Texture-Tensile Properties Correlation in Zircaloy-2",
Ayesha J. Haq, A. Haq and C.N. Rao, presented at IIM, Ranch!.
2. "Determination of dislocation density of zircaloy-2 sheets",
Ayesha J. Haq, S.A. Moorthy and C.N. Rao, presented at IIM,
Odaipur.
3. "Mechanical anisotropy in annealed zircaloy-2", Ayesha J. Haq,
A. Haq, C.N. Rao and M.K. Asundi, ibid
4. "Characterization of texture of flow formed calandria tubes",
S.A. Moorthy, Ayesha J. Haq and C.N. Rao, presented at IIM,
Hyderabad.
5. "Effect of Cold Working and Annealing on the Texture of
Zr-2.5Nb Pressure Tubes", Ayesha J. Haq, A. Haq, S. Banerjee,
Bull. Mater. Sci., vol. 15, 1992, pp 289-296.
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ELECTROLESS DEPOSITION OF METALS
S.N. Athavale and M.K. Totlani
Metallurgy Division

Our electroless deposition of metals activity strives for improved processes and optimum
utilization of nanocrystalline/amorphous Ni-P, Ni-B and Pd-P coatings for various engineering
applications; Ni-P coatings for corrosion protection, aid in brazing/soldering of difficult-tobraze/solder metals and alloys, producing ultra-black surfaces and for the production of coated
metal optics, Ni-B coatings for electronics applications and Pd for use in the construction of
hydrogen gas probes.
Papers Published
1.
Electroless nickel plating - A versatile Surface Modification Technique by M.K. Totlani,
Trans. I1M, 45-6 (1992), 409.
2.
Corrosion Control with Electroless Nickel Coatings by M.K. Totlani, Trans. IIM, 45-6
(1992), 409.
3.
Studies on the Autocatalytic Nickel-boron Plating on Alumina and Copper with
Dimethylamine borane as reducing agent by P.B. Shrivastva, N. Venkataramani, V.K.
Rohatgi, C.K. Mital and M.K. Totlani, Metal Finishing, 83, 2, (1985), 65.
4.
Autocatalytic Nickel-boron Composite Coatings by P.B. Shrivastva, N. Venkataramani,
V.K. Rohatgi, C.K. Mital and M.K. Totlani, Proc. of the International School on 'Sintered
Materials and Sintered Metal-Ceramic Composites, IIT Kanpur, 1983, p 149.
5.
Electroless Nickel Coatings on Copper Electrodes for Wear and Corrosion Resistance by
S.N. Athavale and M.K. Totlani, J. Electrochem. Soc. of India, 30-1 (1981), 8.
6.
Direct Bonding of Metals to Ceramics : Copper and Nickel to Sintered Alumina by S.N.
Athavale, P.B. Shrivastva and M.K. Totlani, Proc. of BRNS Symposium on 'Sintering and
Sintered Products', BARC, Bombay (1979), p 677.
7.
Electroless Plating of Palladium by S.N. Athavale and M.K. Totlani, Metal Finishing, 87,
(1989).
8.
High Pressure Studies on Mg4CuAl6 and Mg3Zn3Al2 and Microcrystalline Ni(P) and
Pd(P) by K. Karunakaran, S.N. Vaidya, M.K. Totlani, S.N. Athavale and G.K. Dey, Proc.
of XHth AIRPORT International Conference on High Pressure Science and Technology,
(1991).
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JOINING CERAMICS
S.N. Athavale, N.C. Soni, MR. Gonal, Ram Prasad and M.K. Totlani
Metallurgy Divsion

Many of the potential advanced applications for structural ceramics (such as heat engines
or heat exchangers) are very critically dependent on the technology for reliably joining ceramic
components to form complex assemblies, unit lengths of ceramic material to form large systems
or ceramic components to metals.

Ceramic-to-metal feed through's have potential use in a

variety of applications including ultra high vacuum (UHV).

Extensive studies on the ceramic

alumina-to-metal joining have led to the optimisation of producing reliable alumina-to-metal
seals having a helium leak rate of 10"9 cc/sec.
The studies are being extended to other ceramic materials and also the development of
active brazing materials.
Papers Published
1.
Direct Bonding of Metals to Ceramics : Copper and Nickel to Sintered Alumina by
S.N. Athavale, P.B. Shrivastva and M.K. Totlani, Proc. of BRNS Symposium on
'Sintering and Sintered Products', BARC, Bombay (1979), p 677.
2.
Ceramic-Metal Joining by M.K. Totlani, S.N. Athavale, N.C. Soni, Ram Prasad and C.K.
Gupta, Bull. Ind. Vac. Soc, vol. 23, No. 3 (1992), 21.

ELECTRODEPOSITED PARTICLE - DISPERSED COMPOSITE
M.N. Joshi, S.N, Athavale and M.K. Totlani
Metallurgy Division

Electrolytic codeposition of nickel and copper with fine inert ceramic particles like
oxides, carbides and nitrides to produce particle-dispersed nickel-base and copper-base
composites (or composite coatings), former for high temperature applications and the latter as
resistance welding electrodes.
Coarsening of the second phase particles in copper and nickel matrix has been studied
to arrive at the upper temperature limit for their use.

Mechanical properties and wear-

characteristics of nickel-base composites have been evaluated in the as-plated state as well as
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after heat treatment at temperatures upto 1000°C.

Variation in the properties have been

correlated to the accompanying change in the microstructure of the composites.

Ft has been

established that Ni-ZrO 2 composites coatings have potential for high temperature (upto 1000"C)
applications, and Ni-yttria as an alternate to TD nickel.
Electrolytic codeposition technique have been used to produce nickel powders containing
a fine homogeneous dispersion of sub-micron, inert and hard particles, which can be directly
processed by P/M to produce dispersion-strengthened composite materials.
Papers Published
1.
Electrodeposition of copper-base composites from acidic copper sulphate bath by S.N.
Athavaie and M.K. Totlani, Proc. Int. Conf. on 'Industrial and Oriented Basic
Electrochemistry' org. by SAEST at Madras, 1980.
2.
Electrodeposition of Ni~TiO2 and Ni-SiC composites by M.N. Joshi and M.K. Totlani,
J. Electrochem. Soc. of India, 28-1 (1979), 335.
3.
Electrodeposition of Ni-Si3N4 composites by M.N. Joshi and M.K. Totlani, Proc. of
Second Nat. Conf. a -Electroplating and Metal Finishing, INDFIN'81 (1981), p 75.
4.
Mechanism of formation of electrodeposited composite coatings : Adsorption and Double
layer Effects by M.N. Joshi and M.K. Totlani, Proc. of Second Nat. Conf. a 'Proc. of
BRNS Symposium on 'Interaction at Electrode - Electrolyte Interface', HT, Madras
(1982), p 140.
5.
Nickel-base composite coatings by electrolytic codeposition technique by M.N. Joshi and
M.K. Totlani, Proc. First Nat. Conf. on 'Electroplating and Metal Finishing' org. by
SAEST at New Delhi, 1985, p 185.
6.
Electrodeposition of Ni-ZrO 2 Composite coatings by M.N. Joshi and M.K. Totlani, Proc.
of Third Nat. Conf. on 'Electroplating and Metal Finishing' INDFIN'83 1983, p 139.
7.
Electrodeposition of Ni-Y2O3 particle dispersed composite coatings by M.N. Joshi and
M.K. Totlani, Presented at Fifth Nat. Conf. on 'Electroplating and Metal Finishing'
INDFIN'93 1993, Baroda.
8.
Electrodeposition of Anatase titania with copper with acidic copper sulphate by S.N.
Athavaie and M.K. Totlani, J. Electrochem. Soc. 31-4, (1982) 199.

ELECTRODEPOSITION OF ALLOYS
A.L. Pappachan, A.K. Grover, M.K. Totlani, M. Sundararaman and M.N. Joshi
Metallurgy Division

Corrosion and oxidation resistant nickel-molybdenum alloys have been prepared by DC
and pulse electrolysis. The alloys are being characterised by X-rays, optical microscope, SEM
and TEM. Internal stress measurements and corrosion studies have been carried out. The alloys
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are microcrystalline in nature and have crystallite size in the range of 150-500 A0.

An

interesting feature of the electroformed Ni-14.9% Mo alloys is that they get deposited in the
disordered state whereas conventionally processed alloy always process short range order and
needs electron irradiation to disorder the material. Detailed TEM investigations have been
carried out on heat treated alloy to study the sequence of transformation.
Electrodeposition of amorphous nickel-phosphorous alloys, P content varying from 2 to
17% has been studied in detail; coatings have been evaluated for their physical and mechanical
properties in as-plated state as well as after heat-treatment at temperatures upto 400°C.
Papers Published
1.
Electrodeposition of Nickel-Molybdenum Alloys from aqueous bath, Published in Trans.
Metal Finisher's Ass. India, vol. 1, No. 1, (1992), pp 21-26.
2.
Macrostress changes during electrodeposition of Ni-Mo alloys - Paper presented at
'Fifth Nat. Conf. on Electroplating and Metal Finishing', INDFIN'93, Dec. 1993, Baroda.
3.
Order-Disorder Transformation Studies on electroformed Ni-14.9 a/o Alloy - Paper to
be presented in ICPM-94, March 9-11, 1994, BARC, Bombay.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE OXIDE SUPERCONDUCTORS
Ram Prasad, N.C. Soni, K. Adhikary, A. Gulnar and MR. Gonal
Metallurgy Division

Metallurgy Division over the past five years has vigorously pursued a comprehensive
programme on development of high temperature oxide superconductors. During this period,
various synthesis routes have been developed for YBa2Cu3O7) YBa2Cu4Os, Bi-2212, Bi-2223
and Pb-Sr-R-Ca-Cu-O. These include solid state methods employing ambient and reduced
pressures as well as wet chemical routes. The effect of oxygen content on the structure and
superconducting properties of YBaCuO and RE BaCuO (RIT = rare earths) has also been studied.
Magnetic properties and structure of quenched and slow cooled compounds were investigated
which proved the coexistence of superconductivity and strong paramagnetism in these
compounds. This was the first group to report the synthesis of Pr^Srj RCu2Ox superconducting
compounds without calcium addition. Extensive experimentation on the effect of different kinds
of ionic substitutions (magnetic and non-magnetic) at various lattice sites in YBaCuO, RBaCuO
and BiSrCaCuO compounds on the structure and properties has been carried out to understand
the nature of superconductivity in high Tc oxides.
Another important area of investigation has been the different fabrication routes for high
Te oxides. Sintering behaviour of these oxides was studied in detail and bulk densities upto 96%
T.D. were achieved in cold compaction and sintering process by modification of initial powder
characteristics. This was one of the earliest groups to demonstrate the importance of oxidesilver composites in the fabrication process. It was proved that the silver addition resulted in
a marked improvement in fabricability and critical current density, without any detrimental effect
on the transition temperature. Experiments were also conducted on shock wave compaction of
pure and composite compositions.

Effect

of microstructural characteristics on the

superconductivity has also been studied through optical and electron microscopy with a view to
improve the critical current density. Grain aligned strucutres were obtained using deformation,
fugitive liquid and partial melting techniques. The effort on structure-property correlation in
high Tc oxides is continued.
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Mohan, M.D. Vora, S. Banerjee, C.V. Tomy, S.K. Malik, H.S. Yadav and K.R.K. Rao;
Pramana J. of Physics 32 (6), 801 (1989).
3
Superconducting and magnetic studies on GdBa2(Cui_xFeJ!)j O7+z oxide system; S.K.
Malik, C.V. Tomy, D.T. Adroja, S.K. Dhar, R. Nagarajan, Ram Prasad and N.C. Soni,
Solid State Comm. 67, 521 (1988)
4
Superconductivity in 70K range in Ca-free Pb-Sr-R-Cu-O oxide system", Ram Prasad,
N.C. Soni, K. Adhikary, S.K. Malik and C.V. Tomy, Solid State Comm. 76(5), 667
(1990).
5
Magnetic susceptibility Resistivity and 151 Eu Mossbaner studies on Zn-substituted
EuBa2Cu307_y", C.V. Tomy, R. Nagarajan, S.K. Malik, Ram Prasad, N.C. Soni and K.
Adhikary, Solid State Comm. 75(1), 59 (1990).
6
Magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity measurements on Pr-rich PrBa2.,Prx Cu3O7_y
compounds, S.K. Malik, S.M. Pattalwar, C.V. Tomy, Ram Prasad, N.C. Soni and K.
Adhikary, Physical Review B, 46, 524 (1992).
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INJECTION MOULDING OF CERAMIC AND METAL POWDERS
S.K. Roy, D.D. Upadhyaya, R.K. Fotedar
Metallurgy Division

Objective: To study the moulding parameters on the processing of ceramic and metal powders
and optimizing this technique for component fabriation. The study also involves the use of
commercially avaialble coarse and nonspherical powders for better dimensional control and cost
effectiveness.
Report:

An organic binder vehicle system consisting of purified bees'wax, paraffin wax and

stearic acid was experimentally derived for use in the injection moulding experiments.
Experiments were designed to obtain the desired values for parameters necessary for deciding
the suitable injection "window", for a variety of ceramics, namely, alumina, Mg-PSZ, fused
silica, and electrolyte grade iron metal powder. Particle size distribution, particle morphology,
state of agglomeration, powder loading, moulding pressure and temperature were studied for
their influence on the successful fabrication of specimens by injection moulding.

A few

cylindrical crucibles and rectangular boats were fabricated by this technique using bimodal
particle sizes of alumina and could be sintered to better than 92% at 1500°C/2 hours.
Publications
1
Ceramics fabrication by injection moulding technique - selection of materials and
fabrication experience; D.D. Upadhyaya, S.K. Roy, C.K. Gupta, R.K. Fotedar and R.N.
Arya Key Engineering Materials, 29-31, 159-170, 1989.
2
Metal injection moulding of coarse iron powders; S.K. Roy, D.D. Upadhyaya and R.K.
Fotedar;Powder Met. Intnl. 24[2] 88-90, 1992.
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SOL-GEL PROCESSING OF ALUMINA AND ZIRCONIA CERAMICS
S. Ramanathan, R. Bhat, D.D. Upadhyaya and S.K. Roy
Metallurgy Division

Preparation of Submicrometer Alumina Powder:
A reactive submicrometer alpha alumina powder through homogeneous precipitation and
crystallisation using an aqueous aluminium nitrate and urea was prepared.

The processing

method was optimised by a parametric investigation involving the change in initial concentration
of the reactants, final pH and temperature. Particle size decreased with decreasing aluminium
and increasing urea concentrations.
It is possible to obtain high purity submicrometer size (D50 ~ 0.5

) and sinteractive

alpha alumina powder after calcining at 1400°C. Typical compacts obtained from this powder
were sinterable to 95% theoretical density at a sintering temperature of ~ 1550°C.
Alumina monoliths by sol-gel technique:
Alumina sols were obtained by precipitation and peptization of hydroxides of aluminium
at ~ 100"C and were gelled into monoliths by controlled dehydration at ambient conditions.
The dried monoliths were converted into ceramics through processes of drying, calcination and
sintering in the temperature range of 500 to 1200°C. Highly porous ceramics with ~ 45% open
porosity were obtained after sintering at 1000*C while high density ceramics with ~ 93%
theoretical density resulted after sintering at 1200°C due to the onset of theta to alpha
transformation.
Publications
1
Alumina ceramics by sol-gel technique; S. Ramanathan, R. Bhat, D.D. Upadhyaya, S.K.
Roy, Bulletin of Materials Science Research (Accepted for publication).
Coating of ZrO2-3m%Y2O3 on Zircalloy-2
Zirconia-3m% yttria sol was obtained by coprecipitation and peptisation of the hydroxide
at ~ 80°C using acetic acid. Systematic investigations on the effect of process parameters like
withdrawing rate, sol concentration and number of dips on the quality and thickness of coating
were evaluated. It was found that high density, crackfree coatings could be obtained after
sintering at 1100°C.
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SELF PROPAGATING HIGH TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS
Sujit K. Roy, A. Biswas and S. Banerjee
Metallurgy Division
Objective:

The application of this technique to synthesize ceramics, composites and

intermetallics. To study the effect of various parameters on the characterisation of the products.
Report:

Self propagating high temperature synthesis of a few borides of titanium, namely,

Ti, g7B50, TiB2, Ti2B5, Ti3B4 and TiB was carried out using the plane wave propagation mode.
An intermetallic, TiNi which is a shape memory alloy was synthesised in the thermal explosion
mode. A quartz reactor and the elemental powders were used. Specimen size, particle size,
powder history, microstructure of the green specimen, atmosphere (vacuum and argon) and rate
of heating (in the thermal explosion) were the parameters studied to optimize the processing.
Publications
1
Self propagating high temperature synthesis of titanium borides; S.K. Roy, A. Biswas and
S. Banerjee; Bull. Mater. Sci., 16[5] 347-356, 1993.
2
Combustion synthesis of TiB and TiB2 under vacuum; Sujit K. Roy and Aniruddha
Biswas; Jour. Matls. Sci. Letts, (to be published).
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CRYSTALLISATION BEHAVIOUR OF ZIRCONIA YTTRIA GELS
S. Ramanathan, S.K. Roy, Ramprasad, N.C. Soni, R.V. Muraleedharan and P.K.K. Nair
Metallurgy Division

Zirconia-yttria gels containing 0 to 9 mole percent yttria were obtained by coprecipitation
and drying at 100°C. The crystallisation behaviour of the dehydrated gels was studied by hot
stage x-ray diffraction and differential scanning calorimeter.

The crystallisation was

accompanied by a sharp exothermic peak called "glow crystallisation". The peak temperature
of the exotherm increased while the enthalpy of crystallisation decreased with increasing yttria
content. The glow effect also decreased with increasing yttria content indicative of the hindering
effect of yttria on the crystallisation kinetics.
Publications
1
Crystallisation behaviour of zirconia 10 m% Y2O3 by hot stage x-ray diffraction; S.
Ramanathan, N.C. Soni and Ram Prasad Jour, of Mat. Sci. Res. Let. 12, 1993, 122-24.
2
Dehydration crystallisation kinetics of zirconia-yttria gels; S. Ramanathan and R.V.
Muraleedharan, Accepted for publication in the Journal of American Ceramic Society.
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPY STUDIES ON ADVANCED CERAMICS
D.D. Upadhyaya, G.KDey, S.KRoy and S.Ranerjee

Research facilities for structural analysis have been augmented recently by
acquisition of the argon ion mill ( Gatan) and associated equipments required in the
preparation of electron transparent samples of ceramic materials. Mtcrostructural investigations were thus carried out on a variety of'Advanced Ceramics' systems employing the
techniques of transmission electron microscopy.
The transformation toughened zirconia alloys ( 3Y - TZP ), on high temperature
annealing develop a duplex grain morphology consisting of coarse ( ~ 5 \aa) c-ZrO2 grains
surrounded by a much smaller ( < 0.5 [an ) t-ZrO2 grain clusters. This tendency was found
to be eliminated by incorporation of certain transition metal dopants, to result in a fairly
monomodal grain size distribution[l,2]. Use of Al^O, as dispersed phase (upto 20 vol %
) was beneficial in terms of improved fracture toughness (K^ = 8.2 M Pa m i a ) and a
coarsening resistant microstructure (Fig. 1) [3]. TEM results were extremely useful in
evaluating the role of these ultrafine and equiaxed grains and the ubiquitous grain
boundary amorphous phase during high temperature deformation of 3Y-TZP ( Fig. 2).
The stress accommodation leading to supcrplastic flow in these ceramics is a simultaneous
effect of several mechanisms viz., the redistribution of the viscous phase, the subgrain
ferrodastic domain switching of t-ZrO2 as well as the established grain intercalation mode

Microstructural evolution in Si,N 4 ceramics processed through die liquid phase
sintering route showed a remarkable difference in the amount of amorphous phase content
and the (3- SijN4 grain morphology depending upon the additive used (CeO2 or MgO
).Features like the as- grown dislocations and the ultrathin (~ 1.0 run) intergranular liquid
film were also resolved ( Fig. 3). Ceramic-matrix-composites prepared by directed
oxidation of molten Al-alloy showed a fine ( 0.25pun) and isometric grain network of ocAljQ, infiltrating the interstices of the ceramic reinforcement phase (AljO3 or SiC). The
impurity free and sharp, facetted grain boundary features revealed by TEM are the most
significant aspect of this process[5]. The precursor effect in the phase transformation
characteristics of sol-gel derived alumina ceramics was also studied [6]. Concerning the
oxide superconductors, the YBCO ceramics showed the presence of characteristic
microtwin ( width ~ 50 run ) pattern of the orthorhombic phase (Fig. 4). The Bi-based
2223 systems revealed a very fine scale dispersion of impurity phases. The newer
approaches like the cross-sectional TEM, selective etching, etc., have also been initiated to
study the heterophase interfaces for a variety of materials.
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Flf.2. Superpiastfc 3Y-TZP

Fig.3. Intergranular features of SI,N4

Fig.4. The (110) mlcrotwins of YBCO ceramics

1. "Densifiacation behaviour andmicrostnicfurca! features of 3Y-TZP with and without
additives", D.D.Upadhyaya, T.R.G. Kutty and C. Ganguly in Science and Techno! ogy
of Zirconia -V, ( eds) S.P.S Badwal, M J.Bannistar and R.H. J.Hannink, Technomic
Pub., Basel, pp 310-317 (1993).
2." Development of zirconia based transformation toughened ceramics" , S.K.Roy,
D.D.Upadhyaya, S. Ramanathan and S.. Banerjee, Trans. Ind. Ceram. Soc. 52 22-31
(1993)
3." Processing and properties ofY-TZP/Al2Q, composites", D.D.Upadhyaya, P.Y.Darvi
and G.K.Dey, J.Mater. ScL 28 6103-6106 (1993)
4. "Studies on high temperature deformation behaviour of ytfria stabilised ztrcoma" ,
D.D.Upadhyaya, S.K.Roy, G.K.Dey and S.Banerjee, ICPM-94
5."Effect of fifler phase porosity on directed oxidation of AI-afloy", D.D.Upadhyaya,
R.Bhat, S.Ramanathan and S.K.Roy, J.ABoys and Comp. (in press) 1993
6."Alumina ceramics by uA-gpl technique", S. Ramanauum, R.Bhat, D.D.Upadhyaya
and S.K.Roy, BulLMater. ScL (in press), 1993
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SUPKRPLASTICITY IN ZIRCONIA CERAMICS
D.D.Upadhyaya,R.K.Fotedar and S.R.Roy
Metallurgy Division
Yttria stabilised
tetragonal zirconia ceramics possess the
characteristic ultrafine grain size and a ubiquitous grain boundary
amorphous phase.
These parameters play an important role
in
controlling the high temperature mechanical properties.
Under
optimized conditions, Y-TZP becomes amenable to various hot forming
operations common in metals and alloys.
Studies were carried out on the deformation behaviour of ZrO^ - 3
mol % Y«0« (3Y-TZP) ceramics which were prepared by pressureless
sintering at 1400°C. Compressive creep tests under a constant load of
15 MPa were performed at various temperatures between 1200 and 1400 C.
A large strain of 60% could be achieved without fracture under these
conditions. Analysis of microstructural changes on samples after
deformation was performed by Transmission Electron Microscopy.
The
subgrain features and the distribution of the amorphous phase at
grain boundaries suggest a grain boundary sliding
accompanied by a
diffusion accommodation process as the
predominant
deformation
mechanism in these ceramics. Following figure presents the bright
field micrograph of 3Y-TZP (a) undeformed, (b) after deformation at
1400°C and Cc) the twin variants within the t-ZrO« grains.
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CfRAMIC-MATRIX-COMPOSITEB BY DTRECTED MELT OXIDATION
P -D.l ipad!ivav?.R ,

t." R a m ^ n ? f hft'i and
l li.i'ay D i v i s i o n

? he 'iir£?r teH melt oxidation is a versatile HOP—sinterina
p^-si'ia -rout" to nrod'.ice near-net shape
rsr?mir
matrix
r><=;i t*3' CM(') .
Though the merhanlscn of CMC proces-inQ by
o-n'daH iv n growth has not yet been clesrly established, its
terhnologica! pcl'Titial has bpen fully brought to commercial
pr odui' t.ion a= w n ar resistant components and armour parts by
The interaction of molten aluminium with Al^O., and SiC powder
preforms to produce dense A!_lO-»/Al and SiC--Al_,O_,/Al composites has
been investigated in our laboratory. The infiltration behaviour
of the melt and the microstructural evolution of the composites as
a function of the preform pore size were investigated using a
simple binary alloy "5052' having the composition of Al-2.5ftg,
Typical growth rate of If3.!3jjm,rnin ~ was obtained for fused alumina
preforms of mean pore diameter of 2.2/jm. For SiC the infiltration
rate was found to be relatively low( 5.0/jm.min
) under identical
conditions (1100°C/24hrs). Optical micrograph in figure (b) shows
the A1_,O^/A1 composite. The microcrystal line oxidation produced
filler phase of a—Alo0_, is shown in figure (a) and the internal
microstructure of the fused alumina grain in figure (c)»both
under TEM.. The intercrystalline regions were free from segregated
impurity and thus maintain facetted and sharp interfaces.
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ALLOY SYNTHESIS
Different processes are explored at HTMS, Metallurgy Division for synthesis of a variety
of alloys of use to industries and basic research. A brief account of the findings is presented
below:
Aluntinothermic Smelting of Master Alloys
D.K. Bose, I.G. Sharma, A. Biswas, K.U. Nair, Sohan Singh, J.M. Juneja
Metallurgy Division

Low carbon speciality ferroalloys, such as Fe-Nb, Fe-W, Fe-Ti, Fe-B etc., of ISI
specifications are successfully prepared and the technology has been transferred to a few private
entreprenuers. Characterization of V-Fe and V-Al master alloy has been done by XRD, EPMA
and optical microscopy.

Electron Beam Synthesis
I.G. Sharma, CD. Singh, S Chakraborty
Metallurgy Division

A number of alloys such as Nb-Ti, Ni-Ti, Nb-Ni-V and Zr based alloys from their
constituent elements are melt consolidated in the 15 KW electron beam furnace and designed
composition of the alloys have been achieved.

Samarium-Cobalt Alloy
T.S. Krishnan, P.K. Rajagopalan
Metallurgy Division

Reduction-diffusion process has been developed for the preparation of Sm-Co alloy- an
important permanent magnetic material. Metallurgical and magnetic properties of the alloy
prepared by calciothermic reduction of Sm2O3 in presence of cobalt, are found to be in close
agreement with those reported in literature.

T 51
Publications:
1. A study on preparation of nickel alloys from nickel bearing spent catalyst
S.P. Chakraborty, I.G. Sharma, T.K. Mukherjee and D.K. Bose; Trans 11M, 46, No.5 (1993),
327-329.
2. Preparation of titanium by magnesiothermic reduction of nitile under hydrogenated fused salt
electrorefining, I.G. Sharma and D.K. Bose, Trans IIM, 16, No.5 (1993), 297-303.
3. Preparation of single phase Cr7C3 by aluminothermic reduction, A. Biswas, K.U. Nair and
D.K. Bose, Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 198(1993) 181 185.
4. Standard molar enthalpies of formation of sodium molybdates at 298.15 K by solution
f alorimetry, R.P. Tangri, V. Venugopal and D.K. Bose, Thermochemica Acta 551 (1991).
5. Self propagating high temp, synthesis of titanium borides, S.K. Roy, A. Biswas
and S. Banerjee, Bulletin of Material Science, 16(5) 1993, 347-356.
6. A process for the recovery of platinum from analytical residues, S.P. Biswas,
S.P. Chakraborty, T.K. Mukherjee and C.K. Gupta, Processing and Extractive Metallurgy
Review, 1992, Vol.9, 91-96.
7. Consolidation of metal powder compacts by electrical discharge, P.K.K. Nayar, I.S. Batra,
P.K. Rajagopalan and T.S. Krishnan, Trans. PMAI, Vol.19, Dec 92, p 97.
8. Preparation of elemental boron, K.U. Nair, D.K. Bose and C.K. Gupta, Mineral Processing
& Extractive Met. Review, Vol.9, 1992, 283.
9. Production of boron, boron carbide and its associated products, K.U. Nair and D.K. Bose
Indo-US Workshop on Perspectives in New Materials, NPL, Delhi, March 24, 1992.
10.Electrochemical investigation on recrystallisation of Met. glass 2628 MB,
K.U. Nair and P.K.K. Nair, Trans IIM, 46(5), 1993, 331.
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